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Summary
In this dissertation, we propose to combine programmability with reconfigurability by implementing an adaptable programmable VLIW processor in a
reconfigurable hardware. The approach allows applications to be developed at
high-level (C language level), while at the same time, the processor organization can be adapted to the specific requirements (both static and dynamic) of
different applications.
Our proposed customizable VLIW processor called ρ-VEX can be adapted at
design-time as well as at run-time. Its instruction set architecture (ISA) is
based on the VEX ISA and a toolchain (parametrized C compiler and simulator) is publicly available from Hewlett Packard (HP) for architectural exploration and code generation. The design-time parameters include the processor’s issue-width, the type of different functional units (FUs) and their latencies, the type and size of multiported register files, degree of pipelining,
size of instruction and data memories, type of interrupt and exception systems,
selection of default custom operations, datapath sharing. If the behavior of
applications is not known at design-time or an application has different phases
with distinct requirements, a fixed processor may not perform efficiently for
all the applications/phases. To this end, we propose a run-time reconfigurable
processor that can adapt its organization dynamically during execution. The
run-time parameters include the processor’s issue-width, the type and number
of different FUs, and the register file size. Additionally, we propose configurable fault tolerance techniques for the ρ-VEX processor. The designer can
choose to include or exclude the fault tolerance in the processor at design-time.
When the fault tolerance is included, it can be made permanently enabled or
enabled/disabled at run-time. All these options enable users to trade-off between hardware area/resources, performance, power/energy consumption, and
reliability. The processor is available as open-source.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift stellen we voor om programmeerbaarheid te combineren
met reconfigureerbaarheid door het implementeren van een aanpasbare programmeerbare VLIW processor in herconfigureerbare hardware. De aanpak
staat het ontwikkelen van toepassingen op hoog niveau (C programmeer taalniveau) toe, terwijl op hetzelfde moment de processor organisatie kan worden
aangepast aan de specifieke eisen (zowel statisch als dynamisch) van verschillende toepassingen.
Onze voorgestelde aanpasbare VLIW processor, genaamd ρ-VEX, kan tijdens
design-time evenals tijdens run-time aangepast worden. De instructie set architectuur (ISA) is gebaseerd op de VEX ISA en een toolchain (geparametriseerde
C compiler en simulator) is publiek beschikbaar gesteld door Hewlett Packard
(HP) voor architectuur exploratie en code generatie. De design-time parameters omvatten de processor issue-breedte, de aard van verschillende functionele
eenheden (FU’s) en hun latencies, het type en grootte van multiported register files, de mate van pipelining, de grootte van instructie en data geheugens,
het type interrupt en exceptie systemen, selectie van standaard aangepaste bewerkingen, het delen van het datapad. Indien het gedrag van applicaties niet bekend is tijdens design-time of wanneer een applicatie verschillende fases kent
met verschillende eisen, kan het zijn dat een vaste processor niet efficiënt is in
het uitvoeren van alle applicaties/fasen. Daartoe stellen we een run-time herconfigureerbare processor voor die zijn organisatie tijdens het berekenen dynamisch kan aanpassen. De run-time parameters omvatten de processor issuebreedte, het type en aantal verschillende FUs, en het register bestandsgrootte.
Daarnaast stellen we voor de ρ-VEX processor herconfigureerbare fouttolerantie technieken voor. De ontwerper kan kiezen voor wel of geen fouttolerantie
in de processor tijdens design-time. Wanneer fouttolerantie is inbegrepen,
kan deze permanent ingeschakeld worden of ingeschakeld/uitgeschakeld tijdens run-time. Al deze opties geven de gebruikers de mogelijkheid om een
afweging te maken tussen hardware area/resources, prestatie, stroom/energie
verbruik en betrouwbaarheid. De processor is als open-source beschikbaar.
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Prepositions
1. All hardware and software should be reconfigurable.
2. Hardwired multiported memories are a must for the efficient implementation of parallel hardware in FPGA.
3. Software comes from heaven when you have good hardware. (Ken
Olsen)
4. The distinction between VLIW and superscalar processors is vanishing.
5. Normal life starts after the PhD study.
6. A good idea means nothing by itself; a good implementation is equally
important.
7. Will is more important than competence to achieve something.
8. You are not doing research when you know what you are doing.
9. “Freedom of expression” should not be considered as unlimited.
10. Without improving the primary education system in Pakistan, spending
billions in higher education is of little use.
11. Tolerance is the only thing the Pakistani nation needs nowadays.
12. A good way to learn new things is to be unlucky.

These propositions are regarded as opposable and defendable, and have been
approved as such by the promotor Prof. dr. K.L.M. Bertels.
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Stellingen
1. Alle hardware en software zou herconfigureerbaar moeten zijn.
2. Hardwired multiported geheugens zijn een vereiste voor het efficiënt implementeren van parallel hardware op FPGA.
3. Software komt van de hemel wanneer je goede hardware hebt. (Ken
Olsen)
4. Het verschil tussen VLIW en superscalar processoren is aan het verdwijnen.
5. Het normale leven starts na de PhD studie.
6. Een goede idee betekent opzichzelfstaand niets, een goede implementatie is even belangrijk.
7. Wil hebben is belangrijker dan competentie om iets te bereiken.
8. Je bent geen onderzoek aan het doen als je weet wat je aan het doen bent.
9. "Vrijheid van meningsuiting" moet niet als onbeperkt worden
beschouwd.
10. Zonder het verbeteren van het primair onderwijs in Pakistan is het uitgeven van miljarden in hoger onderwijs van weinig nut.
11. Vandaag de dag is tolerantie het enige dat de Pakistaanse natie nodig
heeft.
12. Een goede manier om nieuwe dingen te leren is om een pechvogel te
zijn.
Deze stellingen worden opponeerbaar en verdedigbaar geacht en zijn als zodanig goedgekeurd door de promotor Prof. dr. K.L.M. Bertels.
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Introduction
n the current-day world, fixed processors (which cannot change their hardware functionality after fabrication) are the mainstream and are made programmable in order to adapt to a large number of applications. As a consequence, they perform adequately over a wide range of applications, but not efficiently in terms of performance or energy consumption. Application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) are designed according to the specific requirements
of an application, therefore, they are the most efficient implementation and
consume very low power. The major problem with an ASIC is that it cannot be
adapted for a different application and has a longer and quite expensive development cycle. Reconfigurable hardware, such as field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGA) can modify their hardware structure. Hence, efficient systems
can be implemented in FPGAs due to the flexibility they offer. In general, FPGAs are programmed using hardware description languages (HDLs), which
require the every-day programmers to have intricate knowledge of hardware.
Even the use of language translation tools may require rewriting of code leading to longer development time. Now given reconfigurable hardware, can we
combine the flexibility of programmable processors with the reconfigurability
of FPGAs? Can we design reconfigurable programmable processors that can
adapt their functionality to the applications? Can we make designs that can
even adapt themselves during run-time? In this dissertation, we try to answer
such questions.

I

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents
some basic concepts required to understand the questions raised in the dissertation. The scope of the dissertation is discussed in Section 1.2. Some open
research questions are formulated in Section 1.3, which are later on answered
in the dissertation. Section 1.4 presents the steps that are followed in order
to answer the research questions raised in the chapter. Finally, Section 1.5
provides the organization and structure of the dissertation.
1
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1.1 Background
In this section, we provide some background knowledge on programmable processors. We present different processor design architectures, describe different
forms of processor parallelism, and then discuss processor architectures that
exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Later on, we highlight the benefits
of combining programmability and reconfigurability in a single hardware.

1.1.1 General-purpose and Embedded Processors
General-purpose processors (GPPs) are designed without considering the requirements of a specific application or task; rather they are designed to perform
adequately over a large number of application domains. Their instruction set is
general-purpose rather than specialized for a particular task, therefore, they are
not very efficient in terms of performance, power, cost, area, etc., across some
or all application domains. In addition, they have support for many different
kinds of peripherals. Different software can be put on them and hence can be
used for different purposes. Mostly, they can be found in today’s PCs, tablets,
and servers etc.
Embedded systems include a number of components, where each smaller component provides a service to the large embedding system. An Embedded processor (EP) could be one of the components of the embedded system. EPs
are utilized in a large number of chips found in, for example, cellular phones,
TVs, automotives, biomedical equipments, game consoles, microwaves, and
in many other consumer electronic appliances. Generally, these processors are
smaller in size and are customized for a particular application or a domain of
applications. They can perform the specific tasks more efficiently compared
to a general-purpose processor. The different requirements for embedded processing which are equally important for general-purpose processing could be
performance, power consumption, area, cost, cooling system, reliability, dependability, etc.

1.1.2 Processor Design Architectures
A processor (GPP or EP) can be designed according to different architectures/philosophies such as the reduced instruction set computer (RISC), complex instruction set computer (CISC), very long instruction word (VLIW) or
superscalar. A RISC processor has simple and fundamental operations set that
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operates on simple data kept in registers. The only memory-related operations
are load and store operations. All the operations can be executed in a single
clock cycle. Code size is large and the compiler has more work to do. Normally, RISC processors can issue a single operation every clock cycle. CISC
uses complex operations in addition to the simple ones. A complex operation
could be a new operation or may be a combination of few fundamental operations. A string move operation, in which a stream of characters stored at a
location in memory is moved to another location, is an example of a CISC operation. The execution of an operation may take more than one clock cycles.
The assembly code resembles to the high-level code. The compiler has less
work to do and the code size is smaller compared to a RISC processor. The
Intel x86 is an example of the CISC architecture.
VLIW and superscalar processors include multiple parallel execution units
to exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP). Both these processors can issue
multiple operations in a single clock cycle to increase the performance. The
major difference between a VLIW and a superscalar processor is that a VLIW
processor relies on a compiler to exploit ILP, while a superscalar processor
relies on run-time hardware to exploit ILP. Generally, both of these processors have RISC-like instruction set, but superscalar processors with complex
instruction set have also been developed. Examples include the in-order superscalar original Pentium and the out-of-order superscalar Cyrix 6x86. Table 1.1
presents some characteristics of ASICs, RISC (single-issue), CISC, VLIW,
and superscalar processors. Each design philosophy has its own advantages
and disadvantages.
Table 1.1: Relative characteristics of ASICs, RISC (single-issue), CISC, VLIW, and
Superscalar processors.
Type

ASICs

RISC

CISC

VLIW

Superscalar

Hardware Complexity

Medium/High

Medium

Higher

High

Highest

Hardware Area

Small/Medium

Medium

High

High

Highest

Power Consumption

Small

Medium

Medium/High

High

Highest

Performance

Highest

Small/Medium

Medium/High

High

High

Compiler Complexity

No Compiler

Medium

Small/Medium

Highest

Medium/High

Programmable

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Code-compatible

No

Yes

Yes

No/Small

Yes
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1.1.3 Different Forms of Processor Parallelism
In the domain of processors, parallelism refers to the opportunities in a program to find independent operations and perform them separately in parallel
instead of performing them sequentially. There are different forms of processor parallelism which can be thought of as independent of each other. In this
section, we briefly discuss the most widely used among them.
ILP: Instruction level parallelism refers to the existence of independent operations in a program which can be executed together in a single clock cycle.
Finding some independent operations in a program or a stream of operations
is the job of a compiler in case of a VLIW processor or run-time control hardware in case of a superscalar processor. ILP can be combined with any other
type of parallelism to further enhance the performance.
DLP: Data Level Parallelism refers to distributing the data across different
parallel computing nodes and executing them in parallel. In this case multiple
processing nodes receive a part of the total data and they all execute the same
operation on this data. The individual results are then finally combined into
a single result. Single instruction multiple data (SIMD) is a form of DLP.
SIMD operations operate on the standard registers, but treat them as smaller
sub-registers. For example, four 8-bit operations can be performed in a single
32-bit operation in 1 clock cycle which would otherwise require 4 clock cycles.
TLP: Task Level Parallelism refers to executing multiple threads of an application on the different processors of a multiprocessor system. A multiprocessor system consists of multiple similar (homogeneous) or different (heterogeneous) processing elements. A program is split into multiple, relatively independent small sub-programs which are executed at the same time on different
processors to achieve parallelism. The individual processors may or may not
be able to exploit ILP. Programming and compiling for multiprocessors are
becoming very complex due to the large number of cores available in today’s
multiprocessor systems.
MT: Multi-threading refers to a technique where different programs or parts
of a program (called threads) are executed one by one on a single hardware to
show progress on multiple programs or parts of programs. Threads are very
light-weight (in terms of state) and pose less serious problems when they are
switched. Different policies can be implemented for the sharing the single
hardware, such as round-robin, priority-based, FIFO-based, etc. The shared
hardware may also be able to exploit ILP in the individual threads.
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SMT: Simultaneous Multi-threading is a special type of multi-threading available in the superscalar processors. A superscalar processor which does not
have support for SMT can issue multiple instructions from a single thread every clock cycle. In case of the SMT, the superscalar processor can issue instructions from multiple threads every clock cycle, thus exploiting parallelism
available across multiple threads. An example of a processor system which
utilizes the SMT technique is graphic processing unit (GPU).

1.1.4 Architectures to Exploit ILP
VLIW and superscalar processors can be used to increase the performance
beyond normal RISC architectures. While RISC architectures only take advantage of temporal parallelism (by using pipelining), VLIW and superscalar
architectures can additionally take advantage of the spatial parallelism by using
multiple functional units (FUs) to execute several operations simultaneously.
ILP is determined by considering data dependence in a program and resource
availability in hardware. In a superscalar processor, a special control hardware
determines the data dependence and resource availability at run-time and then
enables the dynamic scheduling of operations. On the other hand, for a VLIW
processor, a compiler determines the data dependence and resource availability
and statically schedules the operations. In a superscalar processor, the number of issued operations is determined dynamically by the hardware, while the
number of issued operations in a VLIW processor is determined statically by
the compiler. The window of execution is limited in a superscalar processor
which limits the capacity to detect the potentially parallel operations. In case
of a VLIW processor, the problem of limited size of execution window does
not exist. The compiler of a VLIW processor can potentially analyze the whole
program in order to detect parallel operations, hence, increasing the opportunities for finding parallelism. Compared to a VLIW processor, the hardware of
a superscalar processor is very complex, larger in size, consumes more power,
requires larger design efforts, and hence, becomes costly. According to [5],
for the same technology and issue-width, the scheduling logic of a superscalar
processor alone consumes more power than the entire VLIW processor. That
is why a superscalar processor is less attractive for small embedded applications which require small and energy efficient devices. The hardware of a
VLIW processor is relatively simple, and can be easily and quickly adapted
from product to product at the expense of a complex compiler.
VLIW processors are designed such that the hardware details are more exposed to the compiler and ILP is made visible in the machine-level program.
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ILP cannot be seen in the program that is offered to a superscalar processor;
rather the hardware can arrange parallelism at run-time even though it is not
exposed in the code itself. One of the advantages of a superscalar processor is
that a compiled code for a single-issue scalar RISC processor can be executed
on a superscalar processor with the same instruction set architecture (ISA).
Hence, different superscalar implementations of the same ISA are object-code
compatible. That is why superscalar processors are mostly utilized for generalpurpose desktops and servers. Because the ILP is exposed in the program itself, to execute the same application on a VLIW processor, the original source
code has to be recompiled for a new implementation/organization of the processor with the same ISA. Table 1.2 presents the major differences between a
superscalar and a VLIW processor as described in [4].

1.1.5 Programmability and Reconfigurability Together
ASICs are designed to match exactly the requirements of the target applications. They have the highest-level of performance and consume very low
power. When an application changes, for example, a new standard or protocol
appears, or certain features need to be enhanced, an ASIC has to be redesigned
for the new application. Normally, the development cycle is very long. Few
tape-outs are required in order to fully test the complete application and all its
requirements, thereby, increasing the development time and cost.
Type

Superscalar

VLIW

Instruction
Stream

Instructions are issued
from a sequential stream
of scalar operations
Issued instructions are
dynamically scheduled
by the hardware
The hardware determines
the number of issued
instructions dynamically
Dynamic scheduling
allows in-order and
out-of-order issue

Instructions are issued
from a sequential stream
of multiple operations
Issued instructions are
statically scheduled by
the compiler
The compiler determines
the number of issued
instructions statically
Static scheduling allows
only in-order issue

Instruction
Issue and
Scheduling
Issue Width

Instruction
Ordering

Table 1.2: Differences between superscalar and VLIW processors [4].
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Programmability is an important feature and it enhances the productivity of
a processing element. It is also referred to as flexibility, i.e., how flexible
a processing element is to adapt to a new application. Processors, whether
general-purpose or embedded, are made programmable in order to provide
maximum flexibility. A processor is designed with a basic instruction set,
which it needs to support in hardware. Mostly, programmable processors are
made fixed and cannot change their organizations after fabrication. A highlevel compiler translates an application written in a high-level language (such
as C) to the machine language of a processor. Hence, when an application
changes, it is only a matter of compiling the new application and the hardware
remains the same. This avoids the required lengthy development cycles and
high costs. The major deficiencies of programmable processors include lower
performance and higher power consumption compared to a dedicated ASIC.
FPGAs provide design-time as well as run-time configurability. They need
to be programmed in HDLs such as VHDL or Verilog. Any kind of digital
processing system can be quickly implemented with FPGAs. Initially, FPGAs
were small in area/size, slow in speed, and mostly used for prototyping. With
the advancement in technology, FPGAs have improved both in area and speed
and have become very cheap. Modern FPGAs provide mechanisms to dynamically reconfigure some portions while others are still operational. Compared
to ASICs, FPGA-based designs require very short development time, hence,
minimizing the overall cost. Unlike ASICs, the development of FPGA-based
designs can be immediately started, quickly implemented and shipped to the
users. They can be updated in the field by downloading a new bitstream. Feedback from the early design shipments can be used to optimize the final product.
FPGA development requires the knowledge of digital circuits and somewhat
low-level HDLs. Most of the high-level language developers/programmers do
not have the knowledge of hardware and HDLs. Hence, it is difficult for these
developers to design for FPGAs. Nowadays, different language conversion
tools are available which convert programs written in a subset of a higherlevel language to the HDLs. For example, Handel-C [6] is a subset of C language and the Celoxica DK design tools [7] can convert a program written in
Handel-C to a VHDL description, which can then be synthesized for an FPGA
or ASIC. The problem with Handel-C type languages is that they are not exactly the same as their higher-level language counter-parts. Hence, programs
written in a high-level language first need to be converted manually to these
languages, which increases the development time and cost. Additionally, these
commercial tools are very costly.
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Reconfigurability can also be used in conjunction with programmability. A
programmable processor (e.g., a VLIW processor) can be implemented in an
FPGA and made reconfigurable. VLIW processors have simple hardware design, consume low power, and can provide high performance. Different parameters of the processor such as issue-width, the number and type of execution
units, the type and size of register file, degree of pipelining, size of instruction
and data memories, cache parameters, fault tolerance, peripherals implementation, etc., can be made configurable and selectable at design-time. Hence, an
optimized processor in terms of performance, area, power/energy consumption, and reliability can be quickly implemented for each application. Additionally, the processor can also be made run-time reconfigurable, where, after
the implementation in hardware, certain parameters of the processor can be
configured in order to target performance vs. power consumption trade-offs.

1.2 Scope
We foresee that combining programmability with reconfigurability by implementing a reconfigurable programmable VLIW processor in an FPGA will
have several advantages such as high design flexibility and rapid application
development. This approach allows applications to be developed in a highlevel language, such as C, while at the same time, the processor organization
can be adapted to the specific requirements of different applications both at
design-time as well as at run-time. This dissertation proposes the scheme to
combine programmability and reconfigurability which can be more precisely
stated as:
We investigate an approach in (but not limited to) the embedded processor
design that combines programmability and reconfigurability by implementing
a programmable processor on a reconfigurable hardware, where the processor can reconfigure its organization for performance, area, power/energy consumption, and reliability trade-offs.
Consequently, our approach will distinguish itself from other approaches by
the following points:
• reconfigurable programmable VLIW processor: In order to merge programmability with reconfigurability, we propose a programmable VLIW
processor that can be configured/tuned at design-time and/or at run-time.
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Statically-scheduled VLIW processors offer improved performance, reduced area footprint, and reduced power consumption compared to a
superscalar processor.
• parametrized design and toolchain: The design of the proposed VLIW
processor is very simple, made parametrized, and can be easily adapted
for different applications. The parametrization of the design eliminates
the lengthy manual development cycles or the costly C-to-VHDL tools.
The availability of the free parametrized compiler-simulator toolchain
[1] provides quick design space exploration and code generation.
• design-time and run-time configurability: With the proposed scheme,
highly-optimized implementations can be generated for individual applications. Additionally, processors can be implemented which can adapt
themselves at run-time for performance vs. power consumption tradeoffs for different applications or different parts of an application.
• use as stand-alone processor or co-processor: The VLIW processor can
be used as a stand-alone processor or can be coupled as a co-processor
with another processing module (e.g., as in MOLEN paradigm [8]) for
off-loading compute-intensive kernels.
• configurable fault tolerance: In order to mitigate single event upset
(SEU) errors, configurable level of fault tolerance can be implemented.
Fault tolerance can be included or excluded at design-time, and enabled
or disabled at run-time.
The following assumptions further define the scope of the research described
in this dissertation:
• We mainly focus on hardware design and its optimization for performance, hardware area, power/energy consumption, and reliability.
• Both the development toolchain and the processor design are made
parametrized. The parametrized compiler can generate optimized code
for our configurable VLIW processor. In this thesis, we only consider
certain defined values for the different types of parameters.
• We consider FPGAs as the reconfigurable hardware in this thesis. In
some cases (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), we also present implementation
results for a standard ASIC technology to show trends in power/energy
consumption and hardware area.
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• Support for partial reconfiguration is available in some modern FPGAs.
We expect that the advances in technology will further simplify partial
reconfigurable designs and reduce the reconfiguration times. Furthermore, the proposed design scheme does not necessarily depend on partial reconfiguration. Run-time reconfiguration can also be achieved with
virtual reconfiguration schemes, i.e., by re-arranging (turning ON/OFF
or multiplexing) the available resources at run-time.
• Custom or user-defined operations can be added to the hardware design
and the compiler can generate binary code for them. Currently, the hardware design for user-defined operations has to be developed manually.

1.3 Open Questions
In this thesis, we present one possible approach to merge programmability with
reconfigurability. The approach provides opportunity to trade-off between performance, area, power/energy consumption, and reliability for different applications, and hence, optimized solutions can be generated. For the successful
merging, the following open questions have to be addressed:
• Can FPGAs be programmed without knowing HDLs?
As mentioned earlier, FPGA development requires the knowledge of digital
circuits and HDLs. C-to-VHDL tools can be utilized to convert programs
written in C to a VHDL description, which can then be implemented in FPGAs. The problems with these tools are that mostly, these are commercial, costly, and not very efficient. In most cases, code re-writing is needed
when utilizing these tools, which again restricts their usability. Providing a
parametrized/customizable design, where changing certain parameters results
in different implementations is one way of avoiding the users to learn HDLs.
In this thesis, we will investigate how efficient FPGA designs (programmable
processors) can be implemented without knowing much about hardware design
and HDLs.
• Can we design flexible and reconfigurable processors which can
adapt their functionality to the requirements of applications?
Most of the available embedded programmable processors are made fixed in
implementation and cannot change their hardware after fabrication. Many different applications exist which require different characteristics of the processing elements for efficient execution. A single fixed implementation cannot
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perform well for all applications across different dimensions such as performance, power/energy consumption, area, code size, etc. In this thesis, we will
investigate how we can design flexible processors which can be easily adapted
to match the requirements of different applications.
• Can we make these designs dynamic so that they can adapt themselves during run-time?
With design-time configurability, optimized instance-specific implementations
can be generated. However, when the number of applications to be executed is large or an application consists of several sub-applications, generating, implementing, and maintaining a large number of hardware configurations
each tuned to a particular application becomes difficult or even impossible.
In this thesis, we will investigate how we can create hardware designs that
provide sufficient performance and reduced power/energy consumption for a
large number of applications by reconfiguring their organizations at run-time
to match the requirements of the applications.
• Can we develop simple techniques for core-morphing and run-time
code migration among different cores?
Multi-core systems have multiple cores which can be used in different configurations. To exploit thread level parallelism, multiple threads of an application
or multiple independent applications can be run on the individual cores. Some
multi-core systems allow combining certain cores together to exploit ILP. Similarly, power can be reduced by turning off the un-used cores. In this thesis,
we will investigate, how multiple cores in a multi-core processor can be combined/split at run-time and how a task running on a core can be migrated to a
different core for performance improvement or power reduction.
• What is the impact on performance and energy consumption when
both the instruction cache and the processor’s issue-width are simultaneously reconfigured?
Memory system plays an important role in the performance and power consumption of a processor system. When the processor is reconfigured (e.g.,
issue-width is changed), the memory (caches) may also need to be reconfigured
for improved performance or reduced power consumption. In this thesis, for
a run-time adaptable processor, we will investigate the effect of simultaneous
reconfiguration of the issue-width and instruction caches on the performance,
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dynamic energy consumption, and energy-delay product (EDP) for different
benchmark applications.
• Are the implemented designs easily extendable?
User-defined operations can increase the performance and/or reduce the power
consumption of a processor. Before implementing a custom operation, a simple method of profiling and simulation to measure its performance is necessary.
Because processors are implemented using HDLs, adding a custom operation
requires the knowledge of hardware and HDLs. Providing a library of different
design-time selectable custom operations and a simple methodology to implement additional custom operations increase the productivity. In this thesis, we
will investigate how custom operations can be profiled and simulated at higher
level (C language), added to a processor hardware design, and the binary code
generated for them.
• Can we implement fault tolerance techniques that are design-time
as well as run-time configurable?
In general, hardware-based fault tolerance techniques utilize additional hardware to detect and correct faults. This result in increased area, increased power
consumption, and reduced performance. In order to optimize these characteristics, a processor should be able to include/exclude or enable/disable fault tolerance when required. In this thesis, we will investigate how we can develop
hardware-based configurable fault tolerance techniques for our configurable
processor for hardware area, performance, and power consumption trade-offs.

1.4 Methodology
In this section, we propose the different steps needed to combine programmability with reconfigurability to achieve a trade-off between hardware resources,
performance, power/energy consumption, and reliability. These steps are:
• Investigate and propose a parametrizable/customizable design of a
programmable VLIW processor that can be configured at designtime to match the specific requirements of each application. Implementing such a processor in a reconfigurable hardware, such as FPGAs means that applications can still be written in a high-level language, while taking advantages of the reconfigurability provided by an
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FPGA. Multiple parameters and their implementation in different mechanisms allow a trade-off between hardware resources, performance, and
power/energy consumption. Utilizing a parametrized/customizable design avoids to use any C-to-VHDL tool, provides high design flexibility
and rapid application development.
• Investigate and propose the parameters for the proposed VLIW processor that can be reconfigured at run-time to match the specific requirements of a running application. Parameters such as issue-width,
number and type of different FUs, register file size, etc., effect the performance, hardware area requirement, and power/energy consumption
of an application. We will investigate and propose run-time techniques
that allow running tasks to migrate from one core to another core in
order to improve performance or power consumption characteristics at
run-time. Additionally, we will investigate the effect of simultaneous
reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on the behavior of
different applications.
• Investigate and propose configurable fault tolerance techniques for
the proposed VLIW processor in order to mitigate SEU errors. We
will investigate and propose hardware-based techniques which allow
fault tolerance in a processor to be included/excluded at design-time
and/or enabled/disabled at run-time in order to trade-off between hardware resources, performance, power consumption, and reliability.

1.5 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized in several chapters. Following,
we present a brief summary of each chapter.
Chapter 2 – Background
Chapter 2 presents the background and motivations for the adaptable VLIW
processor system needed for combining programmability and reconfigurability. The chapter highlights the VEX system which includes the VEX ISA, the
VEX C compiler, and the VEX simulator. An earlier design of a VLIW processor is presented and its limitations are listed, which are later on, addressed
in the thesis. Finally, the chapter presents some previous work related to the
state-of-the-art in reconfigurable processors.
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Chapter 3 – Design-time Configurable Processor
Chapter 3 presents the design and implementation of a parametrized and configurable VLIW processor based on the VEX ISA. The parameters include the
processor’s issue-width, the type and number of different FUs, type and size of
register files, etc. These parameters can be configured/customized at designtime before implementing the processor in hardware.
Chapter 4 – Run-time Reconfigurable Processor
When the characteristics of an application are not known at the design-time, efficient processor’s organization may not be selected for it, resulting in reduced
performance and/or increased power consumption. In Chapter 4, we extend
the processor design presented in Chapter 3 to make it run-time reconfigurable
in order to meet the requirements of the running application(s).
Chapter 5 – Configurable Fault Tolerance
Chapter 5 presents hardware-based configurable fault tolerance techniques for
our configurable processor. At design-time, users can choose between the standard non fault-tolerant design, a fault-tolerant design where the fault tolerance
is permanently enabled, and a fault-tolerant design where the fault tolerance
can be enabled and disabled at run-time. These options enable a user to tradeoff between hardware resources, performance, power consumption, and reliability characteristics.
Chapter 6 – Experimental Results
Chapter 6 evaluates the effectiveness of our (re)configurable processors presented in the previous chapters. The hardware area/resources and the critical
path delay (maximum clock frequency) were evaluated in these chapters. In
this chapter, different metrics such as, performance (execution cycles, IPC),
power/energy consumption, and EDP are utilized for different configurations
of the proposed processors and different benchmark applications.
Chapter 7 – Conclusions
Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in this dissertation and describes
the main contributions of the research. Finally, several open issues and future
work directions are listed.

2
Background
n Chapter 1, we discussed the advantages and disadvantages of VLIW and
superscalar processors in detail. Both processors have multiple parallel
execution units to exploit ILP. In case of a VLIW processor, a compiler is responsible to find independent operations in a program and issue them together
in a single clock cycle. For a superscalar processor, hardware determines
operation dependence and resource availability at run-time. Therefore, the
design of a VLIW processor is simpler compared to that of a superscalar processor at the expense of a complex compiler. Because a superscalar processor
requires larger die size and consumes more power, it is not suitable for embedded systems which require area and power consumption as small as possible.
Building a production-quality, high-performance optimizing VLIW compiler
requires large effort, therefore, when considering the space of possible VLIW
processor designs, it is always recommended to start with an available ISA and
compiler, not the available hardware. Based on this, we started our research
by utilizing one available compiler toolchain rather than building a new one.
In this chapter, we provide some background information for the work carried
out in this dissertation.

I

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the
motivations for an adaptable VLIW processor, discusses the VEX system, introduces an initial design of the ρ-VEX processor and lists its limitations. Some
previous work related to the state-of-the-art in softcore and configurable/fixed
processors is presented in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 concludes the chapter with a summary.
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2.1 Adaptable VLIW Processor
An adaptable processor can adapt its organization according to the requirements of an application. This adaptability can be achieved at design-time, i.e.,
before an application starts execution or even at run-time when the application
is running on the processor. In this thesis, we present an adaptable VLIW processor and highlight its benefits. The processor is based on the VEX ISA [4]
and a toolchain [1] (C compiler and simulator) is freely available for architectural exploration and code generation. The processor combines both the
programmability and reconfigurability to achieve high flexibility and high performance at the same time. It provides opportunities to compare performance,
hardware resources, power/energy consumption, and reliability trade-offs.

2.1.1 Motivations
As discussed in Chapter 1, our proposal for combining programmability and
reconfigurability requires an adaptable/reconfigurable VLIW processor. Instead of the other design philosophies mentioned in Section 1.1.2, we chose a
VLIW processor as the starting point because of the following advantages:
• increased performance: Compared to a single-issue RISC processor, a
VLIW processor can provide improved performance by exploiting ILP.
While RISC architectures can only benefit from temporal parallelism by
utilizing pipelining, VLIW architectures can additionally benefit from
spatial parallelism by utilizing multiple FUs concurrently. A VLIW processor can potentially provide more performance compared to a sameissue superscalar processor due to the larger room for compiler optimizations.
• reduced power consumption: Because a superscalar processor utilizes
complex control hardware for run-time scheduling of instructions, it
consumes more power than a VLIW processor. According to an estimate
by [5], the scheduling logic of a superscalar processor alone consumes
more power than an entire VLIW processor of the same issue-width.
• simple hardware: The compiler takes care of all the dependencies and
scheduling in case of a VLIW processor, while a run-time hardware does
the same job for a superscalar processor. Therefore, the hardware of a
VLIW processor is very simple and straight-forward at the expense of
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a complex compiler, and hence, can achieve higher clock frequencies to
further improve the performance.
• availability of existing tools: The compiler for a VLIW processor is
very complex and requires significant efforts and time to develop from
scratch. Fortunately, for the VEX ISA, a toolchain is freely available
from HP. The VEX toolchain [1] includes a parametrized C compiler
and simulator which can be used for design space exploration and code
generation for different implementations of the VEX processor. Other
open-source compilation frameworks such as Trimaran [9] etc., could
also be easily adapted.
• no need for language translations: As stated earlier, designing for FPGAs requires the knowledge of hardware and HDLs. Most of the highlevel language programmers do not have this knowledge. High-level-toHDL translation tools are used, which place some restrictions on highlevel languages and in most cases code rewriting is required when using
such tools. With VLIW processor and its toolchain, programs can still
be written in high-level languages (such as C), while taking advantages
of the reconfigurability provided by an FPGA.
Apart from these basic advantages of a VLIW processor, following are the
reconfigurability-specific benefits:
• static reconfigurability: Static reconfigurability means that the processor can be customized for a particular application before it is implemented in hardware. With the help of the simulator, processor parameters most suited for the targeted application(s) can be evaluated and
determined. Hence, optimized designs can be implemented for each application.
• dynamic reconfigurability: Dynamic reconfigurability allows the processor to adapt its organization after it is implemented in hardware.
When multiple applications need to be run, or the application’s precise
characteristics are not known at design-time, a single implementation
cannot be optimized for them. In this case, the processor can be designed
such that it can change some of its parameters (e.g., issue-width, number
of registers and different execution units, cache size, etc.) at run-time to
match the specific requirements of the running application(s).
The fixed nature of traditional VLIW architectures has certain intrinsic disadvantages which prevented them to become mainstream processors. These
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disadvantages can be mitigated by implementing a VLIW processor on reconfigurable hardware. In the following, we highlight the most important problems that arise from the fixed design of a VLIW processor and their solutions:
• different instruction lengths: As stated earlier, different applications
have different level of parallelism, and require different instruction word
widths for efficient execution. A fixed processor may not exploit different level of parallelism very efficiently. This problem can be dealt with
by implementing a parametrized and reconfigurable VLIW processor.
Different instruction decoders can be instantiated/configured to provide
different instruction word widths by either reconfiguring the issue-slots
or sharing the unused issue-slots among other cores.
• high number of NOPs: A fixed VLIW processor may not meet the
requirements of an application parallelism, and hence, a large number of
NOPs may be scheduled. This scenario results in under-utilization of the
available hardware resources. A parametrized/reconfigurable processor
can adapt its organization/issue-slots to match the requirements of the
application and avoid this under-utilization.
• unavailable FUs per issue-slots: NOPs are scheduled when issue-slots
do not have the required FUs, thus increasing the under-utilization. With
reconfigurable implementation, the required FUs can be added per application basis or even per phase of an application.
• backward compatibility: Code recompilation is needed when new versions of a VLIW processor is released. The reason could be a new
organization of the FUs or a different set of added instructions. Backward compatibility can be relaxed by providing dedicated organizational
features in the reconfigurable hardware for particular already-compiled
code. Similarly, rarely used instructions can be instantiated when needed
to support a legacy code.
Having stated how a parametrized and reconfigurable VLIW design can overcome the traditional shortcomings of a VLIW processor, in the following, we
present the two most likely used scenarios for such a processor:
1. stand-alone processor: In this scenario, complete applications are compiled and they (or their threads) run on the VLIW processor. The processor can be configured at design-time to suit a particular application.
Additionally, it can be reconfigured at run-time to suit multiple applications or multiple code portions of an application.
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2. application-specific co-processor: In this scenario, only computeintensive kernels are compiled to the VLIW processor while the remaining part of the application runs on another type of processing element.
Hence, there is no need for code rewriting, complex tools such as C-toVHDL translators, and manual design of accelerators, as in the case of a
MOLEN processor [8].

2.1.2 The VEX System
The VEX (VLIW Example) system is developed by Hewlett-Packard (HP). It
includes three basic components: (1) the VEX ISA, (2) the VEX C compiler,
and (3) the VEX simulation system. A VEX software toolchain including the
compiler and simulator is made freely available by the HP [1].
The VEX Instruction Set Architecture The VEX ISA is a scalable and
customizable 32-bit clustered VLIW ISA [4]. It is modeled on the ISA of
HP/ST Lx (ST200) family of successful VLIW embedded processors [10]. The
VEX ISA is scalable because different parameters of the processor such as the
number of clusters, issue-width per cluster, the number and type of different
FUs and their latencies, and the number of read/write ports and size of register
file, etc., can be changed. The ISA is customizable because special-purpose
instructions can be defined in a structured way. It includes many features for
compiler flexibility and optimization.
The VEX C Compiler The VEX C compiler [1] is derived from the
Lx/ST200 C compiler, which itself is derived from the Multiflow C compiler
[11], and includes high-level optimization algorithms based on trace scheduling [12]. It has the robustness of an industrial compiler, has a command line
interface and is available as closed source (binary form). Because the VEX
ISA is scalable and customizable, the compiler also supports the scalability
and customizability. A flexible machine model determines the target architecture, which is provided as input to the compiler in the form of machine model
configuration (fmm) file. Hence, without the need to recompile the compiler,
architectural exploration of the VEX ISA is possible with the compiler and
simulator. To add a custom operation, the application code is annotated with
pragmas. Different compiler pragmas and optimization options are available
for performance improvement [4]. Applications can be compiled with profiling
flags, and the GNU gprof can also be utilized to visualize the profiled data.
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The VEX Simulation System The VEX simulator [1] is an architecturallevel simulator that uses compiled simulator technology to achieve faster execution. With this simulator, C programs compiled for a VEX configuration
can be simulated on a host workstation for performance analysis and architectural exploration. The VEX simulator first translates the VEX binaries to C,
and then using the host C compiler generates a host executable. The simulator
provides a set of POSIX-like libc and libm libraries (based on the GNU newlib
libraries), a simple built-in cache simulator (level-1 cache only) and an application program interface (API) that enables user-defined memory interfaces
and other plug-ins for modeling the memory system [4]. To model L1 instruction and data caches, a cache simulation library is provided, which can also be
replaced by a user-defined library. After simulation, the simulator generates a
log file with different statistics such as the number of execution cycles, stall
cycles, total executed operations, IPC, total branches (taken and not taken),
total memory accesses, total misses, total NOPs, etc.

2.1.3 The Initial Design of ρ-VEX VLIW Processor
The ρ-VEX is a 32-bit 4-issue softcore VLIW processor based on the VEX
ISA [4]. The processor is implemented in VHDL language and has a Harvard
architecture employing separate memories for instructions and data. It has
two different versions, namely, the non-pipelined [13] [14] and the pipelined
[15] versions. Both versions have the same general features such as the issuewidth of 4 and the same number of FUs and register files. The processor
has 1 branch unit (CTRL), 1 memory or load/store unit (MEM), 4 arithmetic
logic units (ALUs), 2 multipliers (MULs), a 64×32-bit 4-write-8-read (4W8R)
ports general register file (GR) and an 8×1-bit 4W4R ports branch register
file (BR). The BR register file is used to store branch conditions, predicate
values, and the carries from arithmetic operations. In the non-pipelined design,
a new instruction is fetched only when the previous instruction is completely
executed and the results written back to the target register file. For the pipelined
design, a new instruction can be fetched every clock cycle while the previous
instructions are in-flight and even not yet completely executed. Hence, each
unit/stage is active at every clock cycle and working towards the completion
of different instructions, making the overall program execution faster.
The non-pipelined design has 4 stages called fetch, decode, execute and writeback, while the pipelined design consists of 5 stages called fetch, decode, execute 0, execute 1 and writeback. For the non-pipelined design, each stage is
implemented as a finite state machine (FSM). The fetch stage is responsible for
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address generation and instruction fetching from the attached instruction memory. A fetched long instruction is passed on to the decode stage, which splits it
into four 32-bit syllables and decodes them in parallel. The decode stage also
fetches the required operands for the operations from register files. Branch and
other control related operations are performed by the branch unit. The actual
operations (ALU, MUL, and load/store) are performed in the execute stages
depending upon the latency of the operations. A 32×32-bit MUL operation
is performed by two 16×32-bit MUL operations and then adding the partial
products. All write activities are performed in the writeback stage to ensure
that all targets are written back at the same time. Different write targets are the
GR and BR register files (both designs), as well as the data memory and the
PC for the non-pipelined design. The 4-issue non-pipelined ρ-VEX processor
is depicted in Figure 2.1. The VEX compiler is used to compile a C application and generate VEX binaries, which are then assembled by an assembler to
generate VHDL instruction ROM and an initialized data memory.
Limitations The initial design of ρ-VEX processor suffers from the following limitations, which are addressed in this dissertation.
1. Different parameters for extensibility (such as issue-width, type of GR
register file, etc.) are not explored/implemented. These parameters for
evaluating the performance, hardware area, and power/energy consumption trade-offs.
2. The GR register file design requires considerable area (FPGA’s configurable resources such as slices, LUTs, flip-flops) for its implementation.
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Figure 2.1: 4-issue non-pipelined ρ-VEX VLIW Processor.
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Efficient register file (BRAM-based and run-time reconfigurable register
file) designs are missing.
3. The execution units (ALUs, MULs) having considerable area are underutilized in the non-pipelined design. This area may be shared among
other instances of the processor to improve the under-utilization and
power consumption.
4. The current design of the multiplier (MUL) unit requires large area
(slices or hardwired DSP modules) when implemented in FPGAs. Area
and performance optimized multiplier (MUL) design is missing.
5. Although both designs utilize multiple execution units but they are
single-core in the control-flow. Multi-core systems can be implemented
and different units may be shared to reduce area and improve performance by exploiting both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism.
6. There is no mechanism to provide run-time reconfiguration of the parameters such as issue-width, GR register file size, increasing/decreasing
the number of different execution units etc. This is important to adapt
the hardware to a running application and optimize performance and/or
power/energy consumption at run-time.
7. There is no support for interrupts and exceptions handling. These are
important building blocks on a processor and provide an advanced level
of control to applications and operating systems.
8. There is no support for run-time task migration among the different cores
in the ρ-VEX based multi-core system. This is important to trade-off
between performance and power consumption at run-time. It can also
be used for fault tolerance.
9. Cache reconfiguration analysis regarding different issue-width for performance and energy consumption is missing. This is important
to determine specific configurations to optimize performance and/or
power/energy consumption. The statistics can be provided to the runtime reconfiguration algorithms to optimize these parameters.
10. The opcode space is very tight due to the utilized instruction encoding
scheme. There is hardly any available free opcode left. This means
that user-defined or custom operations could not be added restricting the
processor’s extensibility.
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11. A systematic way of adding a custom operation is missing. Because
there is no free opcode available, it is not possible to add a custom instruction. Providing a simple methodology for implementing a custom
operation will increase the productivity.
12. Any mechanism to enhance the reliability and dependability of the processor is missing. Apart from providing fault tolerance, the processor
should be able to turn off the circuit in case the application does not require fault tolerance at some point in time. This can result in huge power
savings at run-time.

2.2 Related Work
In this section, we highlight several approaches that have been proposed in
literature for designing programmable processors that are configurable to some
extent as well. Some processors (with multi-issue support) which target high
performance are unfortunately fixed in nature and cannot be reconfigured. We
discuss configurable softcores (RISC and VLIW) and some hard-wired cores
(adaptable and fixed).

2.2.1 Configurable RISC Softcore Processors
Soft means the processor core is not fixed in silicon, rather available in a synthesizable form and can be implemented in any technology (FPGA or ASIC).
For some softcore processors, certain parameters can be configured at designtime, and hence, can be easily adapted for different applications. These are
single-issue cores and an issue-width wider than one is architecturally not supported, hence, restricting higher performance.
MicroBlaze: MicroBlaze [16] is a 32-bit RISC softcore processor from Xilinx
Inc. Parameters such as 3-stage or 5-stage design, implementing hardwired
multiplier and divider units, cache parameters, and connection to different peripherals can be configured at design-time utilizing the Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK) software. The IBM CoreConnect [17] processor local
bus (PLB) architecture is used for connecting peripherals to the MicroBlaze.
A fully featured application development toolchain is available from Xilinx.
The MicroBlaze is offered as closed-source, requires a license to use, and can
only be implemented in Xilinx FPGAs.
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Nios-II: Nios-II [18] is a 32-bit RISC softcore from Altera Inc., and has similar features like the MicroBlaze. Altera provides the Nios-II Embedded Design
Suite (EDS) software development tools including the GNU C/C++ toolchain.
Parameters such as implementing hardwired multiplier/divider units, cache parameters, and connection to different peripherals can be customized at designtime utilizing the EDS. The Nios-II is offered as closed-source, requires a license to use, and can only be implemented in Altera FPGAs.
LatticeMicro32: LatticeMico32 [19] is a 32-bit Harvard, RISC softcore microprocessor, freely available from Lattice Semiconductor Inc., with an open
IP core licensing agreement. The processor provides the visibility, flexibility, and portability that can be expected in an open source hardware design.
The Lattice Semiconductor provides software development tools (LatticeMicro System) and evaluation boards with FPGAs for developing systems with
the processor. Different WISHBONE [20] compatible peripheral components
can be integrated with the core in order to accelerate the development of microprocessor systems.
LEON: LEON [21] is a 32-bit synthesizable processor core based on the
SPARC V8 architecture, and is managed by the Aeroflex Gaisler Inc. Caches
can be configured for the 5-stage, 7-stage, and radiation-hardened designs.
The LEON processor is distributed as part of the GRLIB IP library (an integrated set of reusable IP cores) designed for system-on-a-chip (SoC) development. The bus architecture used in the LEON processor is the AMBA
AHB/APB [22]. Aeroflex Gaisler provides a complete development toolchain
for the LEON project.
OpenRISC 1200: OpenRISC 1200 is a 32-bit, 5-stage open source scalar
RISC softcore processor [23]. It has special units such as multiply-accumulate
(MAC) unit and configurable caches. The processor is designed with emphasis
on performance, simplicity, low power requirements, scalability and versatility. The processor supports WISHBONE SoC Interconnection Rev. B [20]
compliant interface for connection to peripherals.

2.2.2 Configurable VLIW Softcore Processors
The processors mentioned in this section are VLIW processors having support
for issue-width larger than one. In literature, very few VLIW softcore processors with complete toolchain can be found. In most cases the issue-width is
fixed and the extensibility is not very comprehensive. The absence of complete toolchain restricted the usability of some designs. Because most of the
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designs do not have a specific name in literature, we refer them by their inventor’s/designer’s names.
Spyder: Spyder [24] [25] is the first reported VLIW softcore processor found
in existing literature. Spyder had three reconfigurable execution units. A compiler toolchain was available, which was used to decide about the configurations of the execution units. Custom configurations could also be added to
the library base. The Spyder marked the beginning of more (reconfigurable)
VLIW softcore processor designs. It did not evolve extensively because both
the processor architecture as well as the compiler was designed from scratch.
The designers had to work on the development and improvements of both the
architecture and the toolchain which were time-consuming.
Brost VLIW: In [26], a customizable design of a VLIW processor is presented
by Brost et al. Certain parameters of the processor architecture could be configured in a modular fashion. Algorithms are programmed in C as if they were
to be executed on a DSP processor and compiled with a VLIW DSP compiler.
The code is analyzed automatically, and an optimal DSP VHDL model with a
variable instruction set is generated, which can be implemented in hardware.
The DSP model utilized is the Texas Instruments (TI) TMS320C6201 [27],
which is an 8-issue VLIW processor. The presented design is an instancespecific implementation of a DSP processor, and hence, does not represent a
general VLIW processor system.
Lodi VLIW: A VLIW processor with a reconfigurable instruction set is presented in [28] by Lodi et al. The XiRisc, which is a 5-stage pipelined 2-issue
VLIW processor, is tightly coupled with a pipelined run-time configurable datapath (PiCo gate array, or PiCoGA). Regular FUs perform typical DSP calculations such as 32-bit MAC, SIMD ALU operations, etc. The reconfigurable
PiCoGA is utilized to extend the processor instruction set with applicationspecific multi-cycle instructions. The processor instruction set has been extended with two types of instructions; one to reconfigure the PiCoGA, and the
second to execute the configured function. A GNU gcc toolchain is available
for programming and benchmarking. The complete system is implemented in
a 0.18-µm CMOS technology.
Jones VLIW: An FPGA-based design of a VLIW softcore processor is presented in [29] by Jones et al. The processor is based on an ISA that is binarycode compatible with the Altera Nios-II ISA [18]. The compilation scheme
consists of Trimaran [9] as the front-end and the extended Nios-II as the backend. An application is profiled and compute-intensive kernels are selected.
The kernels are translated to VHDL and the remaining code is compiled for
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the VLIW processor. The kernels are implemented in hardware and attached
in parallel with the regular FUs. Utilizing multiplexers, the register file ports
are shared between the hardware kernels and the regular FUs. Due to the licensed Nios-II core and ISA, this VLIW design is not much flexible, and the
parametric extensibility is not possible.
Grabbe VLIW: An instance specific VLIW processor for elliptic curve cryptography is presented in [30]. The processor can perform basic field operations
in parallel as well as complex instructions needed for the specific application.
In order for the instruction set to be easily modified or extended, the control
path is microcoded. The modular datapath structure and the FPGA-optimized
design facilitate the adaptation to various requirements of different applications. The presented design is a direct implementation of a specific application,
and does not represent a general VLIW processor.
Koester VLIW: In [31], a hardware compilation flow to generate instancespecific VLIW cores is presented by Koester et al. The application is described
in ANSI C and then translated to a VLIW-style hardware targeting ILP. The
front-end consists of the VEX compiler [1] which translates a sequential C
program to the VEX assembly. The back-end consists of the Celoxica DK
Design Suite [7], which converts a Handel-C [6] description to a synthesizable VHDL description. The AS2HCC tool converts the code generated by the
VEX compiler to the Handel-C description, which is translated to VHDL code
by the DK Design Suite. Hence, instance-specific optimized VLIW cores can
be generated. The disadvantages of the design are that it requires commercial
C-to-VHDL tools, the generated architectures are instance-specific, and it does
not represent a general VLIW processor.
Saghir VLIW: In [32], the architecture and micro-architecture of a customizable soft VLIW processor is presented by Saghir et al. The processor executes
a basic set of integer operations that resemble MIPS R2000 instructions [33].
The datapath is configurable and can include 16, 32, or 64-bit regular FUs as
well as custom computational units (CCUs) to execute user-defined operations.
The processor has three configurable distributed register files instead of a single unified multiported register file. Processor specifications and an assembly
program are provided to a tool which generates the VHDL model. There is
no compiler for any high-level language, and hence, applications have to be
written in assembly which restricts the usability of the processor design.
EPIC: Based on the Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC) ISA
[34], a design of a customizable 2-stage pipelined VLIW processor is presented in [35]. The EPIC architecture can exploit ILP by issuing multiple op-
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erations per clock cycle. Possible customizations include varying the number
of issues, registers, and FUs; all of which are specified at compile-time. Development tools include a compiler and an assembler based on the Trimaran
framework [9] and a commercial C-to-VHDL tool. The processor is described
in Handel-C language [6], which is then translated to VHDL description by
the Celoxica C-to-VHDL tool [7].
Seshasayanan VLIW: In [36], a design of a low-power 16-bit, 6-issue VLIW
test processor supporting a small number of operations is presented by Seshasayanan et al. For 64-point pipelined fast Fourier transform (FFT), the
processor employs four radix-4 processing elements (PEs) in each stage. Both
floating-point and fixed-point operations are supported. The system has two
modules; one is the VLIW processor and the other is a hybrid dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) module. The hybrid DVS module is used to quickly adjust
the processor’s operating voltage or frequency at run-time, while maintaining
the minimum level of performance an application requires. In this way, the
application energy efficiency can be maximized. Main limitations of the processor are the absence of a rich set of instructions and a compiler toolchain.
Additionally, there is no parametric extensibility available for the processor.
ADRES: The ADRES (architecture for dynamically reconfigurable embedded
system) [37] couples a VLIW processor with a coarse-grain-array (CGA) accelerator, through a shared central register-file. This architecture has many
advantages such as improved performance, a simplified programming model,
reduced communication costs, and substantial resource sharing. The reconfigurable FUs are used to accelerate certain compute-intensive kernels, while the
VLIW processor is used to improve the performance of the remaining part of
the code by exploiting ILP. ADRES is supported by the DRESC compiler [38],
which includes an XML architecture template to describe the functionality of
the CGA accelerator, and to define the communication topology, supported
operation set, resource allocation, and timing of the target architecture. The
compiler generates a machine code to be executed on the ADRES processor,
a simulation file for cycle-accurate simulation, and a synthesizable VHDL file
for hardware implementation.
XIMD: The variable instruction multiple data (XIMD) [39] architecture structurally resembles VLIW architecture and can dynamically partition its resources to support concurrent execution of multiple instruction streams. The
number of streams can vary from cycle to cycle to best suit each portion of an
application. When all the sequencers read from the same location in the instruction memory, a XIMD processor operates exactly like a VLIW processor.
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It can exploit both the instruction level as well as data parallelism. Although
the XIMD provides interesting features, the architecture did not evolve extensively because of the absence of a good compiler.
OptimoDE: The ARM OptimoDE [40] technology is a system for analyzing
and generating optimized instance-specific architectures for high-performance
embedded signal processing applications. The technology is licensable intellectual property and is offered with an associated tool environment, which can
be used for configuration and customization of the datapath resources. It allows a user to customize instructions per application basis instead of using a
standardized ISA. It analyzes an application source code and then finds and
selects optimal configurations (issue-width, FUs, storage sizes, interconnect
topology, etc.) of the architecture. Custom units if any have to be generated
manually by the user, while the standard FUs are inserted by the tools.
Tensilica Xtensa LX4: The Tensilica’s Xtensa LX4 [41] is a configurable and
extensible processor template. The major difference between the OptimoDE
and the Xtensa LX4 is that the former allows a user to fully customize the
instructions, while the latter uses a standardized ISA as well as user-defined
functions. The template can be configured as a multi-issue VLIW processor
with user-selectable 5- or 7-stage pipeline depth. Using the provided tools,
customized solutions can be generated with a wide range of options including
DSP units, local memories, I/Os etc.
CLAW: The clustered length-adaptive word (CLAW) processor is an 8-issue,
4-cluster VLIW processor [5], where each cluster has two issues. The issuewidth of the processor can be configured at design-time as well as at run-time.
The clustered approach scales down the resources when the issue-width is increased. Instead of having a large global register file, each cluster has its own
local register file. Special channels and instructions are provided for intercluster communication. The compiler is used to capture ILP at compile-time
and provide hints for the processor to shutoff certain clusters to reduce unwanted power consumption at run-time. The shutoff is done by a software
instruction with a small latency. The processor is implemented in Verilog. The
parametric extensibility with machine model parameters is absent. A multicluster organization although efficient in resource scaling is in-efficient in performance compared to a single-cluster VLIW processor [10]. Inter-cluster
communication channels increase the critical path and inter-cluster copy operations reduce the performance and increase the code size.
KAHRISMA: The KAHRISMA architecture [42] utilizes different coarsegrained and fine-grained FUs and a run-time adaptable inter-communication
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network. An application is partitioned, different operations are selected and
implemented in the FUs, and the independent code-sections are compiled to
a RISC or a fixed-issue-width VLIW processor, and at run-time, connections
can be adapted to configure these two different modes. Instruction- , data-,
and thread-level parallelism can be exploited. Inter-cluster communication is
required between different clusters, as there is no global shared register file.
KAHRISMA enables out-of-order execution, due to which it utilizes extra
hardware. It uses the dynamic operation execution model, i.e., all operations
of one instruction need not be issued at the same time [43]. The KAHRISMA
ISA is comparable to clustered-VLIW processors, but its micro-architecture
is similar to superscalar architectures with dynamic scheduling but without a
dispatcher. In contrast to a VLIW program, a KAHRISMA program has unitassumed latencies (UAL), and the latencies are not exposed to the compiler.
MOVE32INT: Transport triggered architecture (TTA) [44] is a class of statically programmed ILP architectures, and is programmed by specifying data
transports instead of operations. A program specifies only the data transports
to be performed by the interconnection network and operations occur as “sideeffect” of the transports. Operands enter FUs through ports and one of the
ports acts as a trigger. An operation is executed, whenever data is moved to the
trigger port. The architecture can be tailored by adding or removing resources
(FUs, registers, interconnects, etc.) and is particularly suited for applicationspecific purposes. MOVE32INT [45] is an instance of the TTA architecture
which is implemented in a 2.0µ CMOS Sea of Gates technology. It is a 32-bit
pipelined processor running at 80 MHz, with several FUs operating concurrently. Up to four concurrent data transports per clock cycle are possible.

2.2.3 Fixed Hardwired VLIW Processors
This section presents some widely used industrial hardwired VLIW processors.
The distinguishing factors among them include the number and type of FUs
and register files, the way in which the global control flow is maintained, and
the amount of on-chip memory and/or caches. These processors are fixed in
nature and cannot change their organizations/architectures.
STMicroelectronics ST231: ST231 [46] is a 32-bit 4-issue VLIW processor
from STMicroelectronics. The processor is a single cluster implementation of
the Lx architecture [10], and is used in several successful consumer electronics
products. It is a 5-stage pipelined integer VLIW processor with multiple FUs
and a multiported register file. The processor has a 32 Kbyte direct mapped L1
instruction cache and a 32 Kbyte 4-way set associative L1 data cache. Due to
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simple logic, the processor consumes very low power. A complete toolchain
including C compiler, debugger, etc., is available for application development.
Philips Trimedia TM1000: TM1000 [47] is a 32-bit 5-issue VLIW processor
specially designed for real-time multimedia processing. It has 27 FUs split
over 5 issue-slots, a 16 Kbyte data cache, and a 32 Kbyte instruction cache.
Operations requiring more than two inputs and producing more than one outputs are supported by combining two issue-slots together. The processor has a
very rich instruction set and supports up to four 8-bit or two 16-bit partitioned
operations. Programmers can specify such operations at high-level with specific library calls and the compiler takes care of the rest. A complete toolchain
(compiler, debugger, etc.) is available for application development.
Fujitsu FR500: FR500 [48] is a 32-bit 4-issue VLIW processor from Fujitsu
Limited. There are two integer units, two floating-point units, a general register file, and a floating-point register file. The floating-point unit also performs
MAC operations with 40-bit accumulation and partitioned arithmetic operations on 16-bit data. Both the instruction and data caches for the processor are
16 Kbyte 4-way set associative.
Texas Instruments TMS320C6211: TMS320C6211 [49] is a 32-bit 8-issue
VLIW DSP architecture. The processor has 2 clusters, each with 4 FUs and
a multiported register file. Each register file provides an additional read port
for inter-cluster communication. It has a rich instruction set especially suited
to target DSP algorithms. Up to two 16-bit partitioned operations are supported in some ALUs. To handle I/O data transfers, the processor features a
programmable direct memory access (DMA) controller combined with two 32
Kbyte on-chip data memory blocks. A complete toolchain including compiler,
debugger, etc., is available from the Texas Instruments.
Hitachi/Equator Technologies MAP1000: MAP1000 [50] is a 32-bit, 2cluster 4-issue VLIW processor. Both clusters are similar, each having an
integer ALU (IALU), an integer floating-point graphics ALU (IFGALU), 64
general registers, 16 predicate registers, and a pair of 128-bit registers. The
IFGALU can perform advanced operations such as 64-bit partitioned operations, sigma operations on 128-bit registers, various formatting operations, and
floating-point operations including division and square root. The processor has
an on-chip programmable DMA controller, a 16 Kbyte 4-way set-associative
data cache, a 16 Kbyte 2-way set-associative instruction cache. The data cache
can also be used as on-chip memory. A complete toolchain is available for application development.
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Transmeta’s Crusoe TM5400: TM5400 [51] is the only known VLIW processor targeted to be used in general-purpose PCs and workstations. The 32-bit
4-issue processor when used in conjunction with the Transmeta’s x86 code
morphing software, provides x86-compatible software execution utilizing a
technique called dynamic binary code translation. The processor together with
the code morphing software can execute all standard x86-compatible operating
systems and applications, including the Microsoft Windows and Linux. The
processor has a 64 Kbyte 16-way set-associative L1 data cache, a 64 Kbyte
8-way set associative L1 instruction cache, a 256 Kbyte L2 cache, and a PCI
port. The processor’s control logic is kept simple and instruction scheduling
is controlled by the running software. The processor has a 7-stage integer
pipeline and a 10-stage floating-point pipeline. It consumes very low power
compared to superscalar processors.

2.2.4 Our Proposal
In this thesis, we present a adaptable softcore VLIW processor called ρVEX. The processor is based on the VEX ISA developed by HP. A toolchain
(parametrized C compiler and cycle-accurate simulator) is publicly available
from HP, which can be used for architectural exploration and code generation. The ρ-VEX processor can be customized and different parameters such
as issue-width, number of FUs, register file size, etc., can be selected at designtime to match the specific requirements of an application. Different types of
multiported register files, interrupt systems, and custom operations are evaluated and can be selected for implementation depending upon the available
hardware resources/area. A design methodology is presented to implement the
processor with any required functionalities. Custom operations can be easily added to the hardware design and the compiler can generate binary code
for them. Additional to the static features, the ρ-VEX processor is run-time
reconfigurable. Parameters such as issue-width, number of FUs, register file
size, etc., can be adapted at run-time to target performance vs. power consumption trade-offs. Multiple smaller issue-width cores can be combined/split
at run-time to target ILP/TLP. Running tasks can be migrated from one core to
another. The effect simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache is evaluated to optimize the design. Hardware-based fault tolerance
techniques are implemented for the processor which can be included/excluded
at design-time and enabled/disable at run-time. All these options allow users
to trade-off between hardware area, performance, power/energy consumption,
and reliability. The ρ-VEX processor is publicly available as open-source.
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2.3 Summary
After defining the goal of the thesis as to implement a programmable VLIW
processor on a reconfigurable hardware for performance vs. power/energy consumption trade-offs in Chapter 1, this chapter highlighted the available techniques and tools for programmable and configurable processors. The chapter
discussed the motivations behind an adaptable VLIW processor and the VEX
system which includes the VEX ISA, the VEX C compiler, and the VEX simulator. An initial design of the ρ-VEX VLIW processor was presented and
its limitations listed, which are later on, addressed in the thesis. The chapter ends with presenting state-of-the-art in configurable and/or programmable
RISC and VLIW processors.

3
Design-time Configurable Processor
his chapter presents an open-source design-time configurable softcore VLIW processor called ρ-VEX. The processor design is made
parametrized and can be easily adapted for different applications before it
is implemented in hardware. The parameters include the processor’s issuewidth, the type and number of different execution units and their latencies,
the type and size of register files and the number of read/write ports, size of
instruction and data memories, type of interrupt and exception systems, selection of default custom operations, datapath sharing, etc. The chapter presents
a methodology to implement and utilize the processor. Applications have to
be profiled and simulated to determine the suitable parameters for the processor. The parameters can be set in a configuration file before the processor is
synthesized. Program binaries can be generated by utilizing the VEX compiler. Hence, trade-off between performance, hardware resource utilization,
and power consumption can be easily made, and optimized solutions can be
generated. Following are the contributions of the chapter:

T

• An open-source parametrized softcore VLIW processor is presented that
can be configured before implemented in hardware. The synthesizable
VHDL design is made parametrized, and hence, optimized solutions can
be generated without using any C-to-VHDL tools. Applications can be
developed in C, while taking advantages of the reconfigurability provided by an FPGA.
• Different types of multiported register files are implemented in order to
optimize the hardware utilization and dynamic power consumption.
• Different types of interrupt handling systems are implemented to tradeoff between hardware resources and interrupt response time.
• An optimized instruction encoding scheme is implemented to increase
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the available opcode space. A methodology to extend the instruction set
of the processor is presented.
• A datapath sharing mechanism is implemented to share the hardware
resources between multiple instances of the processor.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the
design-time configurable ρ-VEX processor and its implementation methodology. Different types of FPGA-based multiported register files for the ρ-VEX
processor are presented in Section 3.2. Interrupt support for the ρ-VEX processor is discussed in Section 3.3. A new instruction encoding scheme to optimize the opcode space and remove certain compatibility issues is presented in
Section 3.4. Section 3.5 provides a design methodology to extend the instruction set of the ρ-VEX processor. A datapath sharing technique to optimize the
hardware resource utilization among multiple instances of the ρ-VEX processor is discussed in Section 3.6. Finally, the chapter is concluded by presenting
a summary in Section 3.7.

3.1 Design-time Configurable ρ-VEX VLIW Processor
In this section, we present a parametrized, extensible, and design-time configurable softcore VLIW processor called the ρ-VEX. The processor is based
on the VEX ISA [4] and has been implemented in VHDL. The technologyindependent implementation allows the processor to be synthesized for any
FPGA or ASIC technology. The processor is made parametrized and different
parameters and constants can be provided in a configuration file before synthesizing the processor. The 5 stages/units of the processor are fetch, decode,
execute 0, execute 1, and writeback. The fetch stage generates the instruction memory addresses and fetches a long instruction which is passed onto
the decode stage. In the decode stage, operations are decoded in parallel and
operands are fetched from the register files. Branch/control related operations
are handled by the CTRL unit. The ALU, MUL, and load/store operations
take place in the execute stages. The writeback stage ensures that all the write
targets are written back together at the same time. The processor has a 64×32bit multiported general-purpose (GR) register file and an 8×1-bit multiported
branch (BR) register file. The BR registers are used to store branch conditions, predicate values, and carries from arithmetic operations. The number
of the GR and BR registers can be decreased from 64 and 8, respectively,
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at design-time. Different types of GR register files can be selected to optimized the hardware area/resources, performance, and power consumption. An
interrupt handling system has been implemented for the processor in four different mechanisms offering trade-offs between hardware resources/area, performance, and power consumption. The processor can be interrupted, its state
saved, and an interrupt service routine (ISR) can be executed. Exceptions can
also be handled with the help of the interrupt system. An optimized instruction
encoding scheme has been implemented to increase the opcode space which
can be utilized for extending the instruction set of the processor. A VEX development toolchain [1] including a parametrized C compiler and a cycle-accurate
simulator is free available from Hewlett-Packard that can be used for architectural exploration and code generation. Details about the VEX system can be
found in Section 2.1.2. Following we discuss a methodology to generate an
instance of the ρ-VEX processor and generate binary code for it.
Methodology to Generate a ρ-VEX VLIW Processor Figure 3.1 depicts
the methodology/steps required to generate and utilize the ρ-VEX processor.
The process starts with a C application which is simulated and profiled to generate different statistics. The VEX simulator reads a machine configuration file
(created by the user/designer) describing the processor’s configuration parameters such as the number of clusters, the issue-width per cluster, the type and
number of different FUs (ALUs, MULs, MEMs, and custom units), latencies
for different FUs, and the size of the GR and BR register files. It simulates
the application on the configured/desired processor and then generates a detailed log file with different statistics, such as execution cycles, total executed
operations, total branches (executed and not executed), stall cycles, memory
operations (total accesses, total misses), instruction per cycle (IPC), and other
function profiles. Custom or user-defined operations if any can also be specified at C language level, and the simulator is able to simulate them. The process
can be repeated until an optimized processor configuration is obtained.
The optimized processor parameters are then utilized to generate a synthesizable VHDL description for the processor. We do not use any commercial tools
for VHDL generation; rather we have a parametrized VHDL description for
the ρ-VEX processor. The parameters passed to the compiler/simulator are
described in a separate file called “Processor Core Description” as depicted in
Figure 3.1. Based on these parameters the compiler generates assembly code
when compiling an application. Another set of parameters is described in a different file called “Processor Core Optimization”. These parameters include the
types of GR register file as discussed in Section 3.2, the types of interrupts and
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Figure 3.1: Methodology to generate an instance of the ρ-VEX processor.

exception systems as discussed in Section 3.3, types of default custom operations as discussed in Section 3.5, size of instruction and data memories, and the
options for pipelined, non-pipelined, forwarding, and non-forwarding. These
parameters can be used to optimize the selected processor core design. Both
of the configuration files are included with the processor design files when
the processor is being synthesized and implemented. Although, the processor
design can be extended for any arbitrary configuration, the current version of
ρ-VEX can be configured in issue-width to be 2, 4, and 8 only. Additionally,
we consider only single-cluster implementations. Custom operations (other
than those provided as default) require an additional step, and have to be added
manually to the design. A simple methodology is provided which can be used
to implement a custom operation for the ρ-VEX processor. The VEX compiler
can generate code for custom operations (See Section 3.5). The processor can
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be implemented in FPGAs or ASIC. The compiler is also provided with the
same processor description file (Processor Core Description) and it generates
code for the application to be executed on the ρ-VEX processor. The compiler
generated code is passed through the low-level development tools (assembler,
linker, etc.) to generate/initialize the instruction and data memories for the
ρ-VEX processor. Hence, an optimized processor for an application can be
implemented in an FPGA very quickly, shortening the development time and
reducing the associated costs. In the following, we discuss different types of
register files, different implementations of interrupt systems and the supported
exceptions, methodology for adding custom operations, and datapath sharing
for the ρ-VEX processor. All of these are design-time parameters for the ρVEX processor and can be used to trade-off between hardware resources/area,
performance, and power consumption.

3.2 Multiported Register Files
The shared multiported register file is one of the most resource-consuming
modules of a VLIW processor, and its resource requirement grows exponentially with increasing the issue-width. Since different issue-width processors
require register files with different number of read and write ports, this section explores different register files, especially targeted for different types of
FPGAs. As the current state-of-the-art FPGAs do not provide multiport memories, therefore, multiported register files are created with the FPGA’s configurable resources such as look-up tables (LUTs), slices, and flip-flops (FFs)
as well as the configurable resources plus the hardwired BRAMs. The 2issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue ρ-VEX processors require multiported GR register
files with 2-write-4-read (2W4R), 4W8R, and 8W16R ports, respectively. For
this section, each processor has a 64×32-bit multiported GR register file, an
8×1-bit multiported BR register file, and a single MEM unit. The number
of ALUs is same as the processor issue-width. The 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8issue processors utilize 2, 2, and 4 MUL units, respectively. We utilized the
Xilinx ISE release version 13.2 and the Virtex-4 XC4VFX100-11FF1152 and
Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGAs for the implementation. The Virtex4 and Virtex-6 FPGAs have 4-input and 6-input LUTs, respectively. Table 3.1
presents the details of the GR register files that we have implemented for our
multi-issue ρ-VEX processors. These designs are evaluated in Section 3.2.3.
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Table 3.1: Implementation types for GR register files
Version
1

2
3
4
5

Implementation detail
Straight-forward behavioral implementation requiring large
combinational address decoders, and multiplexers/de-multiplexers
utilizing LUTs + FFs.
Utilizes distributed memory (LUTRAMs) instead of BRAMs as in
version 3, and LUTs + FFs.
Implemented utilizing banking and replication with BRAMs, and
LUTs + FFs.
Similar to version 3, but running the internal ports of the BRAMs at
twice high the frequency of the external ports.
Similar to version 3, but avoiding the use of the Direction table. The
conflicts associated with the write ports are resolved by compile-time
register renaming in the executable code.

3.2.1 Register Files with FPGA’s Configurable Resources
In this case, the GR register files for the ρ-VEX processors are implemented
utilizing the FPGA’s configurable LUTs, slices, and flip-flops, and the distributed memory called LUTRAMs. The size of all register files is configurable, but here we consider a 64×32-bit size. Each register can be accessed
by each FU of the processor. In general, each of the regular FUs has 1 write
port to access the register file for storing a data in a register and 2 read ports to
read data from two different registers at the same clock cycle.
Register File Version 1 This is a simple and straight-forward design of the
register file. Within the register file, there is a write address decoder, a read address decoder, and two read ports for each FU. It utilizes large combinational
multiplexers/de-multiplexers and encoders/decoders to support multiple ports.
These components are implemented utilizing LUTs with flip-flops as the storage elements. Due to its design, the distributed memory available in the FPGAs
cannot be used, hence the 4-input LUTs usage becomes large compared to the
6-input LUTs. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 depict the hardware implementation
results for the different GR register files and multi-issue ρ-VEX processors,
respectively, for the Virtex-4 and Virtex-6 FPGAs. It can be observed from the
figures that less number of LUTs are required to implement the register files
and the processors when the number of inputs on the LUTs increases.
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Figure 3.2: Hardware results for different versions of the 64×32-bit GR register files
with different ports. In addition to the mentioned resources, version 3 of the 2W4R,
4W8R, and 8W16R register files also utilize 8, 32, and 128 RAMB18s, respectively.
Similarly, version 4 of the 2W4R, 4W8R, and 8W16R register files utilize 2, 8, and
32 RAMB18s, respectively.

Register File Version 2 Here, banking and replication technique is used to
implement the register file. A 64×32-bit base register file with 1W1R ports
is implemented, which is then banked multiple times for the number of write
ports and replicated inside each bank for the number of read ports. The product
of the number of read and number of write ports on the actual register file
determines the number of times the base register file is replicated. A small
direction table keeps track of the write port number for each location of the
register file which is implemented with the base register file. The table is
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itself implemented utilizing FPGA’s configurable resources and has the same
number of ports and depth as the actual multiported register file. Figure 3.2
and Figure 3.3 depict the hardware implementation results for the different GR
register files and multi-issue ρ-VEX processors, respectively, for the Virtex4 and Virtex-6 FPGAs. As can be observed from the figures, compared to
version 1, the version 2 register files utilize more flip-flops and LUTs in case
of the Virtex-4 FPGAs. Considering the Virtex-6 FPGA, the version 2 register
files utilize far less flip-flops and LUTs compared to the version 1 register files.
The reason is that in case of the Virtex-6 FPGAs, the base 64×32-bit 1W1R
register file is mapped to the distributed memory available in the FPGA. Some
of the LUTs in almost all of the Xilinx FPGAs can be configured to be used as
memory called the distributed memory or LUTRAMs. The base register file in
our case has simple dual port (SDP) mode. In case of the Virtex-4 FPGAs, the
available distributed memory can not be used as an SDP memory, therefore,
the version 2 register files are implemented on standard LUTs in the Virtex4 FPGA. In case of the Virtex-5 and latest FPGAs, the available distributed
memory can be configured in the SDP mode, therefore, for the Virtex-6, the
base register file in our case is mapped to the LUTRAMs, hence reducing the
number of LUTs and flip-flips for the version 2 register files.

3.2.2 Register Files with FPGA’s Embedded BRAMs
As stated in Section 3.2.1, increasing the number of ports on a register file
increases the resources (LUTs and flip-flops) and reduces the frequency. To
avoid this problem, multiported register files can be implemented utilizing the
configurable resources plus the dual-ported BRAMs available in large numbers in the modern FPGAs. Following we discuss few such designs that we
implemented for the ρ-VEX processors.
Register File Version 3 Register file version follows similar design to version 2. Instead of implementing the base register file with 1W1R ports with
configurable resources, it is implemented with the fixed BRAMs. This design
is also called as the single-pumped design, where the register file utilizes the
same clock frequency as that of the processor. It utilizes BRAMs in order to
reduce the utilization of configurable resources (flip-flops, LUTs, and slices)
without using the register renaming technique as in the case of the version 5
register file. The implementation is based on the designs presented in [52] [53],
which utilize a mechanism of port indirection. A table keeps track of the write
port number for each location of the multiported memory that is implemented
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Figure 3.3: Implementation results for multi-issue pipelined ρ-VEX processors with
different versions of the GR register files. In addition to the mentioned resources,
version 3 of the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue processors also utilize 8, 32, and 128
RAMB18s, respectively. Similarly, version 4 of the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue processors utilize 2, 8, and 32 RAMB18s, respectively. The 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue
processors also utilize 4, 4, and 8 DSPs modules, respectively.

utilizing BRAMs. The table is itself implemented utilizing FPGA’s configurable resources and has the same number of ports and depth as the actual
multiported memory. Figure 3.4 depicts the organization of a 4W8R ports register file. Here, each BRAM is configured as a 64×32-bit 1W1R ports memory
block. For a register width of 32-bit, each BRAM can provide up to 512 such
registers. To support multiple ports, the BRAMs are organized into banks and
data is duplicated across various BRAMs within each bank. The number of
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write ports defines the number of banks and the number of read ports defines
the number of BRAMs per bank. Each bank holds a separate write port to update all the BRAMs in that bank, each of which can then be read by a separate
read port. In this manner, different registers can be read from different BRAMs
simultaneously. Multiplexers driven by the direction table outputs are utilized
to provide access to the registers stored within each register bank. Figure 3.2
and Figure 3.3 depict the hardware implementation results for the different GR
register files and multi-issue ρ-VEX processors, respectively, for the Virtex-4
and Virtex-6 FPGAs. From the figures, we can observe that the single-pumped
BRAM-based register file design considerably reduces the flip-flops and LUTs
utilization at the expense of BRAMs. The maximum clock frequency remains
the same for both designs.
Register File Version 4 A single-pumped register file (version 3) runs at the
same clock frequency as that of the processor. For W write and R read ports,
a single-pumped multiported register file requires W×R BRAMs. In order to
reduce the number of BRAMs for the multiported register files, we designed
a register file where the internal ports run at twice higher frequency than the
external ports. This means that the register file has to be run at twice the clock
frequency of the processor. Basically, it is a multi-pumped design with multiplexing. A similar design for a quad-port memory is presented in [54]. The
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Figure 3.4: A single-pumped 4W8R ports BRAM-based register file.
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double-pumped design reduces the number of BRAMs by a quarter compared
to the single-pumped design. A double-pumped register file with W write and
R read ports requires 1/4×W×R BRAMs instead of W×R BRAMs. Implementation results for the different GR register files and multi-issue ρ-VEX
processors are depicted in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respectively. From the
figures, it can be observed that the double-pumped register file design reduces
the required number of BRAMs by a quarter compared to the single-pumped
register file design.
Register File Version 5 Multiported memories implemented utilizing
BRAMs in banking and replication [55] have inherent conflicts associated with
the write ports, and hence cannot be utilized as true multiported memories unless a technique called register renaming [56] [57] is applied, or additional
hardware logic is utilized for port indirection. In this section, we present a
register renaming technique that is applied at compile (assemble) time. The
register file is implemented utilizing BRAMs based on the design presented
in [55]. We implemented a register renaming technique to avoid write port
conflicts and save considerable resources [58]. As a case study, we implemented a register renaming technique for a 4-issue ρ-VEX processor.
In order to support multiple ports, multiple BRAMs (with 1W1R ports) are organized into banks and data is duplicated across various BRAMs within each
bank. For a register file with 4W8R ports, 32 BRAMs are distributed across
4 banks with 8 BRAMs per bank. Here, the number of write ports defines the
number of banks and the number of read ports defines the number of BRAMs
per bank. For a 32-bit register, each BRAM can provide up to 512 such registers. Because register banks hold mutually exclusive sets of registers, they
can be updated independently. Each register bank holds a separate write port,
which can write to the registers dedicated to that bank. In order to provide
multiple read ports, multiple BRAMs are utilized within each register bank to
store duplicate copies of the corresponding register subset.
A limitation of this design is that instructions cannot be scheduled to execute
in parallel if they produce results in registers that belong to the same register
bank. Hence, in any given instruction only one of the registers from a given
bank can be written. We remove this limitation by applying register renaming
technique at software level, after the code is generated by the compiler. The
advantage is that it does not involve any hardware cost or compiler modification. All data dependencies are handled by the compiler and only register
scattering needs to be done to avoid the write ports conflicts.
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Each bank provides 64 registers that are logically renamed per bank, hence,
the total number of registers is 256. This representation guarantees that we
always have free registers to rename. Based on the application (data and control dependencies, and the available ILP), for a 4-issue ρ-VEX processor, the
VEX compiler can generate an assembly code with 4, 3, 2, or 1 operation(s)
per instruction. The register renaming ensures that within any instruction, no
two operations should write to registers from a single register bank. The compiler utilizes 64 registers to generate the code, but our register file provides
256 registers with 64 registers per bank.
We developed a register renaming tool using C language. It takes the VEX
assembly code as input and generates a register-renamed VEX assembly as
output. Multiple passes are made in order to cover all possible conflicting
conditions. The tool reads an instruction and parses its operations. It searches
for the source and destination registers for all the operations of an instruction.
It renames the destination registers for different operations in an instruction
such that each operation could write to a separate register bank. A source
register is renamed in a following instruction only, if that same register was
renamed in an earlier instruction. While renaming the registers, the algorithm
takes care of the different conflict conditions that result from the number and
position of the different FUs and the compiler generated VLIW instructions.
Table 3.2 presents the hardware utilization for the 64×32-bit 4W8R ports register file with register renaming and the 4-issue ρ-VEX processor for the same
Virtex-4 FPGA. Compared to the design presented in Section 3.2.1, this design
requires considerably less number of flip-flops and LUTs at the expense of 32
BRAMs, while the frequency remains the same.

3.2.3 Evaluation of the Register File Designs
In the previous sections, we presented different implementation styles for
multiported register files. These designs utilize specific hardware resources
in FPGA. We selected two different families of the Xilinx FPGAs which
Table 3.2: Implementation results for 64×32-bit 4W8R ports register file with register renaming and 4-issue ρ-VEX VLIW processor.

Module
Register file
Processor

Flip-flops
521
3208

LUTs
477
6514

BRAMs
32
32

DSPs
0
4
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are Virtex-4 (XC4VFX100-11FF1152) and Virtex-6 (XC6VLX240T-1FF1156).
The Virtex-4 and Virtex-6 FPGAs have 4-input and 6-input LUTs, respectively. They have different number/quantity of flip-flops, LUTs, BRAMs, and
distributed memory (LUTRAMs).
The designs (version, 3, 4, and 5) which utilize BRAMs for their implementation produce similar results for both the considered FPGAs. Version 4 reduces
the number of BRAMs by 1/4, compared to the version 3 and version 5 designs, but it requires two different clock frequencies for its operation. The
number of the required BRAMs remains the same for both the considered FPGAs. The number of required LUTs is different merely because of the size
of the LUTs in the two families. When considering the version 1 and version
2 register files for the two types of FPGAs, there is a big difference in the
hardware utilization. These designs are implemented utilizing Flips-flops and
LUTs only and no hardwired BRAMs. In Virtex-6, the version 2 design can
be efficiently mapped to LUTRAMs instead of implementing on the general
LUTs. Therefore, the hardware utilization for this design is very small compared to the version 1 design. The critical path delay is also smaller. Because
the LUTRAMs in the Virtex-4 family cannot be configured to be used in simple dual port (SDP) mode, both the version 1 and version 2 designs are mapped
on to the general LUTs. Due to specific design, version 2 utilizes large number
of LUTs compared to version 1 for the Virtex-4 FPGA. The critical path delay
for version 2 is also longer compared to version 1 design.
Hence, given an FPGA, the designer has two multiple choices for efficient
implementation of the register file and the ρ-VEX processor by considering
the different versions that we presented. If there are more available BRAMs,
the designer can choose to implement a BRAM-based design (version 3, 4 or
5). If multiple clock sources are available, version 4 is a better option as its
requires less number of BRAMs. If there is limited number of BRAMs, the
designer can choose to implement a LUT-based design (version 1 or 2). For the
Virtex-5, Virtex-6, and other recent families, version 2 is a better option as it
can be mapped more area efficiently on the available distributed memory. For
the Virtex-4 and older families, version 1 is a better option due to its efficient
implementation on the general LUTs.

3.3 Support for Interruptability
Certain critical tasks require that the processor should respond to them within
a certain time limit. With an interrupt system, a processor can be interrupted,
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its execution state saved, and a different task can be executed. The exception handling system ensures that the computed result is correct. The interrupt
and exception handling systems are important building blocks on a processor for running an operating system on it. Features like multi-tasking, multithreading, and task migration are facilitated by an interrupt system. In this
section, we present the design and implementation of interrupt and exception
handling systems [59] [60] for the ρ-VEX processor. The interrupt system is
made parametrized and implemented in four different mechanisms with respect
to interrupt latency, hardware utilization, and stress on the compiler and/or related toolchain. The exception handling system utilizes the interrupt system
for its implementation.

3.3.1 Interrupt Handling System
The interrupt system that we implemented is called the interrupter and can
be easily plugged in and out of the ρ-VEX core. Figure 3.5 depicts the interrupter embedded into a 4-issue pipelined ρ-VEX processor. The interrupter
receives input signals from interrupt pins and then generates control signals to
the fetch stage to reschedule instructions such that an interrupt service routine
(ISR) could be executed. At the same time, the necessary context is stored in
the data memory. When a return from interrupt (RFI) instruction is decoded,
a signal is passed to the interrupter to indicate the end of an ISR. After that,
the context is restored back to the core which then resumes the original execution. To generate a software interrupt, the INT_SOFT custom operation is
implemented. The INT_MASK custom operation is implemented to enable and
disable the individual interrupts. Following we discuss two sub modules of the
interrupter called the interrupt scheduler and the interrupt controller.
Interrupt Scheduler The interrupt scheduler is configurable and the following parameters can be configured at design-time: (1) number of interrupt vectors, (2) interrupt priority for each vector, and (3) ISR location address in the
instruction memory. The interrupt scheduler is responsible for: (1) receiving
interrupt input signals from different sources, (2) scheduling different tasks
into the task queue, and (3) enabling interrupt requests to the interrupt controller when priority of the requested task is higher than the current task. The
interrupt scheduler dataflow is depicted in Figure 3.6(a). There are two inputs
for the interrupt scheduler: external interrupt in signals from outside world and
the internal clear interrupt flag signal from the interrupt controller. The former
adds tasks to the task queue while the latter removes it. Based on the interrupt
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Figure 3.5: A 4-issue ρ-VEX processor with the interrupter.

priority, the scheduler decides whether to raise an interrupt to the interrupt controller or not. Only if an interrupt with higher priority comes in, or a higher
priority task is finished, a waiting task can then become active. The interrupt
vector table records all information that is necessary for scheduling different
tasks. These include interrupt vectors (type of interrupts) and their priorities,
interrupt flags which show the status of each interrupt request, ISR address
(predefined or user defined), and interrupt enable bits to mask the interrupts.
Interrupt Controller The interrupt controller is responsible for context
switching and ISR execution. It’s main jobs are: (1) receiving interrupt request signals from the interrupt scheduler, (2) storing the context, (3) loading
the ISR address, (4) restoring the context, and (5) restarting the main program
again from the point where it was left before the interrupt. The efficiency of
the control logic determines the length of interrupt latency. Unlike the interrupt scheduler, the interrupt controller cannot be designed pipelined, since the
next state at each clock cycle is determined by the previous state. We designed
the interrupt controller as one finite state machine (FSM) which is depicted in
Figure 3.6(b). The input (i.e., interrupt request or RFI) signal determines the
next state based on the current one. The interrupt system is pre-emptive and a
currently executing ISR can be preempted to start a new one based on its priority. An interrupt queue is implemented to record information, such as, ISR
addresses, return addresses, and interrupt vectors received from the interrupt
scheduler along with the interrupt request signal.
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3.3.2 Implementation Styles for the Interrupt Controller
We implemented the interrupt controller in four different methods in order
to match different application requirements and hardware resource utilization.
These implementations differ by the way the context (the GR and the BR
registers) is stored and restored. The first 3 methods utilize the ρ-VEX processor whose register file is implemented with the FPGA’s configurable resources (slice registers and slice LUTs), called here ρ-VEX type ’a’. The 4th
method utilizes the ρ-VEX processor whose register file is implemented with
the FPGA’s embedded BRAMs, called here ρ-VEX type ’b’.
Directly Switching Context Method: In this method, the context is
stored/restored through dedicated paths without utilizing the processor
pipeline. Here, the GR registers, the BR registers, and the data/shared memory
are directly connected to the interrupt controller for context switching. Extra
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multiplexers are utilized to select the path from either the pipeline or the interrupt controller to the register files and data memory. The advantage is that
the ISR code becomes smaller, as instructions for context switching are not
needed in the ISR.
Hardware Instructions Switching Context Method: Instead of using dedicated paths, this method utilizes the processor pipeline for context switching. The instructions needed for context switching are generated by the interrupt controller hardware and inserted into the pipeline. The advantage is
that the ISR code becomes smaller, as instructions for context switching are
not required in the ISR. Additionally, a hardware monitor is introduced which
records the maximum index of registers at run-time in order to reduce the size
of the context to be stored.
Software Instructions Switching Context Method: Here, the processor
pipeline is utilized, and the instructions needed for context switching are generated in software. Hence, the complexity is shifted from hardware to software.
Additional hardware for context switching is not required, however, we lose
the possibility of only switching a subset of registers at run-time, as the instructions for context switching are fixed after compilation. Additionally, this
method introduces extra overhead for the size of the ISR code.
Page-able Register File Method: Instead of storing/restoring the context,
here, the page of the register file is switched before/after executing an ISR.
Here, we utilized the ρ-VEX processor whose register file is implemented with
BRAMs (ρ-VEX type ’b’ instead of the ρ-VEX type ’a’ as in the first 3 methods). A ρ-VEX processor requires a 64×32-bit register file. Multiple BRAMs
are utilized to implement the register file as discussed in Section 3.2. The
18 Kbits BRAM-based register file can provide up to 512×32-bit registers or
up to 8 copies/pages of 64×32-bit register file. We modified the register file
design to exploit the unused registers as multiple sets of the register file.

3.3.3 Interrupt Latency and Response Time
The following key metrics determine the performance of an interrupt system:
Interrupt latency - The time from when an interrupt is first generated to when
the processor responds to the interrupt, i.e., the time when the processor is
ready to start storing the context. Interrupt response time - The time from
when an interrupt is first generated to when the processor runs the first instruction in an ISR. It includes the interrupt latency plus the time required for
context storing and calling an ISR. Table 3.3 lists the implementation types,
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Table 3.3: Implementation version, interrupt response time, and the worst-case interrupt latencies for the four types of interrupt system for the ρ-VEX processor.
Version

Description

Response time

Latency

1
2
3
4

Directly switching context
Hardware instructions switching context
Software instructions switching context
Page-able register file

76 cycles
17 – 76 cycles
76 – 78 cycles
2 – 6 cycles

5 cycles
5 cycles
5 cycles
2 cycles

the interrupt response time, and the worst-case interrupt latencies for the four
types of our interrupt system with ρ-VEX processor.
In the ρ-VEX architecture, the GR register number 0 ($r0.0) is hardwired to
value zero, therefore, it is not stored during context store. For version 1 of the
interrupter, the interrupt response time of 76 cycles includes 4 cycles for completing the currently fetched instruction and stopping the pipeline, 1 cycle for
scheduling the interrupt, 63 cycles for moving the GR registers and 8 cycles
for moving the BR registers. For version 2, a hardware monitor records the
maximum index of the registers used in a running program before the processor is interrupted. Therefore, the interrupt response time depends on when the
currently executing program is interrupted. The worst case could be 76 cycles.
The best case could be 17 cycles (4 cycles for completing the currently fetched
instruction and stopping the pipeline, 1 cycle for scheduling the interrupt, 12
cycles for moving the GR registers ($r0.1 to $r0.11, and $r0.63)). These registers have special purposes in the ISA and are mostly utilized in a program [4].
For version 3, the interrupt response time is pre-determined at compile time.
Still, there could be two scenarios. First, when the context storing routine is
placed within the body of the ISR, the interrupt response time is 76 cycles.
Second, when the context storing routine is placed at a separate location and
is called from within the ISR, the interrupt response time is 78 cycles, as there
would be an extra 2 cycles branch latency. In the latter case, the size of the ISR
code is reduced. The interrupt response time for version 4 of the interrupter is
2 clock cycles. One cycle for scheduling the interrupt and another for switching the register file page. When implementing this method, the first and the
last 4 instructions in the ISR should not read and write data from/to registers,
respectively, in order to allow the currently fetched instruction to be passed
through the pipeline. This is reasonable because at the beginning of a program
(ISR), variables are normally initialized first before they can be read, and at the
end of a program, the already computed data is consumed or spilled to memory
instead of generating new data (writing to registers). If this assumption is not
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valid then some NOP instructions (maximum 4) should be added at the start
of the ISR code. In this case, the interrupt response time ranges from 2 to 6,
depending upon how many NOP instructions are added to the code.

3.3.4 Exceptions Handling System
The difference between interrupts and exceptions is that interrupts are utilized
to handle external events (serial ports, buttons etc.) while exceptions are used
to handle internal instruction faults (arithmetic overflow, illegal opcode etc.)
The exceptions handling system mainly relies on the interrupts system for
its implementation. Unlike the interrupts which can occur asynchronously,
exceptions occur synchronously when an instruction is decoded or executed.
Different conditions are tested at decode and execute stages and internal interrupt is raised whenever there is an exception. Following we discuss different
exceptions implemented for the ρ-VEX processor. The system can be easily
extended with other types of exceptions.
Arithmetic Overflow: Arithmetic overflow occurs when the result of an arithmetic/multiplication operation becomes larger than the size of the register used
to hold it. Because these operations takes place in the execute stage, therefore,
the overflow exception is detected in the execute stage. For an arithmetic operation, the maximum result of two 32-bit operands can be 33-bit, therefore,
we can simply test the leftmost bit as the overflow flag and use it as an exception signal. Similarly, for multiplication operations of 32×16-bit, the leftmost
16 bits are tested for the overflow condition. When an overflow exception occurs, an internal interrupt is raised to the interrupter and an exception handling
routine can thus be called.
Invalid Opcode: When a non-supported opcode is fetched into the processor
pipeline, it triggers an invalid/illegal opcode exception. This condition can be
detected in the decode stage as opcodes are decoded here. The opcode is tested
in all issue lanes and then exception signals are generated to the interrupter, and
an exception handling routine can thus be called.
Unavailable Hardware Unit: Different executions units are distributed over
different issue lanes in a ρ-VEX processor, therefore, not all the operations
can be executed in every lane. If an operation is assigned to a lane, which
does not have the hardware unit to execute it, an exception signal is generated
to the interrupter, and an exception handling routine can thus be called. This
exception is also detected in the decode stage.
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3.3.5 Implementation Results
Figure 3.7 depicts the hardware utilization for the 4 types of interrupt system with 4-issue ρ-VEX processor (3 with ρ-VEX type ’a’ and 1 with ρ-VEX
type ’b’). We utilized the Xilinx ISE release version 13.2 and the Virtex-6
XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA for the synthesis and implementation. The ρVEX processor has 4 ALUs, 2 MULs, and 1 MEM unit, and can run up to 100
MHz in the Virtex-6 FPGA. A RAMB36E1 is equal to two RAMB18 BRAMs
in the Virtex-6 FPGA. As can be observed from the figure, each implementation method of the interrupter requires different amount of hardware resources.
The first 3 version of the interrupter are implemented for the ρ-VEX type ’a’.
Compared to the ρ-VEX without interrupter, the ρ-VEX with interrupter version 1 requires 15.82% more registers and 8.56% more LUTs, the ρ-VEX
with interrupter version 2 requires 17.26% more registers and 10.66% more
LUTs, and the ρ-VEX with interrupter version 3 requires 5.76% more registers and 3.62% more LUTs. The version 4 of the interrupter is implemented
for the ρ-VEX type ’b’. Compared to this version of the ρ-VEX without interrupter, the ρ-VEX with interrupter version 4 requires 75.75% more registers
and 45.16% more LUTs. As the multiported register file for the type ’b’ has
8 copies of the register set (512×32-bit in total), the direction table becomes
large, and hence requires more slice registers of the FPGA for its implementation. The number of BRAMs remains the same. Remember that the Virtex-6
XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA has 301440 slice registers and 150720 LUTs,
and that all our designs utilize only a small portion of the device.
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Figure 3.7: Implementation results for the 4 types of interrupt system with 4-issue
ρ-VEX processor (3 with ρ-VEX type ’a’ and 1 with type ’b’) for a Virtex-6 FPGA.
Each ρ-VEX processor (with/without interrupts) also utilizes 4 DSP48E1 modules.
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3.4 Instruction Encoding Scheme
The issue-width of the ρ-VEX processor can be statically or dynamically selected to be 2, 4, or 8. A 2-issue, 4-issue, or 8-issue processor can execute
2, 4, or 8 operations per clock cycle, respectively. An operation is encoded in
32 bits, and multiple operations make a VLIW instruction which can be issued
in a single clock cycle. Each operation is executed by an available FU in an
issue-slot. Addresses of 6-bit and 3-bit are required to access the GR and BR
registers, respectively. The regular FUs are ALUs, MULs, CTRL, and MEM.
Each ρ-VEX processor can utilize a different mix and number of these FUs,
except the CTRL, which is only one per processor. Increasing the number of
these FUs increases the hardware resources, but simplifies the sorting of operations in the low-level development tools (assembler). Each FU requires at
maximum two 32-bit inputs and generates one 32-bit output. Both of the input
operands could be register values or one of them could be a register value and
the second one an immediate (IMM) value. A short IMM (up to 9-bit) is encoded in the same 32-bit operation. When there is a long IMM (up to 32-bit),
it cannot be encoded in the same operation. Hence, an additional operation
space or issue-slot is required to carry the long IMM. For the ρ-VEX processor, a custom operation called Syllable_Follow (S_F) is implemented to carry
a long IMM value for an operation. Hence, long immediates are handled in
the same instruction utilizing multiple issue-slots. We designed a new encoding scheme for the ρ-VEX processors to increase the available opcodes from
128 to 256 which can be utilized for ISA extension. Additionally, the new
encoding scheme defines proper positions for the regular FUs which makes
the assembler tool simpler and uniform. With these positions, code generated
for any of the 2-issue, 4-issue, or 8-issue standalone ρ-VEX processors can be
executed correctly on the 2-4-8-issue run-time reconfigurable processor presented in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 Design of the New Encoding Scheme
Table 3.4 presents the old [14] [15] and the new encoding schemes for the ρVEX processor. The first 2 bits of the 32-bit operation encoding are reserved
for multi-clustering and NOP-folding purposes. The ISA [4] includes operations which require two source and one destination GR registers and one BR
register at the same time, therefore, the next 21 bits are needed for these registers addressing. In the old encoding scheme, 2 bits are utilized to encode the
IMM type (“00” is no IMM, “01” is short IMM, and “1x” is long IMM). The
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Table 3.4: The old and the new encoding schemes. IMM is flag for immediate types.
Short IMM and long IMM are the values of the short and long immediates, respectively. S_F means Syllable_Follow custom operation.
31

25

24

23

Opcode Old

IMM Old

Opcode Old

IMM Old

22

17

Dest. GR address

16

11

Src1 GR address

10

5

Src2 GR address

4

2

BR address

1

0

-

-

Dest. GR address

Src1 GR address

Short IMM / Long IMM-1 (9-bit)

-

-

Opcode New

IMM New

Dest. GR address

Src1 GR address

Src2 GR address

BR address

-

-

Opcode New

IMM New

Dest. GR address

Src1 GR address

Short IMM / Long IMM-1 (9-bit)

S_F Old
1000***
Opcode Old
Opcode New

*

-

-

Long IMM-2 (23-bit) Old

-

-

Long IMM-2 (23-bit) New

-

-

-

-

-

-

Branch offset (20-bit) Old
Branch offset (19-bit) New

last 7 bits are left for opcode encoding, and hence, only 128 different operations could be implemented. Short IMM operands (up to 9-bit) are encoded
in the same operation. When an operand is a long IMM, the first 9 bits of the
IMM are carried by the same operation and the last 23 bits are carried by the
S_F operation in a different issue-slot. Hence, an operation with a long IMM
requires two issue-slots. With the old encoding scheme, there was hardly any
free opcode left to extend the ISA.
The new encoding scheme utilizes 8 bits for opcodes and a single bit for the
IMM type. “0” for IMM means no immediate operand, while “1” means an
immediate operand, whose type (short or long) is determined by the S_F opcode in the same instruction as discussed in Section 3.4.2. With the new encoding scheme the opcode space is increased from 128 to 256. It utilizes an
uniform approach for sorting operations for the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue
stand-alone processors, and the 2-4-8-issue run-time reconfigurable processor
(presented in Chapter 4), makes the assembler tool simple and uniform, and
solves the problem of code versioning.

3.4.2 Borrowing Scheme and Instruction Mapping
Borrowing refers to the issue-slot, on which an operation can find the last 23
bits of its long IMM. Although, the number, type, and position of the regular
FUs per issue-slot is a design-time configurable parameter, here, we consider
a default number of FUs for each type of the ρ-VEX processor. For every type
of the processor, we consider one CTRL unit, one MEM unit, and the same
number of ALUs as the issue-width. We consider the number of MULs for
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the stand-alone 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue processors to be 2, 2, and 4, respectively. These numbers provide enough performance without exceeding the
hardware resources. The 2-4-8-issue run-time reconfigurable ρ-VEX processor utilizes 8 MULs. In general, the more the number of the individual FUs,
the simpler the borrowing scheme becomes.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 present the positions of different FUs and borrowing
schemes for the 2-issue, 4-issue, 8-issue, and 2-4-8-issue ρ-VEX processors,
and their instruction mapping schemes. The left-most column presents the possible combination of operations (with/without long immediates) making different VLIW instructions. Mapping scheme presents the possible instructions and
how they can be accommodated in the available issue-slots. ALU operations
are not considered as an ALU is available in every issue-slot. Branch immediate is restricted to 19-bit maximum and requires a single issue-slot with the
CTRL unit. An operation with a short IMM is scheduled on a single conflictfree issue-slot, while that with a long IMM is scheduled on two issue-slots.
The first 9 bits of the long IMM are carried by the operation slot, while the
last 23 bits are carried by an S_F operation scheduled on a different issue-slot.
The S_F is a custom operation with the new opcode of: 1000 − − − − (8-bit),
utilizing a space of 16 opcodes. Bit 0 of the S_F opcode is used to carry the
last bit of a long IMM (bit 32). Bits 3 to 1 of the S_F opcode represent the
number of the issue-slot for which the S_F operation is carrying the last 23
bits of the long IMM. Because the S_F opcode reserves 16 opcodes, the total
number of additional free opcodes provided by the new encoding scheme is
128 - 16 = 112.

3.5 ISA Extension Support
In this section, we provide a design methodology to extend the instruction set
and generate binary code for user-defined/custom operations for the ρ-VEX
processor. With the new encoding scheme, there are 112 free opcodes that can
be utilized to extend the ISA. The VEX compiler can generate binary code for
custom operations that are defined in a C application. Following our methodology, it is very easy to implement the hardware for a custom operation for the
ρ-VEX processor. Additionally, users can select to add certain common custom operations (e.g., abs, different sub-word operations, etc.) at design time
to the ρ-VEX processor.
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Table 3.5: Position of FUs, borrowing scheme for long IMM, and instruction mapping
for the 2-issue and 4-issue ρ-VEX processors. Here, AU, MU, MM, CT, S, and L mean
ALU, MUL, MEM, CTRL, short, and long, respectively.

Slot number
Slot number

1

0

Functional units

AU

AU

MU

MU

MM

CT

3

Functional units

Borrowing scheme

2

1

0

AU

AU

AU

AU

MM

MU

MU

CT

0,2

3,1

2,0

1,3

MU2 L

MU1 L

S_F(1)

Mapping scheme for instructions
Borrowing scheme

0

1
MU1 L , MU2 L

S_F(2)

MU1 L , MM L

MM L

S_F(3)

MU1 L

S_F(1)

MU1 L , MM S , CT

MM S

MU1 L

S_F(2)

CT

Mapping scheme for instructions
MU L

MU L

S_F(1)

MM L

MM L

S_F(1)

MU1 S , MU2 S

MU2 S

MU1 S

MU S , MM S

MM S

MU S

MU S , CT

MU S

CT

MM S , CT

MM S

MU1 L , MU2 S , MM S

MM S

MU2 S

MU1 L

S_F(1)

MU1 L , MU2 S , CT

S_F(2)

MU1 L

MU2 S

CT

MU1 S , MU2 S , MM L

MM L

MU1 S

MU2 S

S_F(3)

MU1 S , MU2 S , MM S , CT

MM S

MU1 S

MU2 S

CT

MU1 S , MM L , CT

MM L

S_F(3)

MU1 S

CT

CT

(a) 2-issue ρ-VEX processor
(b) 4-issue ρ-VEX processor

3.5.1 Binary Code Generation for Custom Operations
The VEX compiler has support for user-defined operations at C language level
with the help of special intrinsic called _asm(). When a call is inserted to
_asm() in a C program with proper parameters, the operation is scheduled and
registers are allocated by the compiler. Hence, C variables for operands and
destinations can be referred. Calls to _asm() are interpreted in a special way.
The “vexasm.h” header file [1] includes the implicit function prototypes for
the _asm() intrinsics, as presented in Figure 3.8.
The opcode argument is a numeric identifier for the operation. Operations
defined with _asm() intrinsic can have up to 8 optional arguments after opcode
that represent the values read by the operation. These operations can have
no or up to 4 return values. Taking the address of an _asm*() function is
illegal. Figure 3.9 presents an example of the _asm() usage implementing a
division (DIV) function and its VEX assembly code for a 2-issue processor.
In this example, the intrinsic 0x01 implements the division of two numbers. It
is called with two arguments and stores its result in a third variable. This is
the simplest implementation for a DIV operation and cannot handle the case
when a division by zero occurs. This example is just for illustration purpose to

Slot number

7

6

5

4

Functional units

AU , MM

AU , MUL

AU , MUL

Borrowing scheme

4,6

7,5

6,4

3

2

1

0

AU

AU

AU , MUL

AU , MUL

AU , CT

5,3

4,2

3,1

2,0

1,3

Mapping scheme for instructions
MUL1 L , MUL2 L , MUL3 L , MUL4 L

S_F(6)

MUL4 L

MUL3 L

S_F(5)

S_F(2)

MUL2 L

MUL1 L

S_F(1)

MUL1 L , MUL2 L , MUL3 L , MM L

MM L

S_F(7)

MUL3 L

S_F(5)

S_F(2)

MUL2 L

MUL1 L

S_F(1)

MUL1 L , MUL2 L , MUL3 S , MUL4 S , MM L

MM L

MUL4 S

MUL3 S

S_F(7)

S_F(2)

MUL2 L

MUL1 L

S_F(1)

MUL1 L , MUL2 L , MUL3 S , CT , MM L

MM L

S_F(5)

MUL2 L

S_F(7)

S_F(2)

MUL1 L

MUL3 S

CT

MUL1 L , MUL2 S , MUL3 S , MUL4 S , CT , MM L

MM L

MUL4 S

MUL3 S

S_F(7)

S_F(2)

MUL1 L

MUL2 S

CT

MUL1 S , MUL2 S , MUL3 S , MUL4 S , MM L , AU L

MM L

MUL4 S

MUL3 S

S_F(7)

S_F(0)

MUL2 S

MUL1 S

AU L

MUL1 L , MUL2 L , MUL3 S , MUL4 S , MM S , CT

MM S

MUL4 S

MUL2 L

S_F(5)

S_F(2)

MUL1 L

MUL3 S

CT

MUL1 S , MUL2 S , MUL3 S , MUL4 S , MM L , CT , AU S

MM L

MUL4 S

MUL3 S

S_F(7)

AU S

MUL2 S

MUL1 S

CT
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Table 3.6: Positions of FUs, borrowing scheme for long IMM, and instruction mapping for the 8-issue and 2-4-8-issue ρ-VEX processors. Here, AU, MU, MM, CT, S, and L mean ALU, MUL, MEM, CTRL, short, and long, respectively.

(a) 8-issue ρ-VEX processor
Slot number (2-issue)

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Slot number (4-issue)

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

Slot number (8-issue)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Functional units

AU , MUL , MM

AU , MUL , CT

AU , MUL , MM

AU , MUL , CT

AU , MUL , MM

AU , MUL , CT

AU , MUL , MM

AU , MUL , CT

Borrowing scheme

Same as for 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue. Any issue-width code will execute correctly.

Mapping scheme

Same as for 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue. Any issue-width code will execute correctly.
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(b) 2-4-8-issue ρ-VEX processor
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/* From “<vex>/usr/include/vexasm.h” */
typedef unsigned int
__vexasm1;
typedef struct {unsigned int n0, n1;}
__vexasm2;
typedef struct {unsigned int n0, n1, n2;}
__vexasm3;
typedef struct {unsigned int n0, n1, n2, n3;} __vexasm4;
void
__vexasm1
__vexasm2
__vexasm3
__vexasm4

_asm0 (int opcode, ...);
_asm1 (int opcode, ...);
_asm2 (int opcode, ...);
_asm3 (int opcode, ...);
_asm4 (int opcode, ...);

Figure 3.8: Prototypes for the _asm() intrinsics [1].

show how a user-defined operation can be defined and compiled with the VEX
compiler. The compiler schedules the code around the intrinsic call _asm()
and operates the usual optimizations and register allocation tasks. The _asm
intrinsic is distinguished by the opcode, which is 1 in this example. The latency
and the number of occupied issue-slots for an _asm() operation can be set in
the machine configuration file which is provided to the compiler.

3.5.2 Methodology to Extend the ISA
Custom operations are defined at the C language level in the source code. The
modified C source code with the custom operations can be simulated with the
VEX simulator [1] for performance analysis. Figure 3.10 depicts a methodology/flowchart that can be used to implement a custom operation for the ρ-VEX

#include <vexasm.h>
#define DIV(x, y) ((int)_asm1(0x01, (x), (y)))
void main () {
int x, y, z;
x = 2 ; y = 4;
z = DIV(x, y); }

;;
c0 mov $r0.3 = $r0.0
c0 mov $r0.2 = 2
;;
c0 asm,1 $r0.2 = $r0.2, 4
c0 return $r0.1 = $r0.1, (0x0), $l0.0
;;

Figure 3.9: The _asm() usage example for implementing a division (DIV) function
and its VEX assembly code for a 2-issue ρ-VEX processor.
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processor. First of all select an opcode from the available unused opcodes and
add it to the opcode_pkg.vhd file. This package file contains the opcode constants and parameters. After this, determine whether the only decoding the
new operation is enough or execution is also needed. If execution is also required determine which of the available FUs (ALU, MUL, CTRL, or MEM)
will execute the new operation. In the selected FU, add code to select the result based on the new operation. This will mainly comprise of adding an elsif
statement to the selected FU design file (e.g., for ALU, this file is the alu.vhd).
Also add the prototypes and the function definitions related to the functionality
of the new operation to the package file for the selected FU (e.g., for ALU, this
file is alu_operations.vhd). Finally, adjust the decoder (decode.vhd) by adding
the decode logic and elsif statement to generate and select the required signals
and values for the new operation. For operations which only require decoding
(such as an operation for masking an interrupt), there is no need to update the
execute unit. Modifying the decoder is enough to generate the required signals.
Instead of adding to the already available standard FUs, operations can also be
added as separate custom FUs. In this case, the custom FU is placed in a lane
in parallel to the standard FUs. The final result is selected either from the custom FU or the regular FUs depending upon the signals from the decoder. A
custom operation requiring more than two inputs and/or generating more than
one output can be expanded over multiple execute lanes. One execute lane can
execute an operation with at maximum two inputs and one output. The opcode
will be decoded by the selected decode lanes simultaneous each accessing a
different set of registers for the operation expanded over multiple lanes.

3.5.3 Design-time Selectable Custom Operations
We provide some commonly used operations that are not part of the VEX
ISA as design-time custom operation for the ρ-VEX processor, as listed in
Table 3.7. These operations can be enabled to be included in a processor by
setting a bit in the rVEX_package at design time. Sub-word operations utilize
a 32-bit operation slot for either two 16-bit operations or four 8-bit operations.
These operations are very common, especially in multimedia applications such
as pixel manipulation. Utilizing these sub-word operations, the throughput
for operations operating on bytes and double-bytes can be increased. Figure
3.11 presents the hardware results for these operations for a 4-issue pipelined
ρ-VEX processor with 4 ALU, 2 MUL, and 1 MEM units. The operations
are included in the regular/default ALU. In Figure 3.11, the Reference design
represents the base 4-issue ρ-VEX processor, to which the custom operations
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Start

From the available opcodes,
select an unused opcode for
the new operation

Add the new opcode to the
opcode_pkg.vhd which
contains opcode constants

Determine which FU (ALU,
MUL, CTRL, MEM) will
execute the new operation
or it will only be decoded

In the selected FU, e.g.,
ALU.vhd, add code (elsif
statement) to select the result
based on the new opcode

Add functions and prototypes
to the file which defines the
functionalities for the selected
FU, e.g., alu_operations.vhd

Adjust the decoder to
generate signals and values
for the new operation (add
elsif statement and decode
logic to the decode.vhd file)

End

Figure 3.10: Methodology/Flowchart for implementing a custom operation.

are then added. These operations reduce the maximum clock frequency in
the range of 3% to 14%, and utilize moderate hardware resources depending
upon the number of ALUs containing the operations. With the help of the
VEX simulator, the total gain (in terms of executions cycles) due to adding
a custom operation to the design can be determined in advance. If the clock
cycle reduction is more than the degradation due to the critical path increase,
the designer can choose to add the custom operation by setting a bit in the
rVEX_pkg.vhd file.
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Table 3.7: List of design-time available custom operations.
Custom operation

Description

VECT2ADD16

two 16-bit additions in a single 32-bit slot

VECT4ADD8

four 8-bit additions in a single 32-bit slot

VECT2SUB16

two 16-bit subtractions in a single 32-bit slot

VECT4SUB8

four 8-bit subtractions in a single 32-bit slot

VECT2SHR16

two 16-bit shift left in a single 32-bit slot

VECT4SHR8

four 8-bit shift left in a single 32-bit slot

VECT2SHL16

two 16-bit shift right in a single 32-bit slot

VECT4SHL8

four 8-bit shift right in a single 32-bit slot

PACK16HIGH

packs the higher 16 bits of two operands

PACK16LOW

packs the lower 16 bits of two operands

ABS

absolute of a 32-bit number

VECT2ABS16

two 16-bit absolute in a single 32-bit slot

VECT4ABS8

four 8-bit absolute in a single 32-bit slot

Slice Registers

Slice LUTs

Slice LUTs (1 ALU)
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Figure 3.11: Implementation results for the custom operations listed in Table 3.7 for
a 4-issue ρ-VEX processor with 4 ALU, 2 MUL, and 1 MEM units for the Virtex-6
FPGA. The processor also requires 32 RAMB18s and 4 DSP48E1s modules.
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3.6 Datapath Sharing
The higher performance of VLIW processors does not come for free as their
resources do not scale well. As stated previously in the Section 3.2, the hardware/area requirement for a multiported register file is directly proportional
to the number of read and write ports, and these parameters do not scale to
a large extent. To reduce the pressure on the number of read and write ports
of the register file, a clustered architecture is used. A cluster is a collection
of a register file and a set of tightly coupled FUs. A multi-cluster processor
has multiple clusters, but a single execution thread, while a multiprocessor
has multiple processors and may have multiple execution threads. Clustered
VLIW processors do not scale well in terms of performance due to the intercluster communication. The delay resulting from inter-cluster communication
reduces the machine performance. For example, a 16-unit/2-cluster processor performs roughly like a 12-unit/1-cluster processor and an 8-unit/2-cluster
processor like a 6-unit/1-cluster processor [10].
To avoid this problem, we designed a dual-processor system utilizing the nonpipelined ρ-VEX processor as its base. Parameters for each base processor
such as the issue-width, the number and type of FUs, supported instructions,
type and size of register file, etc., can be selected at design-time. The base
processor has a multi-cycle design and consists of fetch, decode, execute, and
writeback stages/units. During execution of a code, only one unit of the base
processor is active per clock cycle, hence, FUs can be shared among different
instances of the processor. A VLIW multiprocessor system (where each processor is a VLIW processor) can exploit both fine-grain (instruction level) as
well as coarse-grain (data level) parallelism.

3.6.1 Dual-processor System
Figure 3.12(a) depicts a dual-processor system implemented with two nonpipelined 4-issue ρ-VEX processors. Each base processor can access its own
instruction and data memories. The dual-processor system can target TLP or
DLP, while the individual processor can exploit ILP. For example, if we need to
encrypt 100 Kbytes of data according to advanced encryption standard (AES)
algorithm, we run the application code on both processors each encrypting 50
Kbytes of data and then combine the result. Thus, we can achieve almost twice
the performance of a single-processor system.
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Figure 3.12: VLIW dual-processor systems.

3.6.2 Datapath-shared Dual-processor System
Figure 3.13 presents the implementation results (FPGA slices) for the base
processor for the Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30-7FF896 FPGA. As can be observed
from the figure, the execute unit and the GR register file version 1 (64 registers) require 35.50% and 59.02% slices, respectively, of the total processor slices. Apart from the slices, the processor/execute unit also utilizes 14
MULT18X18s. We modified the design of the dual-processor system presented
in Section 3.6.1. Instead of implementing an execute unit in each base processor, we developed a scheme to share it [61]. Because the base processor has
a non-pipelined design, we can share the execute unit between two processors. In a non-pipelined processor, a new instruction is only fetched when the
older one gets executed and results written back. Hence, the execute unit is
not active all the time and can be utilized by the second processor. Both processors execute their own threads sharing a single execute unit, thus reducing
hardware area and power consumption. In the current design of ρ-VEX, only
two cores can share a single execute unit. If a larger multiprocessor is needed,
e.g., a quad-processor system, two dual-processor systems each with a single execute unit can be combined. Figure 3.12(b) depicts our datapath-shared
dual-processor system.
We designed a Resource Controller unit for the datapath-shared dual-processor
system to share the single execute unit. It takes inputs from the decode units
of the two processor cores, resolves some conflicts, multiplexes, and provides
these inputs periodically to the single execute unit. Output from the shared execute unit are supplied to the writeback units of both the cores at the same time.
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Execute; 5024; 35.50%

Writeback; 172; 1.18%
CTRL; 68; 0.47%
MEM; 146; 1.00%

Decode; 296; 2.03%
Fetch; 97; 0.67%

BR; 62; 0.43%

GR; 8594; 59.02%

Figure 3.13: Implementation results (slices) for the base 4-issue non-pipelined ρVEX processor’s modules for the Virtex-II Pro FPGA. The complete processor requires 14561 slices and 14 MULT18X18s. The register file is 64×32-bit.

The intended writeback unit writes the results based on the input signals from
its corresponding decode unit. The Resource Controller utilizes 1606 slices
and runs at a maximum frequency of 168.87 MHz. It reduces the critical path
by avoiding the logic and connections of the additional execute unit, thereby,
increasing the clock frequency of the datapath-shared system compared to the
non-shared datapath system.

3.6.3 Implementation Results
Figure 3.14 presents the implementation for our dual-processor systems
(shared and non-shared) for the same Virtex-II Pro FPGA. Although the ρVEX processor is parametrized, the base processor used in the dual-processor
systems has 4 issue-slots with 4 ALUs, 2 MULs, 1 MEM unit, a 64×32bit 4W8R ports GR register file, and an 8×1-bit 4W4R ports BR register file.
From Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, we can observe that the hardware utilization
becomes double for the dual-processor system compared to a single-process
system, as expected. The datapath-shared dual-processor system reduces this
hardware utilization by sharing the execute unit between two processor cores.
We can observe a similar trend in hardware resources, when the number of
multiported registers is increased from 8 to 64. To reduce the resources utilized
by the register file version 1 (which requires more than 59% of the total base
processor slices), we utilized the BRAM-based register file version 5 (register
renaming) presented in Section 3.2.2. The results for the dual-processor systems (shared and non-shared) with the BRAM-based register file are depicted
in Figure 3.14. Compared to the version 1 register file, the dual-processor
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Figure 3.14: Implementation results for the dual-processor system (shared and nonshared) for a Virtex-II Pro FPGA. Apart from the slices, the datapath-shared and nonshared dual-processor systems also require 14 and 28 MULT18X18s, respectively.
The BRAM-based design also utilizes 64 RAMB18s.

systems with version 5 register file considerably reduces the slice utilization
at the expense of BRAM utilization. Consequently, we have two alternate
designs for the dual-processor systems. If the designer has extra area/slices,
he/she can instantiate the slice-based design. If slices are limited, the designer
can instantiate the BRAM-based design. The datapath-shared dual-processor
system runs at higher clock frequency compared to the non-shared-datapath
dual-processor system.

3.6.4 Related Work
Softcore multiprocessor systems as found in literature are mostly based on
either the MicroBlaze or the Nios-II softcore processors. Altera provides a
tutorial [62] for creating a multiprocessor system utilizing the Nios-II processor. The tutorial provides a complete design flow from hardware building
to software programming. A design of a symmetric multiprocessing on programmable chips utilizing the Nios-II softcore as the basic building block is
presented in [63]. Similarly, different designs of MicroBlaze-based multiprocessor systems are available [64] [65] [66] [67] [68]. The main drawback
of all these designs is that they are using proprietary softcores which are not
open-source. Additionally, the Nios-II and the MicroBlaze are single-issue
processor cores and cannot exploit ILP like a VLIW processor.
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a methodology to implement an instance of the
open-source design-time configurable ρ-VEX processor. Configuration files
describing different types of parameters for the ρ-VEX processor, such as
issue-width, types of FUs, register file size, etc., are utilized for architectural exploration. These files are provided to the VEX compiler/simulator
for performance analysis and code generation. The same files provide input to the parametrized VHDL description for a ρ-VEX processor generation.
Hence, without having any knowledge of the HDLs, a user can generate a desired/optimized ρ-VEX processor. The compiler generated code is assembled
into instruction and data memory files which can be synthesized together with
the rest of the processor design files. The chapter furthers by presenting different types of multiported register files and different types of interrupt and
exception systems to match different application requirements. Additionally,
a new instruction encoding scheme and a methodology to add user-defined
operations to a ρ-VEX processor has been presented. In the end, a datapath
sharing mechanism has been explored in a dual-processor system to reduce its
hardware utilization.

Note.
The content of this chapter is partially based on the following papers:
F. Anjam, S. Wong, and M.F. Nadeem. A Multiported Register File with Register Renaming for Configurable Softcore VLIW Processors. In International
Conference on Field Programmable Technology (FPT), pp. 403–408, 2010.
F. Anjam, S. Wong, and M.F. Nadeem. A shared Reconfigurable VLIW Multiprocessor System. In International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS-RAW), pp. 1–8, 2010.
F. Anjam, Q. Kong, R.A.E. Seedorf, and S. Wong. A Run-time Task Migration
Scheme for an Adjustable Issue-slots Multi-core Processor. In International
Symposium on Applied Reconfigurable Computing (ARC), pp. 102–113, 2012.
F. Anjam, Q. Kong, R.A.E. Seedorf, and S. Wong. On the Implementation
of Traps for a Softcore VLIW Processor. In HiPEAC Workshop on Reconfigurable Computing (WRC), 2012.

4
Run-time Reconfigurable Processor
ssue-width is an important parameter for a VLIW processor. Increasing the
issue-width can improve the performance of an application by exploiting
the increased ILP. On the other hand, larger issue-width processors consume
more power due to increased datapath. Therefore, VLIW processors whose
datapath can be reconfigured at run-time are needed to target performance
vs. power consumption trade-offs. In Chapter 3, we presented a design-time
configurable VLIW processor that could change its organization before it is
implemented in hardware. In this chapter, we extend that design to make it runtime reconfigurable. The run-time reconfigurable processor utilizes multiple 2issue ρ-VEX cores each of which can run independently. If not in use, each core
can be taken to a lower power mode by gating off its source clock. Multiple 2issue cores can be combined at run-time to form a variety of configurations of
VLIW processors. The run-time reconfigurable parameters include the issuewidth, the number and type of FUs, and the size of the general register file.
The processor can target a variety of applications having instruction and/or
data level parallelism. Following are the contributions of the chapter:

I

• A run-time reconfigurable multi-core processor is presented. The
smaller cores can be utilized independently to exploit thread level parallelism or can be combined at run-time to form larger issue-width cores
to exploit ILP. Performance vs. power consumption trade-offs can be
achieved at run-time.
• A mechanism for run-time task migration among different cores of the
multi-core processor is implemented to improve the performance or reduce the power consumption of the processor at run-time.
• A setup for analysis of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and
instruction cache for the run-time reconfigurable processor is presented.
67
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the
design and implementation of our run-time reconfigurable processor. The design of a dynamically reconfigurable register file is discussed in Section 4.2.
Section 4.3 presents a run-time task migration scheme to shift a task running
on one type of core to another for performance improvement or power reduction. Section 4.4 presents a setup to analyze the effect of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on performance improvement
and energy consumption of the run-time reconfigurable processor. Finally, the
chapter is concluded by presenting a summary in Section 4.5.

4.1 Run-time Reconfigurable/Adaptable Processor
Figure 4.1 depicts the execution cycles normalized to an 8-issue core for matrix multiplication, secure hash algorithm (SHA), and quick sort (Qsort) applications. It can be observed from the figure that increasing the issue-width
from 2 to 4 and 8 increases the performance considerably for the matrix multiplication. For the SHA, the change in issue-width from 2 to 4 or 2 to 8
increases the performance considerably, but going from 4 to 8-issue only produces a small 10% increase in performance. For the Qsort, there is almost
no change for different issue-widths. All these three applications have different ILP, and hence, a specific issue-width processor can provide the maximum
possible performance at reasonable power budget. For a non-reconfigurable
VLIW processor, the configuration and issue-width of the processor are fixed
at design time. Therefore, the issue-width cannot be adjusted to suit a different
set of applications after fabrication.
Utilizing the design presented in Chapter 3, we implemented two versions
of run-time reconfigurable/adaptable/adjustable issue-slots VLIW processors
called 2-4-issue [69] and 2-4-8-issue [70] processors. The issue-width and the
number and type of FUs in these processors can be reconfigured at run-time
while the processor is active and running. The 2-4-issue processor has two 2issue ρ-VEX cores, which can be used independently or combined together to
form a 4-issue processor at run-time. The processor is implemented utilizing
the Xilinx partial reconfiguration flow. With the help of a small set of external
control signals and loading a small partial bitstream, the processor issue-width
can be reconfigured. The 2-4-8-issue processor has four 2-issue ρ-VEX cores,
which can be used independently or multiple 2-issue cores can be combined
together to form larger issue-width processors at run-time. The processor is
implemented utilizing the virtual reconfiguration flow. A set of external sig-
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Figure 4.1: Execution cycles for matrix multiplication, SHA, and Qsort applications.

nals controls the configuration of the issue-width, and there is no need for partial bitstream. If not in use, each 2-issue core in the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue
processors can be taken to a lower power mode by gating off the source clock,
and hence, the total power consumption of the processors can be reduced at
run-time. Before an application starts execution, the machine’s organization
can be adjusted to suit the application requirements. Applications with more
fine-grain (instruction level) parallelism can be run on the larger issue-width
cores for better performance, while applications with more coarse-grain (data
level) parallelism can be run on multiple 2-issue cores with the data divided
among the cores for faster execution. Performance vs. power consumption
trade-offs can be achieved for different applications at run-time.

4.1.1 Reconfiguration Flows
In this section, we discuss the two reconfiguration flows that are utilized to
design the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue reconfigurable processors.
Virtual Reconfiguration Flow In virtual reconfiguration, all the hardware
resources required for a design implementation are made available. The design
is pre-placed and the reconfiguration is provided by utilizing different multiplexers and turning certain modules ON and OFF. External/internal signals
driven by configuration register bits control the reconfiguration/re-adjustment
of the running system. Designs with virtual reconfiguration flow are simple
to implement and require only few cycles for reconfiguration. The disadvantage is that all the required resources have to be made available all the time
even when those are not in use. Our 2-4-8-issue reconfigurable processor is
implemented utilizing the virtual reconfiguration flow.
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Partial Reconfiguration Flow Partial reconfiguration is utilized to time
share certain hardware resources among different modules of a design at runtime. According to the Xilinx early access partial reconfiguration (EAPR) design methodology [71], a design is split into static and reconfigurable regions.
The static region contains those parts of the design which do not require runtime reconfiguration. The reconfigurable region contains the modules which
require run-time reconfiguration. The communication between the static and
reconfigurable regions is provided by special modules called bus macros. Separate bitstreams are generated and downloaded to an FPGA at run-time in order
to change the functionality of a reconfigurable region. Our 2-4-issue processor
is designed according to the partial reconfiguration flow, although it also utilizes the virtual reconfiguration flow for some parts of the design. The advantage of partial reconfiguration flow is that resources/area can be shared among
different modules. The disadvantage is that it takes longer (in the range of
milliseconds) to reconfigure a module in the current FPGA technology.

4.1.2 Design of the Run-time Reconfigurable Processors
In this section, we present the design of the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue reconfigurable processors. Each processor consists of multiple 2-issue base ρ-VEX
cores. The base processor is pipelined consisting of fetch, decode, execute0,
execute1/memory, and writeback stages/units. Figure 4.2 depicts the FUs available per issue-slot in the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors. Each 2-issue
base core has two ALUs, two MULs, a MEM and a CTRL unit. Therefore,
every issue-slot in the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors has an ALU and
a MUL, while MEM and CTRL units are available in alternate issue-slots. A
4-issue core has double the resources of a 2-issue core except that only one of
the CTRL units is utilized when the two 2-issue cores are combined. Similarly,
an 8-issue core has double the resources of a 4-issue core except that only one
of the CTRL units is active when multiple 2-issue cores are combined.
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(a) The 2-4-issue processor.
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(b) The 2-4-8-issue processor.

Figure 4.2: Execution units in different issue-slots.
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A signal called issue_ctrl manages the issue-width reconfiguration/adjustment.
The signal is controlled by dedicated bits in the configuration registers of
the processors. The 2-4-issue processor utilizes a single bit issue_ctrl signal. When this signal is at logic low, the two 2-issue cores can be utilized
independently. When this signal is at logic high, the two 2-issue cores are
combined and they behave like a single 4-issue core with double the resources
of a 2-issue core. The 2-4-8-issue processor utilizes a two-bit issue_ctrl signal. When the issue_ctrl bits are “00”, the system behaves as four independent
2-issue cores, when “01”, the system behaves as two 2-issue and one 4-issue
cores, when “10”, the system behaves as two 4-issue cores, and when “11”,
the system behaves as an 8-issue core. After these bits are written into the
configuration register, the configuration and the issue-width are changed in a
single cycle. The unused FUs and parts of the processors are clock gated to
reduce the dynamic power consumption. Both the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue
processors consist of different units, namely fetch, decode, execute, and writeback. In order to make the processors run-time reconfigurable, we combined
these units into two modules called frontend and backend. Figure 4.3 depicts
the general views of the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors.
Frontend The frontend of the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors requires
reconfiguration/adjustment for changing the configuration and issue-width at
run-time. It consists of the fetch and decode units, and the GR and the BR
register files. For the 2-4-issue processor, the decode unit is the only module that is reconfigured by loading a partial bitstream to switch between two
2-issue cores to one 4-issue core or vice versa. The other modules are controlled by the issue_ctrl signal, and they do not require a partial bitstream for

2-issue core

4-issue core
2-issue core

2-issue core
Instruction
memory

4-issue core

Instruction
memory

Data
memory

2-issue core

8-issue core

Data
memory
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(a) The 2-4-issue processor.

(b) The 2-4-8-issue processor.

Figure 4.3: General view of the run-time reconfigurable issue-slots processor.
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reconfiguration. This is done in order to minimize the number of resources
to be reconfigured and hence, minimize the size of the partial bitstream. This
resulted in reduced configuration time as well as reduced memory storage for
the partial bitstreams. The 2-4-8-issue processor utilizes virtual reconfiguration and does not require a partial bitstream for reconfiguration. All modules
in the frontend are reconfigured utilizing the issue_ctrl signal and all the resources for the processor are already available and pre-placed. It is only a
matter of turning ON and OFF some of the resources in order to change the
processor configuration. Following we discuss all modules of the frontend for
both the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors.
Fetch Unit A 2-issue fetch unit splits an incoming long instruction into two
syllables (operations for individual execution units), and then passes them to
the decode unit. Therefore, multiple 2-issue fetch units can be combined together to form a combined fetch unit to behave like a larger issue (up to 4-issue
for the 2-4-issue processor and up to 8-issue for the 2-4-8-issue processor)
fetch unit. Every 2-issue fetch unit has a program counter (PC), which generates the next address for the instruction memory. The only module of the
fetch unit that needs to be reconfigured is the PC. If multiple fetch units are
combined to form a larger issue-width core, only one of the PCs is running
and other PCs in that specific larger issue-width core are stopped. The signal
issue_ctrl is utilized for this purpose.
Decode Unit Multiple 2-issue decode units can be combined together to
form a decode unit for a larger issue-width processor. The branch/CTRL unit
which calculates the offset and the branch target addresses is included in every 2-issue decode unit, but only one branch unit is working when multiple
2-issue decode units are combined. Each 2-issue decode unit decodes its own
long instruction (64-bit) and raises high its own done signal when the last
VLIW instruction in the program (STOP instruction) is executed and the last
result is written back. When a core is configured as a larger issue-width core,
the combined decode unit provides only one branch unit and one done signal.
The other done signals are tied to logic low. The signal issue_ctrl controls the
mechanism. For the 2-4-issue processor, the decode unit is reconfigured by
loading a partial bitstream. Separate bitstreams are utilized to switch the two
2-issue cores to one 4-issue core or vice versa.
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General-Purpose Register File We implemented the GR register files for
the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors utilizing BRAMs. The register files
can provide access to multiple configurations of our reconfigurable processors.
For the 2-4-issue processor, the register file is designed such that the single
register file can provide access to a 4-issue core or two 2-issue cores at the
same time. Register file for the 2-4-8-issue processor is depicted in Figure 4.4.
It can provide access to an 8-issue core or two 4-issue cores or one 4-issue and
two 2-issue cores or four 2-issue cores at the same time.
The register files are based on the version 3 design presented in Section 3.2.2,
utilizing the 18 Kbits embedded BRAMs. Each BRAM is configured in simple dual port (SDP) mode with 1W1R port. In order to provide multiple ports,
the BRAMs are organized into multiple banks and data is duplicated across
various BRAMs. The register file for the 2-4-8-issue processor has 8W16R
ports utilizing 128 BRAMs each providing 256 registers of 32 bits each. The
distribution of the registers and ports for the different types of cores is presented in Table 4.1. Each of the active processor requires a maximum of 64
multiported registers requiring 6-bit address, but the combined register file has
to have 256 registers requiring 8-bit address. Each BRAM in the register file
has 8-bit address to provide 256 registers. The signal issue_ctrl and a small
control logic are utilized inside the register file to generate the 7th and 8th
bits of the BRAM addresses. The GR register file for the 2-4-issue processor
has 4W8R ports utilizing 32 BRAMs each providing 128 registers of 32 bit
each. If the processor is configured as a 4-issue core, all of the ports and the
lower 64 registers are utilized. If the processor is configured as two 2-issue
cores, half of the ports are utilized by the first core and the second half by the
other core. The lower 64 registers are utilized by one core and the upper 64 by
the other core. Each of the active processor requires a maximum of 64 multiported registers requiring 6-bit address, but the combined register file has to
have 128 registers requiring 7-bit address. Each BRAM in the register file has
7-bit address to provide 128 registers. The signal issue_ctrl is utilized inside
the register file to generate the 7th bit for the BRAM addresses. By utilizing
this mechanism, we avoided the register files to be reconfigured by loading the
partial bitstreams and hence, reduced the size of the partial bitstreams required
to alter the organization of the processors.
Branch Register File The VEX ISA specifies a 1-bit 8-element multiported
BR register file for a multi-issue VLIW processor. The 2-issue, 4-issue, and
8-issue ρ-VEX processors require BR register files with 2W2R ports, 4W4R
ports, and 8W8R ports, respectively. Since the size of this register file is small,
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Figure 4.4: 256×32-bit 8W16R ports register file for the 2-4-8-issue processor.

it is implemented utilizing the FPGA’s slice flip-flops and slice LUTs instead
of BRAMs. For the 2-4-issue processor, we implemented a 16×1-bit BR register file with 4W4R ports. Utilizing the issue_ctrl signal, we partition the
register file among the configured cores. When the processor is configured as
one 4-issue core, all of the ports and the lower 8 registers are utilized. When
the processor is configured as two 2-issue cores, half of the ports and the lower
8 registers make the BR register file for one core and the other half ports and
the upper 8 registers make the BR register file for the second core. The signal
issue_ctrl controls this mechanism. For the 2-4-8-issue processor, we implemented a 32×1-bit BR register file with 8W8R ports. The signal issue_ctrl is
used to share the register file among the configured cores. The distribution of
registers and ports for the register file is similar to that of the GR register file.
Backend The backend of the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue adaptable processors
remains fixed and does not change when the issue-width is changed. It consists
of the execute and writeback units. Multiple 2-issue writeback units (four for
the 2-4-8-issue processor and two for the 2-4-issue processor) are combined
together. Each writeback unit can serve a 2-issue core and multiple writeback
units can make a writeback unit for a larger issue-width core. Each lane of
the writeback unit can write to its corresponding port on the GR and BR register files. Since these register files can handle the processor’s issue-width by
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Table 4.1: Distribution of registers and ports for the 256×32-bit 8W16R ports GR
register file for the 2-4-8-issue processor.
Processor configuration

Write ports

Read ports

Registers

One 8-issue

0-7
0-3
4-7
0-3
4-5
6-7
0-1
2-3
4-5
6-7

0 - 15
0-7
8 - 15
0-7
8 - 11
12 - 15
0-3
4-7
8 - 11
12 - 15

0 - 63
0 - 63
64 - 127
0 - 63
64 - 127
128 - 191
0 - 63
64 - 127
128 - 191
192 - 255

Two 4-issue
One 4-issue and two 2-issue

Four 2-issue

themselves, the writeback unit does not need to take care of that, and hence,
does not need reconfiguration/adjustment in order to combine or split the issueslots. Additionally, the backend consists of all the execution units which are
distributed across different issue-slots. For the 2-4-8-issue processor, 8 ALUs,
8 MULs, and 4 MEM/LS units make up the backend, while the backend for
the 2-4-issue processor consists of 4 ALUs, 4 MULs, and 2 MEM/LS units.

4.1.3 Memory System
In this section, we explain how the instruction and data memories for our runtime adaptable processors can be set and reconfigured. Here, we only consider
instruction memories that are locally connected to the cores. We do not discuss
caches here. We discuss the memory system for the 2-4-8-issue processor
only, while the 2-4-issue processor follows similar organization. Figure 4.5
depicts the memory organization for the 2-4-8-issue processor. Every 2-issue
core has its own instruction memory to provide a 64-bit instruction per clock
cycle. To generate the next address for an instruction memory, every 2-issue
core has a PC in the fetch unit. If multiple 2-issue cores are combined to
form a larger issue-width core, only one of the PCs is running and other PCs
in that specific larger issue-width core are stopped. The address generation
unit (AGU) receives input from all the PCs, and based on the issue_ctrl signal,
generates the next addresses for all the instruction memories. The AGU keeps
the next addresses for all the instruction memories in synch and drives them in
lockstep according to the desired configuration scheme of the processor.
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Figure 4.5: Instruction and data memories for the 2-4-8-issue processor.

Every PC can be initialized with a user-defined instruction address value.
When the processor is configured as four 2-issue cores, each instruction memory receives its next address value from its corresponding PC. A program for a
2-issue core can be placed at any desired location in its corresponding instruction memory. Before executing the program, the PC of that core is loaded with
the starting address of the program, and in the next cycle, the first instruction
of the program is fetched in. When two 2-issue cores are combined to form a
4-issue core, the PC of the first core is active while that of the second core is
stopped. Based on the issue_ctrl signal, the address generation unit drives the
input addresses for the two instruction memories in lockstep. The program for
the 4-issue core is split such that the two operations of the long instructions
are placed in the first instruction memory, while the last two operations in the
second instruction memory for the combined core. The partitioned program
can be placed in the two instruction memories starting at the same or different location addresses. If the programs are placed at the different locations,
the AGU should know the offset in the two addresses. The same technique is
utilized when four 2-issue cores are combined to form an 8-issue processor.
Every 2-issue core has a MEM or load/store (LS) unit and a separate data memory. When multiple 2-issue cores are combined to form larger issue-width
cores, the individual data memories can be combined together to provide a
single larger data memory. The larger issue-width core can also utilize the additional LS units to increase the data transport from/to the memory. The AGU
receives the effective addresses from the individual LS units, and based on the
configuration bits, adapts the connection for the individual data memories.
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4.1.4 Mechanism for Issue-width Adjustment
Each of the 2-issue cores has an input signal called run. When this signal for
a core is at logic high, the core starts fetching its VLIW instructions. When
this signal is at logic low, the PC for that core is stopped. The run signal
is also utilized to gate the source clock for a core. If a 2-issue core is not
executing any application, it can be taken to a lower power mode by gating off
its source clock, and hence, the dynamic power of that core is reduced resulting
in a reduced total power consumption of the system. When a core finishes its
execution, it raises its done signal. The done signal is utilized in order to
schedule new code on a core. The signal issue_ctrl controls the organization
and issue-width of the cores. For example, when the issue_ctrl signal is at
logic low, the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors behave as two and four
independent 2-issue cores, respectively. The issue_ctrl controls the PCs for the
cores that are combined to form a larger issue-width core and drives them in
lockstep. It additionally controls the organization of the register files. In order
to group or ungroup certain cores to change the issue-width, the selected cores
are first stopped utilizing their run signals. In the next cycle, the issue_ctrl
bits are modified to adjust the issue-width of the resulting core/cores. In the
next cycle, the run signals are asserted and the cores start fetching their VLIW
instructions. For 2-4-8-issue processor, only the signals issue_ctrl, run, and
done are needed for the processor reconfiguration. For the 2-4-issue processor,
apart from controlling the signals issue_ctrl, run, and done, a partial bitstream
is also loaded for the processor reconfiguration. The signals issue_ctrl, run,
and done are controlled through a configuration register.

4.1.5 Implementation Results
In this section, we present the implementation details and results for the 2-4issue and 2-4-8-issue adaptable processors.
2-4-issue processor The 2-4-issue processor is implemented utilizing the
Xilinx EAPR partial reconfiguration methodology [71]. The design is split
into two regions, called static and reconfigurable, as depicted in Figure 4.6(a).
The processor consists of frontend, backend, instruction memory, data memory, and a UART module. Except the decode unit in the frontend, all other
modules in the frontend, the backend, memories, and UART are placed in the
static region as they do not need partial dynamic reconfiguration. The decode
unit is placed in the reconfigurable region. The two regions are connected
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Figure 4.6: Design and hardware resource utilization for the 2-4-issue reconfigurable
processor for the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30-7FF896 FPGA.

through bus macros [71]. Figure 4.6(b) presents the implementation results for
the 2-4-issue processor. We used the Xilinx ISE version 9.2.04i_PR14 and the
Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30-7FF896 FPGA for the synthesis and implementation.
The processor can run up to a maximum of 70 MHz.
Using the EAPR design methodology, partial bitstreams for the decode units
are generated and downloaded to the FPGA. The partial bitstream size for the
reconfigurable region is 59 Kbytes, and is about 24 times smaller than the full
bitstream size which is about 1415 Kbytes. The width of internal configuration access port (ICAP) in the Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs is 8 bits and
32 bits, respectively. The maximum frequency for the ICAP in the Virtex-II
Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs is 66 MHz and 100 MHz, respectively. The minimum time needed to switch from two 2-issue cores to one 4-issue core or vice
versa is 0.893 and 0.148 milliseconds for Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs,
respectively. These values do not include the time needed for accessing the
memory in which the bitstreams are placed. These represent the time needed
for the SelectMAP or ICAP to configure an FPGA. At 50 MHz clock, these
reconfiguration times translate to a total of 44650 and 7400 clock cycles for
Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs, respectively. It is to note that the VirtexII Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs have almost similar structure. For the purpose of
illustration, we estimated the reconfiguration time for Virtex-4 FPGAs.
2-4-8-issue processor The 2-4-8-issue processor is implemented utilizing
the virtual reconfiguration flow. All the required resources are available, and
with the help of the issue_ctrl signal, the configuration and issue-width of the
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processor can be adapted. There is no need for downloading partial bitstreams.
Table 4.2 presents the implementation results for the 2-4-8-issue processor. We
utilized the Xilinx ISE release version 13.2 and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T1FF1156 FPGA for the synthesis and implementation. Each 2-issue or any
larger issue-width processor in our design can run up to a maximum clock
frequency of 110 MHz. It is to note that Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs have
4-input LUTs while Virtex-6 FPGAs have 6-input LUTs. The DSPs elements
in Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-4 FPGAs are smaller compared to that in Virtex-6
FPGAs. Additionally, we designed a new MUL unit for the ρ-VEX processor,
which is more efficient and requires less hardware resources compared to the
old one. We utilized different families of the Xilinx FPGAs (Virtex-II Pro,
Virtex-4 and Virtex-6) to show the effectiveness of our design under different
FPGA families. For example, the register file implementations presented in
Section 3.2 result in different hardware utilization for these different FPGAs.

4.1.6 Related Work
Voltron [72] combines small cores and the on-chip memory to make larger
issue-width cores at run-time to exploit instruction, data, or thread-level parallelism. It exploits VLIW-style ILP by lock-stepping the individual cores like a
multi-clustered VLIW processor. A network for inter-cluster communication
is provided which is orchestrated by the compiler. RAW [73] has a grid of
identical tiles connected through a mesh of scalar operand networks. Each title
is a single-issue core with on-chip caches/memories, and using the operand
network, intermediate register values can be transported. RAW supports instruction, data, and thread-level parallelism by using the software-controlled
routing network between the tiles. TRIPS [74] is a reconfigurable architecture
that enables the available out-of-order processing cores and the on-chip memory system to be configured and combined in different modes for instruction,
data, or thread-level parallelism. TRIPS implements a custom ISA and microarchitecture, and relies heavily on compiler support for scheduling instructions
Table 4.2: Implementation results for the 2-4-8-issue processor for the Virtex-6
XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA.
Module

Slice registers

Slice LUTs

DSP48E1s

RAMB18s

Register file
Backend
Processor

820
988
3187

5887
8022
16790

0
16
16

128
0
128
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to extract ILP. Core fusion [75] provides mechanisms to combine small out-oforder cores to make larger issue-width cores at run-time or utilize them as
independent smaller cores. A pair of instructions is used to fuse and split the
available cores in order to exploit ILP and TLP. Core fusion is implemented in
a simulator. Smart memories [76] has many processing tiles, each containing
local memory, local interconnect, and a processor core. The user can program
the wires, the memory, and the processor in order to match the architecture
to the application. The M-Machine multiprocessor system [77] provides direct inter-processor communication channels between the register files of the
available processor cores. By controlling the communication channels, the
M-Machine can be used to exploit ILP and TLP. XIMD [39] is a superset of
VLIW paradigm and can exploit both control flow parallelism as well as data
parallelism. The XIMD architecture can dynamically partition its resources to
support concurrent execution of multiple instruction streams. It has multiple
FUs running in locked step, with each FU controlled by its own sequencer.
The KAHRISMA architecture [42] utilizes different coarse-grained and finegrained FUs. By means of a run-time adaptable inter-communication network,
the FUs can be connected in different manners to emulate different processing modes (e.g. RISC and VLIW). The KAHRISMA ISA is comparable to
clustered-VLIW processors, but its micro-architecture is similar to superscalar
architectures with dynamic scheduling but without a dispatcher [43].

4.2 Run-time Reconfigurable Register File
Data in [29] show that increasing the number of read/write ports or increasing
the issue-width of the VLIW processor results in an exponential increase in resources. Similarly, in [78], the design and implementation of a 3-issue VLIW
microprocessor is presented. The processor datapath is 64-bit and it supports
only 16 operations. The multiported register file for the processor containing
16, 64-bit registers each having 3W6R ports require 7172 Logic Cells of the
Altera Stratix EP1S25F1020C FPGA, which is more than the area taken by the
rest of the design. Figure 4.7 presents the hardware utilization (FPGA slices)
for a 4-issue non-pipelined ρ-VEX processor (4 ALUs, 2 MUL, 1 MEM unit)
and 4W8R ports register file version 1 for the Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30 FPGA.
From the figure, we can observe that when the number of registers is 64, the
total number of slices utilized by the register file exceeds the total slices taken
by all other modules of the processor. Because not all applications require 64
registers, implementing 64 registers for a ρ-VEX processor would mean a lot
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Figure 4.7: Virtex-II Pro FPGA’s slice utilization for 64×32-bit 4W8R ports register
file and 4-issue non-pipelined ρ-VEX processor.

of wasted resources as well as wasted power. On the other hand, implementing
a smaller number of registers, for example, 8 would require less resources, but
may degrade the performance of an application, as memory swapping (through
load/store) may then be needed more frequently. We designed a run-time
reconfigurable register file [79] and a ρ-VEX processor that supports partial
dynamic reconfiguration allowing the creation of dedicated register files for
different applications. Therefore, valuable area can be freed and shared with
other implementations (such as timers, UARTs, another ρ-VEX core, etc.) on
the same FPGA when not all of the 64 multiported registers are needed. Power
consumption can be reduced by not configuring the un-necessary registers.

4.2.1 Case Study for 4-issue ρ-VEX Processor
For the 4-issue non-pipelined ρ-VEX processor, the total number of inputs/outputs (I/Os) of the register file is 460. Each register is 32-bit, having
4W8R ports. We utilized the Xilinx EAPR methodology [71] for designing our
partial reconfigurable processor. For partial reconfiguration, we split the processor into two regions: static and reconfigurable as depicted in Figure 4.8(a).
To simplify the design and quickly verify the idea of dynamically reconfigurable registers, we restrict the total number of registers to be 32, divided in 4
smaller register files or groups. The number of I/Os for each smaller register
file is 424 that would cross the boundary between static and reconfigurable
portions on the FPGA, and would require bus macros [71]. Four reconfigurable regions for register banks are connected to static region of the processor
using asynchronous bus macros. The static region contains all of the processor
modules namely, fetch, decode, execute, writeback, memory unit, control unit,
branch registers, instruction and data memories, except the general-purpose
register file, which is implemented in the reconfigurable region. The granu-
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Figure 4.8: Design and hardware resource utilization for the dynamically reconfigurable ρ-VEX processor. Apart from the slices, the static region also utilizes 14
MULT18X18s, and some BRAMs for instruction and data memories.

larity level is 8 for the reconfigurable register file, i.e., registers can be added
in the increments of 8 up to maximum of 32 registers. Using the EAPR design methodology, partial bitstreams for the register banks are generated and
can be downloaded to the FPGA. An application can be profiled with the VEX
toolchain and the optimum number of registers can be determined. This information can then be communicated to the decoder by means of a custom
instruction, which can be used to direct the reconfiguration controller to reconfigure the required number of registers before the application starts execution.
Figure 4.8(b) presents the hardware utilization for our reconfigurable processor. For implementation, we used the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30 FPGA
and the ISE release version 9.2.04i_PR14. The size of the partial bitstream for
a reconfigurable bank of 8 registers and the full bitstream are 85 Kbytes and
1415 Kbytes, respectively. The time needed to configure a bank of 8 registers
is 1.29 milliseconds, while that for the full bitstream is 21.44 milliseconds.
The reconfiguration time mentioned does not include the time needed for accessing the memory in which the bitstreams are stored. It is the time needed
for the SelectMAP or ICAP to configure the FPGA.

4.3 Run-time Task Migration
Building on the interrupt system presented in Section 3.3, we developed a runtime task migration scheme [60] for the 2-4-8-issue multi-core processor. With
the task migration scheme, a code running on a core can be shifted at run-time
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to a larger or a smaller issue-width core for increasing the performance or
reducing the power consumption of the whole system, respectively. The cores
can be combined or split even when they are not idle. All the cores can be
utilized in an efficient manner, as a core needed for a specific job can be freed
at run-time by shifting its running code to another core. Figure 4.9 depicts the
timeline for a task migration example. At a time instance, core1, a 2-issue core
is running task1 and requires time t1 to finish the task. Core2, which is a 4issue core is running task2 and requires time t2 to finish the task. At t2, core2
is free, and in a time ∆t, task1 can be migrated from core1 to core2. Since
core2 is a larger issue-width core, it can boost the performance and hence,
finish task1 at t3 < t1. Similarly, shifting from a larger issue-width core to a
smaller issue-width core at run-time and turning off the larger issue-width core
can reduce the power consumption.

4.3.1 Design of the Task Migration Scheme
We implemented a run-time task migration scheme for the 2-4-8-issue adaptable multi-core processor as depicted in Figure 4.10. The methodology utilized
in Section 4.1 is that cores can only be combined or split when they are idle
(i.e., have finished their current execution). In this section, we present another
level of control for the 2-4-8-issue adjustable processor with the development
of interrupt system. Every 2-issue core or the combined larger issue-width
cores can now be individually interrupted. Each core is now able to pass on
its environment (execution state) to another core of the same or different type.
We can now combine or split cores that are even not idle. We implemented
an environment shifting or task migration mechanism for the cores utilizing
the interrupt system. The environment shifting is needed in different situations. For example, if a larger issue-width core becomes available, it might be
needed to switch an application running on a smaller issue-width core to the
larger issue-width core for performance reasons. Similarly, one might need
to switch a code running on a larger issue-width core to a smaller issue-width
core1 (2-issue)

0
0

0

core2 (4-issue)
task2
core1 (2-issue)
task1

t2

1t

task1

t1

migration time

core2 (4-issue)
task1

t3

time

Figure 4.9: A task migration example.
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Figure 4.10: The 2-4-8-issue adaptable processor with the task migration support.

core and turn the larger issue-width core off to reduce the dynamic power consumption of the whole system at run-time.
The issue-width or the organization of the 2-4-8-issue processor can be
changed by writing dedicated bits to the configuration register of the processor.
This register can be accessed by decoding a custom instruction on the processor. This instruction can be manually placed at the specific points in the executable code, where an issue-width change is required. The configuration register can also be implemented in the global space accessible to other dedicated
hardware/software controllers. In this case, the reconfiguration process can be
initiated by some external agents/controllers based on certain run-time metrics such as hardware utilization, power/energy considerations, arrival of other
tasks, cache related statistics, We utilized the generic binaries scheme [80] to
generate the binary code for our variable issue-width processor. In this scheme,
an application is compiled such that the same binary code can be executed
correctly on different issue-width VLIW processors with some performance
degradation. The advantage is that the same binaries can be utilized when
switching the processor issue-width and there is no need for loading/accessing
multiple binaries. More information about the generic binaries scheme can be
found in Section 6.4.
Figure 4.11 depicts the mechanism for migrating a task from one type of core
to another (say ρ-VEX1 to ρ-VEX2) in the 2-4-8-issue adaptable processor.
Here ρ-VEX1 and ρ-VEX2 could be any issue-width cores (2-issue, 4-issue, or
8-issue). A hardware scheduler controls the process of task migration. When
shifting a code running on ρ-VEX1 to ρ-VEX2, the scheduler performs the
following steps as depicted in Figure 4.11:
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• generate an interrupt on ρ-VEX1 core
• a special ISR is called and executed on ρ-VEX1 that stores the context
into the data memory (shared memory accessible to all cores), and the
PC address with respect to a defined switching point where the currently
running program was stopped is recorded
• reconfigure the issue-width of the core (merge or split cores) if required
(now called ρ-VEX2) by changing the configuration register values
• generate an interrupt on ρ-VEX2 core
• a special ISR is called and executed on ρ-VEX2 that restores the context
from the data memory
• load the PC address into ρ-VEX2
• start ρ-VEX2 to resume execution of the remaining code
Here, we only store/restore the content of the GR and the BR register files. We
implement the stack in the data memory accessible to both cores and hence,
do not store/restore the stack while moving the task from one core to another.
The cores should know the address in the data memory where the stack is
implemented, and it is done at compile/assemble time. This reduces the task
migration time between different cores.

4.3.2 Implementation Results
Table 4.3 presents the implementation results for the 2-4-8-issue processor
with the task migration support. We utilized the Xilinx ISE release version
13.2 and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1-FF1156 FPGA for the synthesis and
implementation. The maximum frequency is 110 MHz. We utilized version
3 of the interrupts system (software instructions switching context method)
presented in Section 3.3.2. This is the most standard version, requires minimal
hardware changes, and has an interrupt response time of 76 cycles. The task
migration from one core to another requires a total of 155 cycles (76 cycles
for storing the first core’s context, 1 cycle for accessing it’s PC, 1 cycle for
reconfiguring the issue-width, 76 cycles for restoring the stored context to the
newly configured core, and 1 cycle for loading it’s PC).
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Figure 4.11: Mechanism for task migration in the 2-4-8-issue adaptable processor.
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Table 4.3: Implementation results for the 2-4-8-issue adaptable multi-core processor
with the task migration support for the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1-FF1156 FPGA.
2-4-8-issue processor

Slice registers

Slice LUTs

DSP48E1s

RAMB18s

Without task migration
With task migration

3187
3754

16790
17520

16
16

128
128

4.3.3 Related Work
Task migration is used in multi-core systems to balance workload and network
congestion. An unbalanced workload can result in excessive power consumption and thermal hot-spots and unbalanced network congestion can result in
missed deadlines. Different task or process migration mechanisms and algorithms are presented in [81] [82]. The authors in [83] discuss different policies
for real-time task migration in embedded multi-core architectures. The impact
of task migration on embedded soft real-time streaming multimedia applications is assessed in [84]. Here, a middleware infrastructure at operating system (OS) level supporting dynamic task allocation for non-uniform memory
architectures (NUMA) is presented. A context-aware run-time adaptive task
migration mechanism to reduce the task migration latency in multi-core architectures is presented in [85]. A task migration between two cores results in
cache warm-up overheads on the target core, which can result in missed deadlines for tight real-time schedules. A micro-architectural support for migrating
cache lines that enables real-time tasks to meet their deadlines in the presence
of task migration is proposed in [86].
Policies for task migration to control the thermal characteristics in multi-core
systems are presented in [87] [88]. Energy-efficient real-time task scheduling
and migration in multiprocessor systems is discussed in [89] [90]. The authors
in [91] discuss the impact of task migration in network-on-chip based MPSoCs
for soft real-time systems. Techniques to selectively migrate the code/data to
reduce communication energy in embedded MPSoCs are presented in [92].
The authors in [93] discuss a fault-and-migrate mechanism for asymmetric
multi-core architectures which traps a fault when a core executes an unsupported instruction, migrates the faulting thread to a core that supports the instruction, and allows the operating system to migrate it back when load balancing is necessary.
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4.4 Simultaneous Reconfiguration of Issue-width and
Instruction Cache
Applications with higher ILP perform better when run on a larger issue-width
processor. Figure 4.12 depicts the IPC for some applications from different
benchmark suites (MiBench [2], PowerStone [3]) for 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8issue VLIW processors with a single load/store unit. As depicted in the figure, the IPC increases with the issue-width for applications with more ILP.
Specializing a cache for a processor may improve the performance or energy
consumption for one benchmark, but may perform poorly across others [94].
Studies have shown that more than half of the chip die is reserved for the
on-chip caches and that the energy consumption in cache systems accounts
for more than 50% of the total energy consumption [3] [95] [96] [97] [98].
Table 4.4 presents the instruction cache (I-cache) parameters for some commercial/research VLIW processors. As can be observed, there is a wide variation across different cache parameters (associativity, cache size, and line size).
Compared to having a fixed cache, reconfiguring the cache for a processor at
run-time can reduce the execution time and/or power/energy consumption for
different benchmarks [94] [96] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102]. Compared to reconfiguring only the cache, reconfiguring the “issue-width + I-cache" together
can further improve the execution time, energy consumption, and/or EDP.
In this section, we present a setup to analyze the effect of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and I-cache for the 2-4-8-issue reconfigurable processor [103]. Notice that if different “issue-width + I-cache" configurations have
the same execution times, but reduced energy consumptions or vice versa, it
may be beneficial to reconfigure the core issue-width, the cache, or both. The
2-4-8-issue processor can be configured to be 2-issue, 4-issue, or 8-issue at
run-time. The unused issue-slots are clock-gated to reduce dynamic power
consumption of the processor. We considered an instruction cache that can be
reconfigured in terms of associativity, total cache size, and line size. We utilized the VEX simulator [1] to simulate different “issue-width + L1 I-cache"
configurations. For energy calculation, we utilized the CACTI 6.5 [104] and
the Synopsis Design Compiler (Synthesis-E-2010.12-SP1) and targeted 90 nm
technology. We utilized the MiBench [2], PowerStone [3], and custom (16
small applications/kernels from different domains) benchmark suites. The results of the analysis in terms of performance, dynamic energy consumption,
and EDP are presented in Chapter 6. In this section, we only discuss the characteristics of the simultaneously reconfigurable system.
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Figure 4.12: Instructions per cycle (IPC) for different applications [2] [3].

4.4.1 Related Work
The impact of cache parameters such as total size, line size, associativity, replacement policies, etc., on performance and energy consumption for different
levels of caches (L1 and L2) has been widely reported. A reconfigurable cache
memory with heterogeneous banks to reduce the cache size and hence the
power consumption at run-time is presented in [109]. Reconfigurable aspects
of the cache system for the TMS320C6211 processor are discussed in [110].
The 4-way unified L2 cache can be used as either mapped RAM or as 1, 2, 3,
or 4 ways cache. Each way or bank is 16 Kbytes. A reconfigurable data cache
design with a hardware-adaptive line size for miss rate and memory traffic reduction is presented in [99]. The paper does not discuss energy consumption.
Selective cache ways [96] provides the ability to disable a subset of the ways in
a set-associative cache to reduce the energy consumption for little performance
overhead. A mechanism for tuning cache ways and voltage scaling for embedded system platforms to reduce energy consumption is presented in [111].
Way predictive set-associative caches [101] [112] provide the ability to reduce
energy consumption at the expense of longer average access time. The design
Table 4.4: Typical instruction cache parameters for some famous VLIW processors.
Processor

Issues

Assoc.

Size (Kbytes)

Line size (bytes)

TriMedia TM32A [105]
TriMedia TM3270 [105]
TMS320C6211 [49]
ST231 [46]
ST240 [106]
Transmeta TM5400 [51]
Fujitsu FR450 [107]
CoreVA [108]

5
5
8
4
4
5
2
4

8
8
1
1
4
8
2
1

32
64
4
32
32
64
32
16

64
128
64
64
64
32
64
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presented in [102] dynamically divides the cache arrays into multiple partitions
that can be used for different processor activities to increase the performance.
A novel set and way management cache architecture for efficient run-time reconfiguration (Smart cache) is presented in [113], providing reconfigurability
across cache size and associativity. A hybrid selective-sets-and-ways cache
organization is proposed in [114] that always offers equal or better resizing
granularity than both the selective-sets and selective-ways organizations. The
impact of line size on energy consumption and performance for instruction and
data caches is presented in [100]. Designs of configurable caches where all the
three parameters (associativity, cache size, and line size) can be configured are
presented in [98] [115]. It must be noted that all these papers present results
for cache configurations with fixed issue-width processors.
The commonly used commercial VLIW processors such as the TriMedia series
from NXP, ST231 from STMicroelectronics, TMS320C611 from Texas Instruments, Crusoe from Transmeta, and the FRxxx series from Fujitsu all utilize
a fixed issue-width. Reconfiguring the issue-width at run-time improves the
performance of applications with higher ILP. Core fusion [75], TRIPS [74]
and Voltron [72] combine small cores and the on-chip memory to make larger
issue-width cores at run-time to exploit the instruction, data, or thread-level
parallelism. Smart memories [76] is a reconfigurable architecture capable of
merging in-order RISC cores to form a VLIW machine. These studies focus
only performance/speedup results for the available configurations of the system but do not discuss the energy consumption or EDP.

4.4.2 Characteristics of the Reconfigurable Processor
Figure 4.3(b) depicts the general view of the 2-4-8-issue adaptable VLIW processor. The processor can be configured to be 2-issue, 4-issue, or 8-issue with
different number of MEM/LS units, but for this analysis, we kept the number
of MEM units to be 1 for every type of the processor issue-width. This is done
in order to keep the data cache same for every type of processor issue-width.
The issue-width is changed in a single cycle after the reconfiguration bits are
written to a configuration register. Additionally, these bits are also utilized
to clock-gate the unused FUs and parts of the processor system to reduce the
dynamic power consumption. For this analysis, the processor supports only
single-tasking computation. Multitasking or multi-threading support is not
available. When an application starts executing, it is allowed to finish completely and then a new application is started. Hence, we do not need any complex mechanisms for task pre-emption, and the design becomes very simple.
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The reconfiguration is needed per application basis. The request to change
issue-width remains pending until the currently running application finishes
execution. The request to change issue-width for a new application can be
communicated by decoding a custom instruction that can be placed at the end
of the currently running code or at the start of the new application’s code. The
custom operation writes the required bits to the configuration register which
triggers the process of reconfiguration.

4.4.3 Characteristics of the Reconfigurable Instruction Cache
Our instruction cache architecture is based on [115] and includes three parameters: cache associativity, cache size, and line size. The cache reconfiguration is done in a single cycle after the cache configuration register is written.
Because the processor does not support multi-tasking, the cache reconfiguration is required only when application changes. There is no need for run-time
methods/policies, no cache flushing, no reconfiguration overhead, and hence,
the cache reconfiguration time is reduced. Information about the best configuration (issue-width + I-cache) can be stored in the program executable and
written to the issue-width and cache configuration registers before the application starts execution. According to Table 4.4, there is a wide variation across
the cache parameters, therefore, we utilized the following parameters for our
reconfigurable cache.
• Cache associativity: 1/2/4/8 ways
• Cache size: 4/8/16/32 Kbytes
• Cache line size: 16/32/64 bytes
The total cache (in all parameters) is available to all types of the configured
issue-width cores. Following are the reconfiguration methods for the considered cache parameters.
• Cache Associativity; Way Concatenation: For reconfiguration of
cache associativity, the way concatenation technique is used [115]. The
base cache includes 8 banks that can operate as 8 ways. By writing to the
cache configuration register, the ways can be effectively concatenated,
resulting in a 4-way, 2-way, or 1-way (direct-mapped) 32 Kbytes cache.
• Cache Size; Way Shutdown: For reconfiguration of cache size, the way
shutdown technique is used. With way shutdown, the 32 Kbytes 8-way
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cache can be reconfigured as a 16 Kbytes cache that can be either 4-way,
2-way or direct mapped, an 8 Kbytes cache that can be either 2-way or
direct mapped, or a 4 Kbytes direct mapped cache.
• Cache Line Size; Line Concatenation: For reconfiguration of line size
a base physical line size of 16 bytes is implemented, with larger line
sizes implemented logically as multiple physical lines [115]. By writing
to the cache configuration register, line size can be reconfigured as either
16, 32, or 64 bytes.
Based on the previous three mentioned methods, there are only 30 cache configurations possible that are practically implementable. The remaining cache
configurations are not possible due to the hardware design limitations. Hence,
our cache configuration space is 30.

4.4.4 Energy Estimation
The following equation is utilized to estimate the total dynamic energy
consumption of the I-cache including both the hit and miss energies.
Cache _Energy = Accesses ∗ Energy /access + Misses ∗
Energy /miss
= Accesses ∗ Energy /access + Misses ∗
Kmiss ∗ Energy /access
= (Accesses + Kmiss ∗ Misses ) ∗
Energy /access

(4.1)

Kmiss is a factor representing a multiple of the cache hit energy consumption.
According to [115] which takes into account the energy consumption from
the complete instruction memory hierarchy including the external memory,
the value of Kmiss ranges from 50 to 200. Here, we consider the Kmiss to be
50. For our analysis, there are 30 I-cache configurations and 3 issue-width
configurations; hence, the total search space for each application is 90
“issue-width + I-cache" configurations. Each application is simulated 90
times utilizing the VEX toolchain [1] to generate total memory accesses,
cache hits, cache misses, and execution cycles statistics. Using equation
4.1, we calculated the I-cache energy consumption for each application with
90 different configurations. The cache energy per access is obtained from
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CACTI 6.5 [104]. For calculating the processor energy consumption, we
utilized the Synopsis Design Compiler (Synthesis-E-2010.12-SP1) to get the
average power consumption for 90 nm technology. We then calculated the
processor energy consumption for all applications with the following equation.
Processor _Energy = Power _consumed ∗ Cycle _time ∗
Execution _cycles

(4.2)

The total energy consumption and EDP are calculated as follows.
Total _Energy = Processor _Energy + Cache _Energy

(4.3)

EDP = Total _Energy ∗ Execution _cycles

(4.4)

Execution_cycles, Total_Energy, and EDP for each benchmark application
with 90 different “issue-width + I-cache" configurations are calculated and
then analyzed in Section 6.5.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the design and implementation of two run-time
adjustable issue-slots multi-core processors. The processors have multiple
(two for the 2-4-issue processor and four for the 2-4-8-issue processor) 2-issue
cores, each of which can run independently. If not in use, each core can be
taken to a lower power mode by gating off its source clock. Multiple 2-issue
cores can be combined at run-time to form larger issue-width VLIW cores.
Other than the issue-width, the type and number of different FUs, and the size
of the multiported GR register file can also be configured at run-time. The
processors can target a variety of applications having instruction and/or data
level parallelism. Additionally, the chapter presented a run-time task migration scheme for the 2-4-8-issue processor. With the task migration, the cores
can be utilized more efficiently. A task running on a core can be migrated to
a larger or a smaller issue-width core to increase the performance or reduce
the power consumption, respectively. Finally, we presented a system for the
simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache for the 24-8-issue processor, where along with the issue-width (2/4/8), the instruction
cache can be reconfigured in terms of associativity, cache size, and line size.
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5
Configurable Fault Tolerance
igh reliability and dependability of processing systems require the implementation of fault tolerance techniques. Fault tolerance can be achieved
utilizing hardware, software, or hybrid approaches. In this chapter, we present
configurable fault tolerance mechanisms for the ρ-VEX processor. Separate
techniques are employed to protect different modules of the processor from
single event upsets (SEU) errors. Parity checking is utilized to detect errors in
the instruction and data memories and the GR register file, while triple modular redundancy (TMR) approach is employed for all the synchronous flip-flops
(FFs). At design-time, a user can choose between the standard non faulttolerant design, a fault-tolerant design where the fault tolerance is permanently enabled, and a fault-tolerant design where the fault tolerance can be
enabled and disabled at run-time. These options enable a user to trade-off between hardware resources, performance, power consumption, and reliability.
Following is the contribution of the chapter.

H

• A hardware-based configurable fault tolerance technique is presented
for the ρ-VEX processor. The fault tolerance can be included/excluded
in the processor at design-time and/or enabled/disabled at run-time.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents
the introduction and motivations. Section 5.2 discusses the related work. The
base processor is briefly introduced in Section 5.3. The fault-tolerant design
of the ρ-VEX processor is presented in Section 5.4. Experimental results are
discussed in Section 5.5. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 5.6.
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5.1 Introduction and Motivations
When the data path of a processor gets larger and complex, the probability of
errors (such as radiation-induced soft errors) also increases. Because VLIW
processors can provide high performance at low power, they are gaining widespread utilization not only in general-purpose embedded systems but also in
safety-critical systems such as biomedical, space, military, communication,
industrial, and automotive systems. Therefore, it is important to employ faulttolerant techniques in order to guarantee high reliability and dependability of
the safety-critical systems. Run-time detection plays an important role in dependable systems, where it is needed that the computed data is either correct
or an error signal is generated whenever there is a possible error.
In this chapter, we present configurable fault-tolerant techniques [116] for the
ρ-VEX processor. The processor is implemented in VHDL and the fault tolerance techniques are implemented at hardware level. The processor employs
different fault tolerance techniques such as parity checking and TMR to increase the reliability and dependability of the system. The processor is implemented in a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA as well as synthesized to 90 nm ASIC
technology. Apart from the general parameters such as the issue-width, number of FUs, etc., the fault tolerance is also configurable. At design-time, users
can choose to implement a processor with no fault tolerance, a processor with
the fault tolerance permanently enabled, or run-time reconfigurable. The permanently enabled and the run-time reconfigurable designs consume almost
similar dynamic power. The advantage of the latter design is that the fault
tolerance can be disabled at run-time, resulting in reduced dynamic power
consumption. The fault tolerance can be enabled/disabled by executing an
instruction on the processor. For applications which can tolerate some bit flips
such as audio/video decoding, the fault tolerance can be disabled at run-time
to reduce the dynamic power consumption. On the other hand, applications
which are susceptible to even a single bit flip such as sending/receiving DTMF
tones on a mobile device or doing some security related processing can enable
the fault tolerance at run-time to temporally increase the reliability. The configurable processor provides a trade-off for hardware resources, performance,
power consumption, and reliability.
Since one of the main purposes of this chapter is to evaluate power consumption for different fault-tolerant designs, therefore, we include results for ASIC
implementation as well. In case of ASIC, the change in area and power consumption can be observed very clearly when a circuit is triplicated for the TMR
scheme. Area and power consumption increase almost linearly with triplicat-
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ing a circuit. When a circuit is triplicated in FPGA, the require area (Slices,
LUTs, etc.) and power consumption may not increase linearly because some
part of the circuit may also be accommodated in the already utilized area for
the base circuit.

5.2 Related Work
Recently, fault tolerance for microprocessor systems is gaining increasing importance. Transient errors are considered as the main source of errors in
processor systems. Different on-line detection and mitigation techniques are
proposed to detect and correct transient error faults. These techniques are
mainly based on redundancy approaches. Here, instructions are replicated,
re-computed, and then results are compared for checking errors. Mainly, there
are two approaches for redundancy; software-based and hardware-based.
A software-based redundancy approach utilizes a compiler to duplicate/triplicate instructions. This increases code size and power consumption
and reduces performance [117]. The advantage is that no hardware modification is needed. Compiler-based software redundancy schemes with increased
code size and performance degradation are presented in [118] [119]. Similar techniques for VLIW and superscalar processors are discussed in [120]
[121] [122]. A software method to detect transient and common-mode faults
in statically-scheduled VLIW processor in presented in [123].
A hardware-based redundancy approach requires changes to the architecture
and additional hardware for managing replication, re-computation, and comparing results to detect errors. The advantage is that there is no need to change
the code or the compiler, and that there is little or no performance degradation
and no code size overhead. At the hardware level, one solution is to replicate
the complete processor system and then implement a majority voter to select
between the three results [124] [125]. In this case, there is no need to change
the processor architecture, with the disadvantage that a fine-grain control over
instruction-level checking is not possible. Another solution is to modify the
architecture, implement additional FUs and other control hardware to perform
the execution of replicated instructions [126] [127] [128]. A technique that
utilizes additional FUs to detect and correct transient errors in combinational
logic is presented in [129]. The author in [130] triplicates the sequential elements in the processor to detect and correct SEU errors. Recently, hybrid
approaches (software and hardware) for error detection and correction were
presented in [129] [131].
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5.3 The Base ρ-VEX Processor
As discussed in Chapter 3, different parameters of the ρ-VEX processor such
as the issue-width, the number and type of different FUs, supported instructions, memory-bandwidth, register file size etc., can be chosen at design time.
The processor is a 5-stage pipelined processor consisting of fetch, decode, execute0, execute1/memory, and writeback stages. The base processor utilized
for this chapter can be configured to be 2-issue, 4-issue, or 8-issue. Each type
of core has a single load/store (MEM) unit and the same number of ALUs as
the issue-width. The 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores have 2, 2, and 4 MUL
units. The processor has a 64×32-bit multiported GR register file and an 8×1bit multiported BR register file. As discussed in Section 3.2, the GR register
file is one of the most complex and resource consuming modules, therefore,
it is implemented in three different mechanisms to evaluate resource utilization, performance, and power consumption characteristics. For ASIC, it is
implemented with FFs and other combinational resources, while for FPGA, it
is implemented with dual-port synchronous BRAMs, as well as with look-up
tables (LUTs) and FFs.

5.4 The Fault-Tolerant ρ-VEX Processor
Single event upset (SEU) errors effect a memory cell or FF. It is a bit flip caused
by a charged particle. The noise induced by some radiation when exceeds the
threshold voltage, a bit flip may occur. Due to wire process shrinking, the
threshold voltage is decreasing, and hence, electronic systems are becoming
more susceptible to SEUs. When an SEU occurs in a memory (storage or configuration), it is called as permanent error. When it occurs in a flip-flop, it is
referred to as a transient error. To recover from the permanent error, reconfiguration or re-loading of the configuration data to the configuration memory
is required. For a memory used as a general storage (e.g., instruction memory), the permanent error could be checked and corrected by parity checking
and some error correcting code (ECC). TMR technique is used widely to recover from a transient error. When TMR mitigation techniques are adopted,
the same circuit is triplicated and a majority voter is implemented between the
three computed results. Hence, a single fault occurring in one part of the TMR
circuit is protected as the result is obtained from the other two circuits.
For this chapter, we consider SEU errors that occur due to a direct hit in a FF
or a memory element used as a general storage (instruction and data memories,
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and the GR register file). We do not consider the FPGA configuration memory,
and assume that it is protected by other techniques. According to [132], the
probability that SEU errors in combinational logic can propagate to a register
on a clock is very low, therefore, we do not consider such permanent SEU
errors in combinational logic. The ρ-VEX processor utilizes two types of sequential cells for its implementation: synchronous BRAMs for instruction/data
memories and the GR register file (FPGA implementation), and FFs used for
other storage such as general registers, pipeline registers, state machines, and
status/control functions. We employ different SEU protection techniques for
BRAMs and FFs. The hardwired BRAMs in the Xilinx and Altera FPGAs provide an extra bit per byte of data which can be used as a parity bit. Hence, for
a 32-bit word, up to 4 parity bits are available and can be used without increasing the number of BRAMs. In case of an ASIC, additional area is required to
implement parity bits in instruction and data memories. Following, we discuss
different modules of the fault-tolerant ρ-VEX processor which utilize different
error protection techniques.

5.4.1 Instruction Memory
For the ρ-VEX processor, each operation called syllable is encoded in a 32bit word. Multiple syllables are combined to make a long instruction which is
executed every clock cycle. The instruction width for a 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8issue ρ-VEX processor is 64-bit, 128-bit, and 256-bit, respectively. Our design
provides configurable number of parity bits (1, 2, or 4) per 32-bit instruction
(syllable). Hence, for every 8 bits of instruction, a parity bit is available. The
parity bits are statically calculated by XOR operations in the assembler tool and
stored along with the instructions in the dedicated parity bits of the memory.
Instructions are read and passed through the fetch stage to the decode stage.
The parity bits are checked in the decode stage in parallel with instruction
decoding to minimize the timing overhead. If a parity error is detected for an
instruction, the fetch and decode stages are flushed, and the pipeline is halted.
The correct instruction can then be copied from the higher level memory (Flash
card, on-board memory, etc.) to the local instruction memory, and the pipeline
can then be restarted.

5.4.2 Data Memory
The data width of the ρ-VEX processor is 32-bit whatever the issue-width
may be. The data memory is implemented with BRAMs. Additional bits are
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utilized as parity bits. Because the ISA has memory operations that can operate
on words, half-words, and bytes, therefore, we utilized 1 parity bit per byte of
the data. Initially, parity bits are generated statically in the assembler tool
and placed along with data in the external memory. During initialization, the
data and the parity bits are copied from the external memory to the local data
memory. During a store operation, the parity bits are calculated and written to
the data memory together with the new data. The parity bits are generated in
the MEM unit which resides in the execute0 stage. During a load operation, a
data word is read from the data memory along with the parity bits. The parity
of the data word is checked in the writeback stage before writing the word to
the GR register file. If there is a parity error, a data error trap is generated
and the pipeline is halted. The simplest method to recover from this error is to
reload the whole data memory for the program from the external memory and
start the program from the beginning. Other complex error recovery methods
such as roll back to the instruction which modified the data location may also
be considered but implementing such methods are out of scope of this thesis.

5.4.3 GR Register File
As discussed in Chapter 3, the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue ρ-VEX processors
require GR register files with 2W4R ports, 4W8R ports, and 8W16R ports,
respectively. In Section 3.2, we presented different implementations for the
register file in order to evaluate resource utilization, performance, and power
consumption. Table 5.1 presents the details of these implementations. GR
register file version 1 is a direct behavioral implementation and utilizes the
FPGA’s configurable LUTs and FFs. It implements large multiplexers to provide multiple read and write ports. For ASIC, it is implemented with FFs and
other combinational resources. The hardware resource requirement for version
1 register files grows largely with issue-width, therefore, the version 3 is implemented with BRAMs as discussed in Chapter 3. Each BRAM is configured
in simple dual port mode with 1W1R port. For multiple ports, the BRAMs are
organized into multiple banks and data is duplicated across various BRAMs.
Here, the number of banks is equal to the number of write ports, and the number of BRAMs per bank is equal to the number of read ports. The direction
table is a small register table having the same number of ports as the original
register file. For the 2W4R, 4W8R, and 8W16R ports register files, the width
of the direction table is 1, 2, and 3 bit(s), respectively, and its depth is the same
as that of the GR register file itself. The direction table is implemented with
LUTs + FFs. The GR register file version 3 is implemented only for FPGAs.
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Table 5.1: Implementation types for GR register files

Version
1
2
3
4

Implementation detail
Straight-forward behavioral implementation. Utilizes LUTs +
FFs for FPGA, and FFs for ASIC.
Same design as version 3. Utilizes LUTRAMs + LUTs + FFs for
FPGA, and FFs for ASIC.
Banking and replication with BRAMs. Utilizes BRAMs + LUTs
+ FFs for FPGA. Not implemented for ASIC.
Similar to version 3, but running the internal ports of the BRAMs
at twice high the frequency of the external ports. Utilizes
BRAMs + LUTs + FFs for FPGA. Not implemented for ASIC.

Figure 3.4 depicts the register file for a 4-issue ρ-VEX processor. Each write
port is associated with a bank and all the BRAMs in a bank are simultaneously
updated. Each BRAM is organized in a 32-bit wide aspect ratio and parity bits
are design-time configurable (1, 2, or 4 for each 32-bit word). The parity bits
are generated in the writeback stage and written together with the data. The
register data is accessed in the decode stage but the parity check is done in the
execute0 stage to avoid the timing overhead. If a parity error is detected on
the read data on a register file port, the pipeline is flushed and the error correction procedure is started. We implemented a simple mechanism to correct
the corrupted data. For each write port, the written data is already duplicated
in multiple BRAMs each associated with a read port (4, 8, and 16 BRAMs for
2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue processors, respectively). When a parity error is
detected in a data on a read port, the same data is read on another port from
a different BRAM in the same bank. The parity for this data is also checked.
If the parity is correct, it is assumed that this data is correct. This data is then
written to all the BRAMs in the bank where the corrupted data was present
in a BRAM. The pipeline is then restarted at the point of the failing instruction and normal execution resumes. Currently, we check only one neighbor
BRAM for the correct data instead of all the BRAMs in a bank to simplify the
design. If a data word cannot be corrected by the employed technique (e.g., if
the same location in all the BRAMs in a bank is corrupted at the same time),
an unrecoverable error trap is generated.
The register file version 2 design is similar to version 3. The only difference
is that instead of using BRAMs, the required memory blocks are implemented
with the distributed memory (LUTRAMs) + LUTs + FFs in FPGA. For ASIC,
it is implemented with FFs and other combinational resources.
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The design of the GR register file version 4 is similar to that of the version 3.
The main difference is that the internal ports of the register file are clocked at
twice the frequency of the external ports. This emulates a quad-port BRAM,
and hence reduces the required number of BRAMs by one-fourth compared to
the version 3 design. The fault detection and recovery techniques are similar
to that of the version 3 design. The GR register file version 4 is implemented
only for FPGAs.

5.4.4 TMR Approach for all Flip-Flops
In the ρ-VEX processor, flip-flops are used for different purposes such as
data holding registers, status registers, pipelines latches/registers, state machine registers, etc. The VEX ISA specifies a 1-bit 8-element multiported BR
register file for a multi-issue VLIW processor. For 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8issue ρ-VEX processors, the ISA requires BR register files with 2W2R ports,
4W4R ports, and 8W8R ports, respectively. The BR and link register (LR)
files for the processors are implemented with FFs. For both FPGA and ASIC
implementations, TMR approach is utilized to protect against the SEU errors
in all the FFs used in the processors. Each FF is triplicated and a majority
voter is implemented for it, and hence, an SEU error in a single FF can be
tolerated. Because the FFs are continuously clocked, any SEU error can be removed within one clock cycle with the output of the voter providing the correct
(glitch-free) value.

5.4.5 Working of the Configurable Fault-Tolerant System
We implemented fault tolerance techniques that can be customized at designtime and enabled/disabled at run-time. Designers can specify to include or
not include the fault tolerance in a processor as well as specify whether the
included fault tolerance is permanently enabled or can be enabled/disabled at
run-time. Figure 5.1(a) depicts the TMR scheme and the majority voter for the
permanently enabled fault-tolerant design. If an application requires that fault
tolerance should always be enabled, this design has the advantage of requiring
less hardware resources, consuming less dynamic power, and running at higher
clock frequency compared to the case where the fault tolerance is run-time
configurable (enable/disable).
On the other hand, there could be scenarios in which the application requires
fault tolerance only at specific instances of time but not always. For example,
certain specific portion of a code needs protection but not all or the device
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Figure 5.1: Two approaches used for TMR.

has to be used in an increased radiations environment. In this case, the system should be able to turn off the fault tolerance circuit to avoid consuming
the additional dynamic power due to the triplication of FFs. In our run-time
reconfigurable design, the fault-tolerant circuit can be enabled and disabled
at run-time. The reconfiguration can be controlled by decoding a custom instruction on the processor. This instruction can be placed at different points
in the code where the fault-tolerant circuit needs to enabled or disabled. The
reconfiguration process can also be initiated from higher level by the user. In
this case, the processor can be interrupted and an ISR executed that enables or
disables the fault-tolerant circuit. Figure 5.1(b) depicts the TMR scheme and
the majority voter for the run-time reconfigurable fault-tolerant design. In this
case, the additional two FFs and the majority voter can be enabled/disabled
by controlling the EN1 signal. This design slightly increases the hardware resources and critical path compared to the design in which the fault-tolerant
circuit is always enabled. The advantage is that dynamic power consumption
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can be reduced at run-time if an application does not require fault tolerance at
some point in time. Detailed analysis is presented in Section 5.5.

5.4.6 Fault Coverage and Test Methodology
Fault coverage refers to the percentage of specific type of faults that can be detected with an employed fault tolerance technique. A specific technique may
not cover all types of faults, therefore, different techniques are utilized to increase fault coverage of a system. We define a detectable error as an error
that can be detected by the employed fault detection technique, i.e., the error
is within the fault coverage range. A correctable error is an error which can
be detected and corrected by the employed fault detection and correction techniques. Non-correctable errors are those errors which are either not detected
or detected but cannot be corrected by the employed technique. Following we
discuss the fault coverage of the different techniques that we utilized for error
detection and protection.
In the previous sections, we discussed the fault tolerance techniques that are
employed to protect different modules of the ρ-VEX processor. We utilized
even parity scheme to detect errors in the instruction and data memories and
the GR register files (only for version 3 and 4). The parity scheme is simple,
fast, and requires less hardware for implementation (only XOR gates needed)
compared other advanced error detection codes. Although the parity bits per
32-bit word are design-time configurable (1, 2, or 4 bits) in our case, the presented results in Section 5.5 are for 4 bits of parity per 32-bit word. Hence, 1
parity bit is available for every 8-bit of data/instruction. In this case, the error
correction technique only needs to correct or recover only 8 bits instead of 32
bits. Whatever the number of data bits that are associated a parity bit, there is a
common limitation to parity schemes. A parity bit is only guaranteed to detect
an odd number of bit errors. If an even number of bits has errors, the parity bit
records the correct number of ones, even though the data is corrupt. A parity
bit can only detect all single bit errors and all multiple bit errors where the
number of errors is odd. This makes the fault coverage of the parity scheme
to be at best around 50%. Techniques which detect/correct multiple bit errors
where the number of errors is not odd are out of scope of this thesis.
Apart from the instruction and data memories and the GR register files (only
for version 3 and 4), all other modules of the processor are protected against
SEU errors utilizing TMR scheme. Each FF is triplicated and a majority voter
is implemented for it. In this manner, a bit flip occurring in a single FF of a
TMR section can be tolerated as the final result is obtained from the other two
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FFs. As all the FFs are continuously clocked, any SEU error can be removed
within one clock cycle. Hence, for a single bit error per TMR section, the fault
coverage of the TMR technique is 100%. If there are more than 1 errors per
TMR section, this technique cannot detect the errors. Both of the permanently
enabled and run-time enabled/disabled TMR circuits as presented in Section
5.4.5 have the same fault coverage. These circuits can protect only against
SEU errors in a single FF per TMR section. Techniques protecting against
SEU errors in multiple FFs per TMR section are out of scope of this thesis.
To test our designs, we utilized the simulation-based fault-injection method
[133] which does not require any hardware setup. The method allows fast and
easy implementation of the fault injection platform but limits the number of
experiments due to its high computational requirements and long simulation
time. With the VHDL description of the ρ-VEX processor and utilizing the
ModelSim simulation tool (version 64-bit SE 6.6e), we performed realistic fault
emulation and detailed system monitoring.
We have written special non-synthesizable routines that generate faults in different regions of the processor at different clock edges, and then record the
results. Bit errors are induced in the pipeline registers and other sequential
elements of the processors. Injecting errors in FFs does not require stalling
a processor and the execution can continue as normal. To inject errors in the
GR register file (FPGA implementation) of a processor or the instruction or
data memory requires stalling the processor. We injected 3000 1-bit and 2-bit
errors in each of the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue ρ-VEX processors running
matrix multiplication and sorting applications. These errors were injected in
two different manners. In the first case, errors were continuously inserted in
different modules of a processor after fixed number of clock cycles when an
application started execution. In the second case, errors were injected in different modules of a processor randomly distributed over the duration of an
application execution.
To test the TMR circuits, errors were injected in FFs. We observed that errors
affecting a single FF of a TMR section were automatically corrected. These
are called as correctable errors. Errors that effected more than one FFs of a
TMR section went undetected, were not corrected, and hence, the results were
wrong. These are called as non-correctable errors.
To test the parity scheme, errors were injected in the instruction and data memories and the GR register files (version 3 and version 4 only) of the processor.
All1-bit errors in the instruction and data memories were detected and the processor was stopped to correct them, while the 2-bit errors went undetected.
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For the GR register file version 3 and version 4 which are implemented using
BRAMs and protected with parity bit, the behavior remains the same as that
for the instruction and data memories. All1-bit errors were detected and the
processor was stopped to correct them (correctable errors), while the 2-bit errors went undetected (non-correctable errors). All of the correctable errors in
this case were corrected (see Section 5.4.3). The non-correctable errors which
include errors in all of the BRAMs in a bank generated a trap halting the processor execution.

5.5 Implementation Results and Discussion
In this section, we evaluate the implementation results for the different faulttolerant designs of the ρ-VEX processor. For FPGA implementation, we utilized the Xilinx ISE (version 13.3) and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1FF1156
FPGA, whereas for ASIC implementation, we utilized the Synopsis Design
Compiler (version G-2012.06-SP2) and targeted 90 nm technology. The GR
and BR register files in all cases are 64×32-bit and 8×1-bit, respectively. The
2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores have 2, 4, and 8 ALUs, and 2, 2, and 4
MULs, respectively. Each type of core has a single load/store (MEM) unit.
The parity bits are design-time configurable, i.e., 1, 2, or 4 bits per 32-bit of
word. The results presented in this chapter are for 4 bits of parity per 32bit word, i.e., 1 bit per byte of data. We represent the base non fault-tolerant
by D1 and the permanently enabled fault-tolerant design by D2. D3 and D4
(both having same area in terms of hardware resources) represent the processor design in which fault tolerance can be enabled/disabled at run-time. D3
represents the fault tolerance enabled scenario, while D4 represents the fault
tolerance disabled scenario.

5.5.1 Hardware Resources/Area and Critical Path Delay
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 depict the hardware resources/area and critical path
delay results for the base and the fault-tolerant ρ-VEX processors with different types of register files and without instruction and data memories.
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Figure 5.2: Implementation results for the ρ-VEX processors for the Xilinx Virtex-6
FPGA. In addition to the mentioned resources, the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores
utilize 4, 4, and 8 DSP48E1s modules, 4, 16, and 64 RAMB36s (GR register file
version 3), and 1, 4, and 32 RAMB36s (GR register file version 4), respectively.

As can be observed from Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, adding fault tolerance to a
processor requires more hardware resources especially the FFs (which are triplicated due to TMR approach) and the additional logic gates for implementing
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Figure 5.3: Synthesis results for the ρ-VEX processors for 90 nm technology.

majority voters. For the FPGA implementation, the number of BRAMs for the
GR register file version 3 and version 4 and instruction and data memories remain the same because we utilize the available extra parity bits in the BRAMs.
GR register file version 3 and version 4 are only available for FPGA implementation. For ASIC, the area required for implementing additional parity bits
for instruction and data memories increases. In terms of bits increase, it is 1, 2,
or 4 bits per 32-bit of word depending upon the desired number of parity bits.
Designs D3/D4 utilize slightly more hardware resources and run at less frequency compared to D2. The logic gates utilized for majority voters in D3/D4
may be accommodated in the already utilized LUTs (FPGA implementation),
therefore, the critical path delay remains almost the same as that for D2. For
ASIC, the increase in critical path delay can be clearly observed when moving
from D1 to D2 to D3/D4 due to the additional logic gates in the path (majority
voters). In the FPGA implementation, the D3/D4 designs for 8-issue core with
GR register file version 1 become very large and complex. The Xilinx tool
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could only map the designs, while the router failed to route them even after
running for a long time (more than 5 days). Therefore, the critical path delays
could not be calculated for these designs.

5.5.2 Dynamic Power Consumption
We utilized the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool and the Synopsis Design
Compiler to measure the dynamic power consumption per MHz for the
XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA and the 90 nm technology, respectively, as presented in Figure 5.4. Dynamic power is calculated utilizing the equation:

Dynamic Power = ACV 2 f

(5.1)

In this equation, A is the switching activity, C is the total capacitive load, V
is the voltage, and f is the frequency. Increasing the frequency f increases
the dynamic power consumption. The capacitive load C is calculated by the
FPGA and the ASIC tools from the implemented designs. The voltage V is
constant for the specific FPGA and the specific ASIC gate technology that we
are using. The switching activity A can be adjusted by the designer. Because A
is a linear term in equation 5.1, therefore, any value of A will result in a linear
change in power consumption. Since our purpose is to show the relative power
consumption of the different designs of our processor, we can choose any possible value for A. The absolute value of power consumption may change but
the trends will remain the same when A is changed. For all our dynamic power
estimation in this thesis, we assume A to be 0.1 (i.e., 10% switching activity).
As can be observed from Figure 5.4, implementing fault tolerance in the processors increases the dynamic power consumption due to increased hardware
resources. Designs D2 and D3 (fault tolerance enabled) consume almost similar dynamic power, while D4 (fault tolerance disabled) consumes considerably
less power compared to D2 designs. For the FPGA implementation, the power
consumption results are not available for the 8-issue D3/D4 designs with GR
register file version 1, as the designs could not be routed by the Xilinx tools.
Figure 5.5 depicts the percentage dynamic power reduction for the D4 designs
compared to D2 designs. In case of the FPGA implementation, the D4 designs
with GR register file version 1 consume 12.73% and 44.32% less dynamic
power compared to the 2-issue and 4-issue D2 designs, respectively. For the
GR register file version 2, the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue D4 designs consume 13.33%, 30.77%, and 31.54% less dynamic power compared to the
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic power consumption per MHz for the ρ-VEX processors.

D2 designs, respectively. Looking at the GR register file version 3, we can observe that the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue D4 designs are 25.93%, 12.43%,
and 5.56% more power efficient compared to the D2 designs, respectively.
Similarly, for the GR register file version 4, we can observe that the 2-issue,
4-issue, and 8-issue D4 designs consume 19.48%, 23.56%, and 18.81%
less dynamic power compared to the D2 designs, respectively. For the larger
issue-width cores, the GR register file version 3 requires increased number of
BRAMs due to the additional number of ports. In FPGAs, BRAMs contribute
more to dynamic power compared to FFs, therefore, for the 8-issue processors with GR register file version 3, the dynamic power consumption does not
reduce considerably when moving from D2 to D4. This is not visible in the
ASIC results, as the GR register files are implemented using FFs, not BRAMs.
For the ASIC implementation, the D4 designs with GR register file version 1
consume 65.92%, 67.30%, and 70.22% less dynamic power compared to
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Figure 5.5: Percent dynamic power reduction for the D4 designs compared to D2.

the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue D2 designs, respectively. Considering the GR
register file version 2, we can observe that the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue D4
designs are 71.67%, 64.78%, and 68.87% more power efficient compared
to the D2 designs, respectively. This is considerable power saving, and if fault
tolerance is not required at some point in time, it can be turned off to reduce
the dynamic power consumption.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented hardware-based configurable fault-tolerant designs for the ρ-VEX VLIW processor. The designs can detect and correct SEU
errors. Parity checking is utilized to detect errors in the instruction and data
memories, and the general register files (FPGA implementation). For all other
sequential elements, the TMR approach with majority voting is implemented.
Different designs for fault tolerance scheme such as permanently enabled at
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design-time or with run-time options for enabling and disabling, were presented. These options enable a user to trade-off between hardware resources,
performance, power consumption, and reliability.

Note.
The content of this chapter is partially based on the following paper:
F. Anjam and S. Wong. Configurable Fault-Tolerance for a Configurable
VLIW Processor. In International Symposium on Applied Reconfigurable
Computing (ARC), pp. 167–178, 2013.

6
Results and Analysis
VLIW processor that can be adapted/reconfigured at design-time as well
as at run-time can target applications with diverse requirement of area,
performance, and power/energy consumption. In Chapter 3, we presented a
design-time configurable VLIW processor that can be adapted in different parameters before it is implemented in hardware. The parameters include the
processor’s issue-width, the type and number of different FUs and their latencies, type and size of multiported register files, size and width of instruction
and data memories, type of interrupt system, and type of default custom operations. Hence, for each particular application, an optimized processor can be
generated targeting area, performance, and power consumption characteristics. If the behavior of an application is not known beforehand, the application
has different phases with distinct requirements, or a number of different applications need to be executed, a fixed processor may not perform well for all
the phases/applications. In Chapter 4, we presented a run-time reconfigurable
processor that can change its organization after its realization in hardware.
The run-time parameters include the processor’s issue-width, the type and
number of different FUs, the size of the multiported register file, and size and
width of instruction and data memories. The previous chapters provided the
implementation (area/hardware) results for the design-time and run-time reconfigurable processors. The current chapter is dedicated to the performance
and power/energy consumption analysis of these designs. Following are the
contributions of this chapter:

A

• Performance and power consumption results are presented for different
issue-width processors.
• The effectiveness of run-time task migration among different cores in the
2-4-8-issue processor is evaluated.
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• The impact of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on performance, energy consumption, and EDP is analyzed.
• The effect of increasing the read/write ports (load/store units) on the
hardware resources and capacity of data memory/cache is studied.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Performance and power
consumption results for the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors are presented
in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2, respectively. Section 6.3 presents the power
consumption results for the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue stand-alone ρ-VEX
processors with different types of register files presented in Chapter 3. Section 6.4 discusses the task migration support for the 2-4-8-issue processor and
presents the performance and power consumption results. An analysis for the
simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache is presented
in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 presents an analysis for the size and required hardware resources for multiport data memory/cache or multiple load/store (LS)
units. Finally, Section 6.7 summarizes the chapter.

6.1 2-4-issue Processor
The 2-4-issue processor has two 2-issue cores, which can be utilized independently or combined together to form a 4-issue core. We consider two application scenarios for the processor. The first scenario exploits instruction level
parallelism while the second data level parallelism.
Application Scenario 1 This scenario corresponds to applications or kernels
with large ILP such as a matrix multiplication program or a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) kernel. Generally, these kernels are part of some larger applications like MPEG video, etc., and these kernels are repeated many times
while the application is running. Therefore, running such applications/kernels
on a larger issue-width core can provide more performance as compared to a
smaller issue-width core. Hence, in our case we can combine the two 2-issue
cores to form one 4-issue core and exploit the available ILP. We executed a
100-by-100 matrix multiplication program and a DFT kernel on a single 2issue core and the combined 4-issue core. Figure 6.1 depicts the speedup for
these applications/kernels normalized to the 4-issue core. In this figure, Issue_2_1 means that the application is running on one of the two 2-issue cores,
and Issue_4 means that the application is running on the combined 4-issue
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core. It can be observed from the figure, that running these applications/kernels
on a larger issue-width core can improve the performance of these applications/kernels. On the other hand, running these applications on a single 2-issue
core can benefit from the lower power consumption as the other 2-issue core
can be taken to a lower power mode by gating of its source clock.
Application Scenario 2 In this scenario, the application is such that its data
set can be easily divided and run on more than one cores with the data divided among the cores. This scenario corresponds to applications with large
data level parallelism such as the advanced encryption standard (AES) encryption/decryption. The AES algorithm takes an input data of 128 bits and a key
of 128, 196 or 256 bits and produces an encrypted output data of 128 bits.
For decryption the same key is utilized as used in the encryption process. We
utilized a 128 bit key version of the AES algorithm. We encrypted and decrypted a text of 1024 bytes. For the single 4-issue core, the C program for the
encryption and decryption are compiled and assembled with the input data of
1024 bytes. For the two 2-issue cores, the input data is split into two sets each
of 512 bytes. Each core is provided its own data set and the same program for
encryption/decryption runs on it. Figure 6.1 depicts the speedup normalized
to the combined 4-issue core. In this figure, Issue_2_2 means the application is running on both of the two 2-issue cores with the data divided among
the cores, and Issue_4 means that the application is running on the combined
4-issue core. It can be observed from the figure that the Issue_2_2 system
completed the execution of the application in almost half time compared to the
single Issue_4 system.
2
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Figure 6.1: Speedup for the 2-4-issue processor normalized to 4-issue core.
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6.2 2-4-8-issue Processor
The 2-4-8-issue processor has four 2-issue cores, which can be utilized independently or combined together to form a variety of configurations. We utilized the MiBench benchmark suite [2] and a custom benchmark suite. The
MiBench is suite of different embedded applications divided into six categories, which includes Automotive and Industrial Control, Consumer Devices,
Office Automation, Networking, Security, and Telecommunications. The custom benchmark suite is a collection of different applications/kernels consisting of the following 9 embedded applications: finite impulse response (FIR)
filter, integer division, factorial, Fibonacci series, Floyd-Warshall graph, matrix transpose, matrix multiplication, integer square root, and a DFT kernel.
We consider two application scenarios for the 2-4-8-issue processor. The first
scenario exploits instruction level parallelism while the second data level parallelism. If an application can be split into multiple independent threads that
can be run on multiple cores, the performance can be improved. If an application cannot be split into multiple independent threads, it can be run on a larger
issue-width core to exploit ILP.
Application Scenario 1 In this case, the available ILP can be exploited by
executing the application/kernel as a whole on larger issue-width cores instead
of dividing it into multiple threads. Generally, these kernels are part of some
larger applications like H.264/MPEG audio/video, etc., and these kernels are
executed multiple times while the application is running. Therefore, running
such applications/kernels on a larger issue-width core can provide more performance compared to a smaller issue-width core. By combining multiple 2-issue
cores to form a larger issue-width core (4-issue or 8-issue), we can exploit the
available ILP in a better manner. We executed the MiBench and our custom
benchmark suites with three different configurations of the 2-4-8-issue processor, i.e., 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores. Figure 6.2 depicts the speedup for
the three types of the processor cores normalized to that for a 2-issue core for
the two benchmark suites. Here, the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores utilize
local data memories with 1, 2, and 4 load/store units, respectively. It can be
observed from the figure, that running these applications/kernels on a larger
issue-width core can improve the performance of these applications/kernels.
On the other hand, running these applications on smaller issue-width cores can
benefit from lower power consumption as the other 2-issue cores can be taken
to a lower power mode by turning them off.
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Figure 6.2: Speedup for the 2-4-8-issue processor normalized to 2-issue core.

Application Scenario 2 n this case, the application is such that its data set
can be easily divided and run on multiple independent cores. This scenario
corresponds to applications with large data level parallelism such as the Rijndael encryption/decryption algorithm. We utilized a 128 bits key version of
this algorithm. We encrypted and decrypted back a text of 2048 bytes using the
Rijndael encryption/decryption algorithms. Initially, we run the application as
a whole with 2048 bytes on a single 8-issue core. We then run the same application on two 4-issue cores with the data divided among the two cores. Each
core encrypts/decrypts its own 1024 bytes of data. In the third experiment, we
run the same applications on four 2-issue cores providing 512 bytes of data
to each core. The individual encrypted/decrypted data is then combined into
a single result. Figure 6.3 depicts the execution cycles for the three types of
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Figure 6.3: Execution cycles normalized to the four 2-issue cores for the Rijndael
encryption/decryption algorithms.

the processor system normalized to that for the four 2-issue cores. It can be
observed from the figure, that applications with larger data level parallelism
execute faster when run on multiple smaller issue-width cores with the input
data distributed among them compared to running the application on one larger
issue-width core with all the input data. A matrix multiplication program can
also be executed over multiple independent cores with the data is distributed
over them. For example, one of the matrices is provided to every core, while
the rows of the other matrix are distributed over all the cores. Each core performs it own part of the calculation, which is then combined and re-arranged
into the final result.

6.2.1 Dynamic Power Consumption
In the 2-4-8-issue processor, the clock input for each 2-issue core is driven by
a separate controlled buffer [134]. The clock buffer for a core is controlled
by the run signal of that core. If the run signal for a core is at logic low, the
clock to that core is gated off. We used the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool, the
ISE release version 13.2, and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA for
the power consumption analysis. We utilized the typical operating conditions
with 10% switching activity. According to equation 5.1, the switching activity A is a linear term in the equation for dynamic power estimation, therefore,
any value of A will result in a linear change in power consumption. Since our
purpose is to show the relative power consumption of the different versions of
our processor, we can choose any possible value for A. The absolute value of
power consumption may change but the trends will remain the same when A
is changed. For all our dynamic power estimation in this chapter, we assume
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A to be 0.1 (i.e., 10% switching activity). The frequency f is fixed at 1 MHz.
Increasing the frequency increases the dynamic power consumption for any
number of the active 2-issue cores. When more cores are turned on, the net capacitive load increases, and hence, the dynamic power consumption increases.
The capacitive load C is calculated by the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool from
the placed and routed design of our processor. The voltage V is constant for
the specific FPGA that we are using. Figure 6.4 depicts the dynamic power
consumption per MHz for the 2-4-8-issue processor. It can be observed from
the figure that turning off one, two, or three 2-issue cores reduces the dynamic
power consumption of the whole system by 34%, 60%, or 82%, respectively.
Hence, if any of the 2-issue cores is not active, it can be turned off and the
system can be taken to a lower power mode.

6.3 Power Consumption for Stand-alone ρ-VEX Processors

Dynamic power (mW/MHz)

In Section 3.2, we presented different types of register file implementations
for the ρ-VEX processor. Depending upon the choice and/or the available resources in the FPGA, a ρ-VEX processor can be implemented utilizing any of
these register files. When the number of ports on a register file increases, its
area and resource requirement increases, and hence, the register file starts increasing the critical path delay of the processor. Different implementations of
the register files utilize different types of FPGA resources resulting in different
critical path length of the processor. In this section, we present the dynamic
power consumption per MHz of the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue stand-alone
ρ-VEX processors with the different types of register files presented in Sec9
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Figure 6.4: Dynamic power consumption for the 2-4-8-issue processor.
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tion 3.2. We used the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool, the ISE release version
13.2, and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1FF1156 FPGA for the power consumption analysis. We utilized the typical operating conditions with 10% switching
activity. Figure 6.5 depicts the dynamic power consumption per MHz for the
stand-alone ρ-VEX processor with different issue-widths and different types of
register files. As can be observed from the figure, compared to the register file
version 1, processors utilizing the register file version 2 consume less dynamic
power. The reason is that the register file version 2 is mapped to LUTRAMs
resulting in a compact design while version 1 could not be mapped to LUTRAMs, and hence utilizes more LUTs. Processors with register file version 3
utilize more BRAMs (by order of 4×) and more signal paths for routing compared to the version 4, therefore they consume more power than the processors
with register file version 4. On the other hand, the register file version 4 runs at
double frequency compared to the version 3, therefore the power consumption
for the processors utilizing register file version 4 also increase.

6.4 Run-time Task Migration Support
As mentioned in Section 4.3, task migration from one core to another requires
a total of 155 cycles. Out of these 155 cycles, 76 cycles are required for storing
the context of the first core, 1 cycle for accessing the program counter (PC) of
the first core, 1 cycle for reconfiguring the issue-width, 76 cycles for restoring
the context to the newly configured core, and 1 cycle for loading PC of that
core. This means that switching a running application from one type of core

Dynamic power (mW/MHz)
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Figure 6.5: Dynamic power consumption for the stand-alone ρ-VEX processor with
different issue-widths and different types of register files.
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to another core requires 155 extra cycles, but then the execution time or power
consumption for the remaining part of the application can be reduced. The
issue-width or the organization of the 2-4-8-issue processor can be changed
by writing dedicated bits to the configuration register of the processor. The
configuration register can be accessed by decoding a custom instruction on the
processor. This instruction can be placed at the specific points in the executable
code, where an issue-width change is required. In a more global scenario, the
configuration register can be implemented in the global space accessible to
other dedicated hardware/software controllers. In this case, there is no need for
designing the custom operation for the processor. The reconfiguration process
can be initiated by some external agents/controllers based on certain run-time
metrics such as hardware utilization, power/energy considerations, arrival of
other tasks, cache related statistics, etc.
To show the effectiveness of our run-time task migration capable hardware,
we utilized the generic binaries scheme [80] to generate the binary code for
our variable issue-width processor. In the generic binaries scheme, an application is compiled such that the same binary code can be executed correctly
on different issue-width VLIW processors with some performance degradation. Here, an application is compiled for an 8-issue core. Then the assembly
code is parsed and the operations are re-arranged according to a specific format
such that the same instruction can be executed by a 4-issue or a 2-issue core
in multiple clock cycles. In this case, there is a performance degradation of
9% to 30% for the 4-issue and 2-issue cores when executing the generic binaries compared to the binaries compiled for specific issue-widths. Utilizing the
generic binaries, the processor issue-width can be reconfigured at any point
during execution without needing to introduce checkpoints. This avoids the
use of complex algorithms and hardware to ensure the application is restarted
at the same point in a different version of the code. The advantage is that
the same binaries can be utilized when switching the processor issue-width
and there is no need for loading/accessing multiple binaries. This reduces the
required storage space for instructions and data, their loading time, and the
power consumption related to loading a new code. More detail about generic
binaries can be found in [80].
We considered the following benchmark applications/kernels: Sobel filter, FIR
filter, data encryption standard (DES), secure hash algorithm (SHA), Huffman
compression, and Rijndael encode. Generally, these applications/kernels are
part of some large applications such as H.264, and are repeated continuously
or at least many times. Figure 6.6 depicts the overall execution cycles normalized to a 2-issue core with 1 LS unit for different benchmarks when the
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Figure 6.6: Execution cycles normalized to a 2-issue core with 1 load/store (LS) unit.

applications are migrated from this core to a larger issue-width core at different percentage of the total execution cycles for the 2-issue-1-LS core. The
maximum performance is at 0% of execution time, i.e., when the application
has just started on the 2-issue-1-LS core. Hence, reduction in execution cycles
is more when the migration is done in the beginning of an application execution. As depicted in Figure 6.6, the compiler is able to extract more ILP for the
different applications. In our 2-4-8-issue processor, each of the four 2-issue
cores has 1 LS unit. When multiple 2-issue cores are combined, the resulting larger issue-width core can also utilize the additional LS units to increase
the data input (provided the data memory has multiple ports) and hence, can
further reduce the execution cycles for different applications.
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6.4.1 Dynamic Power Consumption
We calculated the dynamic power consumption for the 2-4-8-issue processor
with the interrupt system and task migration support. When a code running on
a larger issue-width core is shifted to a smaller issue-width core (e.g., from an
8-issue to a 2-issue), the unused 2-issue cores can be clock gated to reduce the
dynamic power consumption of the system. We used the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool, ISE release version 13.2, and the Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T-1FF1156
FPGA for the power consumption analysis. Instead of measuring the dynamic
power consumption for a particular application, we utilized 10% switching
activity to measure the dynamic power consumption at typical operation conditions. Figure 6.7 depicts the dynamic power consumption per MHz for the
2-4-8-issue processor with task migration support. It can be observed from
the figure that turning off one, two, or three 2-issue cores reduces the dynamic
power consumption of the whole system by 33%, 59%, or 81%, respectively.

6.5 Simultaneous Reconfiguration of Issue-width and
Instruction Cache

Dynamic power (mW/MHz)

As stated earlier, increasing the issue-width of a VLIW processor increases
the performance for applications with inherent ILP. Studies have shown that
more than half of the chip die is reserved for the on-chip caches and that the
energy consumption in cache systems accounts for more than 50% of the total energy consumption. Instruction cache (I-cache) reconfiguration plays an
important role in the performance, energy consumption, and/or energy-delay
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Figure 6.7: Dynamic power consumption for the 2-4-8-issue processor with task migration support.
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product (EDP) for different applications. Instead of reconfiguring only the Icache, reconfiguring both the “issue-width + I-cache" can further improve the
performance, energy consumption, and/or the EDP. In this section, we study
the effect of I-cache reconfiguration on the performance, dynamic energy consumption, and the EDP for a reconfigurable issue-width VLIW processor. We
define EDP as the product of energy consumed and the total execution cycles
per application. When issue-width is changed, a different schedule is followed
by the compiler and a different request for instructions and data is generated.
In this section, we analyze how this request can be better fulfilled by tuning
the available I-cache.

6.5.1 Experimental Setup and Benchmark Applications
We utilized the VEX toolchain [1] which includes a parametrized C compiler
and a simulator. The compiler reads a machine configuration file and then
compiles and schedules the code according to the machine specifications. As
mentioned in Section 4.4, there are 30 I-cache configurations (cache associativity: 1/2/4/8 ways, cache size: 4/8/16/32 Kbytes, cache line size: 16/32/64
bytes) and 3 issue-width configurations (2-issue, 4-issue, 8-issue; all with single load/store unit); hence the total search space for each application is 90
“issue-width + I-cache" configurations. The simulator generates a log file containing different information such as total memory accesses, total misses, execution cycles, stall cycles, function profiles etc. For energy calculation of ASIC
implementation, we utilized CACTI 6.5 [104] and Synopsis Design Compiler
(Synthesis-E-2010.12-SP1) and targeted 90 nm technology. We calculated the
energy consumption for each configuration as mentioned in Section 4.4.4. We
utilized the MiBench [2], PowerStone [3], and custom benchmark suites for
the analysis. The custom benchmark suite includes the following 16 small applications/kernels from different domains: discrete cosine transform (DCT),
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), finite impulse response filters (FIR), FloydWarshall graph, Hamming distance, Huffman compression and decompression, inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT), matrix multiply, moving filter,
run length encoding (RLE), different sorting applications such as bubblesort,
quicksork, radixsort, and shellsort. In Section 6.2, we also utilized applications from the same benchmark suites but excluding the effect of caches. For
the study in the current section, we include the I-cache results as well.
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6.5.2 Results and Analysis
As stated earlier, when the issue-width is changed, a different schedule is followed by the compiler and a different request for instructions and data is generated. Configuring the I-cache for a fixed issue-width affects the memory
accesses and miss/hit rates. The miss/hit rate directly impacts an application’s
performance and energy consumption as well as EDP. Similarly, configuring
the issue-width for a fixed I-cache also impacts memory accesses. As discussed in Section 6.5.1, we consider a large number of applications and I-cache
and issue-width configurations. Due to limited space, we cannot discuss all of
the results. We present some of the interesting and motivating results showing
the importance of reconfiguring both the issue-width and I-cache together.
Figure 6.8 depicts an analysis for three applications; Basicmath, ADPCM decode (D-adpcm), and Rijndael encode (E-rijndael) for the three configurations
of our processor issue-width with varying the I-cache configurations. Here,
1W8KB16B means a cache with 1 way associativity, 8 Kbytes total size, and
16 bytes line size. This is the base cache. We vary the cache in all its three
parameters, i.e., doubling the size, the line size, and the associativity. The first
graph in Figure 6.8 depicts the execution cycles normalized to “2-issue core
+ 1W8KB16B I-cache" configuration. Focusing at the Basicmath application,
we can observe that there is no effect of changing the issue-width; hence, for
all issue-widths, the execution cycles remain the same at different I-cache configurations. We can observe that for any issue-width configuration, varying
the I-cache configuration does vary the performance as well as the energy consumption, but this change remains same across all the issue-widths. When either of the execution cycles or energy consumption changes, the EDP changes
accordingly. Focusing at the D-adpcm application, we can observe that varying the I-cache configurations has no effect on the performance for different
issue-width configurations. The performance increases only with the issuewidth reconfiguration. On the other hand, the energy consumption varies with
the issue-width and hence the EDP. Considering the Rijndael encode application, we can observe that both the issue-width and the I-cache configurations
impact the performance and energy consumption. The “8-issue + 1W8KB32B
I-cache" results in the highest performance, the least energy consumption, and
hence, the least EDP. This shows that both the issue-width and I-cache reconfiguration together can bring the most optimized result.
In the previous example, we considered a small variation in cache configurations. In the next example, we considered a wider variation in the cache
parameters for the three types of the issue-widths. Figure 6.9 depicts the im-
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Figure 6.8: Impact of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and I-cache; execution cycles, energy, and EDP normalized to 2-issue and 1W8KB16B I-cache.

pact of I-cache configuration for the different issue-widths for Patricia and
Pocsag applications. We consider an I-cache of 1W32KB16B that is varied in
different dimensions. The first, second, and third cache sets are 1W(4-8-1632)KB16B (varying cache size), 1W32KB(16-32-64)B (varying line size) and
(1-2-4)W32KB16B (varying the associativity), respectively. The base caches
of the three sets are: 1W4KB16B, 1W32KB16, and 1W32KB16B. The execution cycles, energy, and EDP for each issue-width configuration are normalized
to that of the “own issue-width + the base I-cache in each set" configuration.
Considering the Patricia application, when the cache is varied for each type of
the issue-width in the first cache set, the execution cycles, energy consumption, and EDP are improved compared to that of the same issue-width with
1W4KB16B I-cache. When the cache is varied in the second and third sets,
there is a small variation in the performance, but there is a big variation in
energy consumption. It must be noted that the performance does not change
with the issue-width; rather it only changes with varying the cache. In case
of the Pocsag application, performance and energy consumption only change
with varying the I-cache in the first and second cache sets for each issue-width.
There is no effect for the third cache set, meaning that the associativity has almost no effect on the execution cycles, energy consumption and EDP for any
issue-width for this application. This example shows that both the issue-width
and I-cache reconfiguration are important to achieve optimal results in terms
of performance or energy consumption.
Different I-cache configurations results in different execution cycles and en-
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Figure 6.9: Impact of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and I-cache; execution cycles, energy, and EDP for 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores with varying
I-cache normalized to own issue-width with the base I-cache in each set.

ergy consumption. It is possible that for a particular application, there are
different cache configurations resulting in same execution cycles but different
energy consumption. In the following, we present few such cases to show the
importance of the simultaneous reconfiguration of I-cache and issue-width.
Figure 6.10 depicts different I-cache configurations for the Rijndael encode
and ADPCM decode applications, for which the execution cycles remain the
same while the energy consumption and EDP vary. The execution cycles, energy consumption and EDP are normalized to that of the2-issue core. Here, the
execution cycles decrease with increasing the issue-width, but remains constant for all the considered caches. Considering Figure 6.10(a) for the Rijndael
encode application, the 2-issue core consumes less energy at every point compared to the 4-issue and 8-issue cores. As the execution cycles for the 8-issue
core are less than that for the 2-issue core, the EDP for the 8-issue is lower than
that for the 2-issue core at some points. The 4-issue core behaves somewhere
in between the 2-issue and 8-issue cores. For the ADPCM decode application
in Figure 6.10(b), the 2-issue core consumes less energy at every point compared to the 4-issue and 8-issue cores. As the execution cycles for the 8-issue
core are less than that for the 2-issue core, the EDP for the 8-issue core is
equal to or less than that for the 2-issue core at some points. The 4-issue core
consumes more energy and requires much less execution cycles compared to
the 2-issue core, therefore its EDP is lower than that for the 2-issue core. Similarly, the 4-issue core consumes less energy compared to the 8-issue core,
while there is a small difference in the execution cycles, therefore, its EDP is
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Figure 6.10: I-cache configurations for which execution cycles remain the same but
energy consumption and EDP vary.

also lower than the 8-issue core. Hence, if low power is required, the 2-issue
core can be selected, and if high performance is required, the 8-issue core can
be selected. For lower EDP, the 4-issue core can be selected.
We can also optimize the configuration process by considering the percentage
variations in energy consumption, execution cycles, and EDP for an application when the issue-width is varied from 2-issue to 4-issue and 8-issue with
different I-caches. By plotting these configurations, we can easily spot the
optimal points. Figure 6.11 depicts the percentage variations in energy consumption, execution cycles, and EDP for the Dijkstra, Tiffmedian, and GSM
encode applications when the issue-width is changed from 2-issue to 4-issue
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Figure 6.11: Percentage variation in energy, execution cycles, and EDP for 4-issue
core compared to 2-issue core with different I-caches.
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with different I-caches. Considering Figure 6.11(a) for the Dijkstra application, when the issue-width is increased from 2-issue to 4-issue, there is a 15%
reduction in execution cycles for almost each cache configuration. The energy
consumption varies from 1% to 30% and the EDP from -15% to 9%. For the
Tiffmedian application in Figure 6.11(b), when the issue-width is increased
from 2-issue to 4-issue, there is a 27% reduction in execution cycles for almost each cache configuration. The energy consumption varies from -9% to
19% and the EDP from -34% to -13%. Similarly, for the GSM encode application in Figure 6.11(c), when the issue-width is increased from 2-issue to
4-issue, there is a 20% reduction in execution cycles for almost each cache
configuration. The energy consumption varies from -8% to 39% and the EDP
from -24% to 12%.
Figure 6.12 depicts the percentage variations in energy consumption, execution
cycles, and EDP for the Rijndael encode application when the issue-width is
changed from 2-issue to 4-issue and 8-issue with different I-caches. Here, the
continuous lines are drawn only for clarity purpose; otherwise, the values are
only at discrete points. When the issue-width is changed from 2-issue to 4issue, the execution cycles vary from -30% to -2%, the energy consumption
changes from 2% to 34%, and the EDP from -26% to 7%. When the issuewidth is increased from 2-issue to 8-issue, the execution cycles vary from -45%
to 0.4%, the energy consumption changes from -33% to 144%, and the EDP
from -63% to 145%.
All of the previous mentioned example show that the simultaneous reconfig-
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Figure 6.12: Percentage variation in energy, cycles, and EDP for 4-issue and 8-issue
cores compared to 2-issue core with different I-caches for the Rijndael encode.
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uration of issue-width and I-cache increases the search space for finding the
optimal energy consumption, execution cycles, and EDP compared to reconfiguring either the issue-width or the I-cache alone. If energy is the main concern, the issue-width + I-cache resulting in lower energy consumption can be
selected. If performance is the prime concern, the issue-width + I-cache with
the lower execution cycles can be selected.
Because of the limited space, we cannot show similar results for all of the
considered benchmark applications. In the following, we show and discuss results for the complete set of benchmark applications by considering their “best
I-caches”. The best I-cache with a particular issue-width for an application
could be the one resulting in the highest performance, the least energy consumption or the least EDP. For the following discussion, we consider the best
I-cache for each issue-width and each application as the one which results in
minimum energy with reasonable performance (not less than 20% of the maximum performance). Our assumption is based on the fact that mostly the main
purpose of cache reconfiguration is considered as the energy reduction.
Instead of comparing to a fixed “issue-width + I-cache", we compare the results
for the 2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue cores with their best I-caches (as explained
in the previous paragraph) for all of the benchmark applications. In this manner, we can optimize the performance, dynamic energy consumption, and the
EDP for each application. Figure 6.13 depicts the execution cycles, dynamic
energy consumption, and the EDP for the 4-issue and 8-issue cores with their
best I-caches normalized to that of the 2-issue core with its best I-cache for
the MiBench, PowerStone, and the custom benchmark suites. In general, we
observed that switching from 8-issue core to 4-issue or 2-issue core reduces
energy consumption. The main reason is that the 8-issue core reads a longer
instruction (256 bits) per access from the cache while the 4-issue and 2-issue
cores read shorter instructions (128 bits and 64 bits, respectively) per cache
access. Additionally, the 8-issue core utilizes more functional units compared
to 4-issue and 2-issue cores. On the other side, switching from 2-issue core
to 4-issue or 8-issue core increases the performance as more operations can
be executed in parallel. In the following, we briefly discuss these results (performance, energy consumption, and EDP) for the different issue-widths. The
purpose of this discussion is to evaluate effectiveness of the simultaneous reconfiguration of the I-cache and the issue-width for the different benchmark
applications. The best I-cache for a particular issue-width and a particular application can only be selected when the cache hardware is able to reconfigure
as is the issue-width.
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Figure 6.13: Execution cycles, energy consumption, and EDP for the 4-issue and
8-issue cores normalized to 2-issue core (all with their best I-caches).
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From Figure 6.13, we can observe that there are some applications/kernels
such as Bitcount, Tiffmedian, ADPCM decode, DES, DCT, Hamming distance, IDCT, Moving filter, where the EDP for the 8-issue core with its best
I-cache is less than or equal to that of the 2-issue core with its best I-cache.
For these applications switching from 2-issue to 8-issue core increases the
performance more than the energy consumption and hence reduces the EDP.
The largest reduction in the EDP is for the DES application, which is about
30%. There are some applications such as Susan smoothing, Rijndael decode,
Rijndael encode, SHA, JPEG, Pocsag, FIR Type1, Floyd-Warshall, Huffman
compression, RLE, shellsort, where, for a small increase in EDP, one can get
more performance when the issue-width is changed from 2-issue to 8-issue.
Similarly, considering the 4-issue and 2-issue cores with their best I-caches, we
can observe that there are many applications, where the EDP for the 4-issue
core is less than or equal to that of the 2-issue core. These applications are;
11 in MiBench: Bitcount, Susan smoothing, JPEG encode, Tiffdither, Tiffmedian, Blowfish decode, Rijndael encode and decode, SHA, ADPCM decode,
and GSM encode, 6 in PowerStone: ADPCM, Compress, DES, G3fax, JPEG,
and Pocsag, and 12 in custom benchmark suite: DCT, DFT, FIR type1, FloydWarshall, Hamming, Huffman compression, IDCT, matrix multiply, moving
filter, RLE, radixsort, and shellsort. This means that for these applications,
switching from 2-issue to 4-issue core increases the performance more than
increasing the energy consumption and hence, reduces the EDP. Compared
to “2-issue + the best I-cache", “4-issue + best I-cache" reduces the EDP for
Tiffmedian, Rijndael decode, and DES by about 30%, 36%, and 41%, respectively. Additionally, there are some applications, where, with a small increase
in EDP, one can get more performance when the issue-width is changed from
the 2-issue to the 4-issue.
Considering the energy consumption with the best I-caches for every issuewidth, there is no case in the considered benchmarks, where the 8-issue core
consumes less energy than the 2-issue or 4-issue core. The main reason is that
the 8-issue core consumes more power compared to the smaller issue-widths.
There are some applications such as Bitcount, Tiffmedian, Rijndael decode,
DES, Hamming distance, where the 4-issue core consumes less energy than
that of the 2-issue core, both with their best/optimal I-caches. Tiffmedian and
DES consume 11% and 6% less energy, respectively, on a 4-issue core compared to a 2-issue core both with their best I-caches. There are many applications such as Susan smoothing, JPEG encode, Tiffdither, Blowfish decode, Rijndael decode, SHA, ADPCM decode, GSM encode, Compress, G3fax, JPEG,
Pocsag, DCT, DFT, FIR Type1, Floyd-Warshall, Huffman compression, IDCT,
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matrix multiply, moving filter, RLE, shellsort, where, by switching from a 2issue to a 4-issue core (both with their best I-caches) results in a large performance gain with a small energy increase.
Considering the execution cycles with the best I-caches for every issue-width,
all the considered benchmark applications perform better with the 8-issue and
4-issue cores compared to the 2-issue core. Switching from 2-issue to 8-issue
core (both with their best caches) reduces the execution cycles for Hamming
distance, ADPCM decode, and DES by about 36%, 40%, and 46%, respectively. The largest reduction in execution cycles when switching from a 2issue to 4-issue core (both with their best caches) is for the Rijndael decode
application which is about 37%.

6.6 Multiport Data Memory/Cache Analysis
Multiple load/store (LS) units can increase the performance for some data intensive applications. Multiple LS units mean multiple read/write ports on the
data memory/cache. In this section, we evaluate the cost of multiple LS units or
multiple read/write ports on the data memory/cache. In FPGAs, large amount
embedded synchronous memory is available in the form of BRAMs. The data
memory (local or cache) is implemented with BRAMs. In the Xilinx Virtex-6
XC6VLX240T FPGA, there are 832 BRAMs. Each BRAM provides 18 Kbits
or 2 Kbytes of data storage. Each BRAM provides one read and one write
(1R1W) port.

6.6.1 Local Data Memory
Consider we need M Kbytes of data memory to be implemented using BRAMs.
When the data memory is local, N = ceil(M/2) BRAMs can store and provide the data to a single LS unit. When the LS units increase, multiple of
N BRAMs are needed in order to provide the same M Kbytes of memory.
BRAMs are arranged in different banks where each bank is associated with a
write port. Multiple BRAMs are utilized inside a bank where each BRAM is
associated with a read port. Figure 6.14 depicts a 2R2W ports data memory
configuration implemented using BRAMs. The Direction Table is a multiport
memory implemented with the FPGA’s configurable LUTs/slices. The depth
of the Direction Table is the same as that of the data memory and its width
depends on the number of write ports (log 2 of the number of write ports).
The hardware utilization and the latency of the Direction Table and the asso-
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All Write Ports
Direction Table

All Read Ports

Write
Port 0

Bank-0
BRAM

Read
Port 0

BRAM

Write
Port 1

Bank-1
BRAM

Read
Port 1

BRAM

Figure 6.14: 2R2W ports data memory configuration implemented with BRAMs.

ciated multiplexers grow with the size of the data memory. Table 6.1 presents
the number of BRAMs required to provide M Kbytes of data memory with
multiple read/write ports or LS units. As can be observed from the table, the
resource requirement or area increases exponentially with increasing the LS
units. Compared to a single LS unit, keeping the area/resources same for the
data memory, providing two, three, and four read/write ports reduces the data
storage of the memory by 1/4, 1/9, and 1/16, respectively.
Table 6.1: Number of BRAMs required for M Kbytes of data memory.

Load/store units
1
2
3
4

Read/Write ports
1R1W
2R2W
3R3W
4R4W

Total BRAMs
N = ceil(M/2)
2×2×N
3×3×N
4×4×N
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6.6.2 Data Cache
In FPGAs, cache memory is also implemented using BRAMs. Providing multiple LS units or multiple read/write ports complicates the cache controller
design as well as increases the cache memory area. We performed an analysis
for the area requirement (total number of BRAMs) of the data cache with multiple read/write ports. We did not include the hardware resources required to
implement the cache controllers. We only present results regarding the cache
memory. The data cache memory has mainly two components: data store and
tag store. Both are implemented with BRAMs. The size of the data store is
determined by the cache size, and the size of the tag store is determined by
the line size as well as the cache size. The cache associativity also affects
the size of the tag store. Figure 6.15 depicts the total number of BRAMs required to implement a 1-way data cache memory (data store + tag store) with
multiple read/write ports and varying cache parameters. The cache size varies
from 4, 8, 16, to 32 Kbytes, and line size varies from 16, 32, to 64 bytes. It
can be observed from the figure that keeping the cache parameters the same,
the number of BRAMs increases exponentially with increasing the number of
read/write ports. This consideration is important when designing a VLIW processor with multiple LS units. Although, increasing the LS units may improve
the performance of some applications, but the designer has to keep in mind
the related hardware cost. For example, the designer has to consider whether
he/she needs more memory size (in Kbytes) with less number of read/write
ports or less memory size with more read/write ports given the same number
of BRAMs.

Total number of BRAMs

350

1R1W ports
2R2W ports
3R3W ports
4R4W ports

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

4
16
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16

16
16
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4
32

8
32

16
32

32
32

4
64

8
64

16
64
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Cache size (Kbytes) and line size (bytes)

Figure 6.15: Number of BRAMs (Xilinx RAMB18s) required to implement 1-way
data cache memory (data store + tag store) with multiple read/write ports.
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6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated our reconfigurable processor designs presented in
the previous chapters in terms of performance and power/energy consumption.
The 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue adaptable processors are utilized in different
configurations (2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue). For performance analysis, we
utilized different application benchmark suites (MiBench, PowerStone, and a
custom-made benchmark suite). For power consumption analysis, we utilized
the Xilinx XPower Analyzer tool for FPGAs. We discussed the effectiveness of
the run-time task migration among different cores for the 2-4-8-issue processor. With the task migration scheme, performance can be improved or power
consumption can be reduced at run-time. Additionally, we presented an analysis (performance, dynamic energy consumption, and EDP) on the simultaneous reconfiguration of the issue-width (2, 4, and 8) and instruction cache
(associativity, cache size, and line size) for the 2-4-8-issue processor. Finally,
we analyzed the effect of increasing the number of read/write ports (LS units)
on the data memory/cache in terms of total storage capacity and hardware area.

Note.
The content of this chapter is partially based on the following papers:
F. Anjam, M. Nadeem, and S. Wong. A VLIW Softcore Processor with Dynamically Adjustable Issue-slots. In International Conference on Field Programmable Technology (FPT), pp. 393–398, 2010.
F. Anjam, M. Nadeem, and S. Wong. Targeting Code Diversity with Run-time
Adjustable Issue-slots in a Chip Multiprocessor. In Design, Automation and
Test in Europe Conference (DATE), pp. 1358–1363, 2011.
F. Anjam, Q. Kong, R.A.E. Seedorf, and S. Wong. On the Implementation
of Traps for a Softcore VLIW Processor. In HiPEAC Workshop on Reconfigurable Computing (WRC), 2012.
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F. Anjam, Q. Kong, R.A.E. Seedorf, and S. Wong. A Run-time Task Migration
Scheme for an Adjustable Issue-slots Multi-core Processor. In International
Symposium on Applied Reconfigurable Computing (ARC), pp. 102–113, 2012.
F. Anjam, L. Carro, S. Wong, G.L. Nazar, and M.B. Rutzig. Simultaneous
Reconfiguration of Issue-width and Instruction Cache for a VLIW Processor.
In International Conference on Embedded Computer Systems: Architecture
Modeling and Simulation (SAMOS), pp. 183–192, 2012.

7
Conclusions
e have argued in this dissertation that the combination of programmability with reconfigurability by implementing a reconfigurable programmable VLIW processor in an FPGA will bring several advantages such as
improved performance, reduced power/energy consumption, design flexibility,
and rapid application development. Because FPGA development requires the
knowledge of HDLs, to this end, we presented an open-source customizable
design of a VLIW processor. A complete development toolchain including a
parametrized compiler and a simulator is publicly available. Applications can
be developed in a high-level language, such as C, while at the same time, the
processor organization can be adapted to the specific requirements of different
applications both at design-time as well as at run-time. In this dissertation, we
presented different optimization techniques for the proposed VLIW processor
and evaluated its effectiveness.

W

In this final chapter, we summarize the main conclusions and present the major contributions of the thesis, and list some possible future research directions.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 summarizes
the main conclusions of this dissertation. Section 7.2 lists the major contributions described in this dissertation. Finally, Section 7.3 highlights several
possible future research directions.

7.1 Summary
In Chapter 1, we have highlighted the importance of programmability and reconfigurability. Programmability refers to reordering the existing instructions
to perform different tasks. The instruction set is fixed and different programs
make use of the instructions to execute different tasks on the processor. Programmability means how flexible a processing element is to adapt to a new
139
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application. Generally, programmable processors cannot change their organizations after fabrication, and have lower performance and higher power consumption compared to a dedicated ASIC. On the other hand, reconfigurability
refers to the ability to change the functionality of instructions themselves, i.e.,
the instruction set can be redefined. A (re)configurable processor can adapt its
instruction set as well as its hardware organization. For example, the issuewidth can be changed when required by an application for improved performance or reduced power consumption.
In order to take advantage of both, we have proposed to combine programmability with reconfigurability by implementing a programmable VLIW processor in a reconfigurable hardware such as FPGA. A VLIW processor has simple hardware design, consumes low power, and can provide high performance.
Different parameters of the processor such as issue-width, the number and type
of execution units, register file size, degree of pipelining, cache parameters,
fault tolerance, peripherals implementation, etc., can be made configurable
and selectable at design-time. Hence, an optimized processor in terms of performance, area, power/energy consumption, and reliability can be quickly implemented for each application. Additionally, the processor is made run-time
reconfigurable, where, after the implementation in hardware, certain parameters of the processor can be adapted in order to target performance vs. power
consumption trade-offs.
After discussing the advantages and disadvantages of VLIW and superscalar
processors in Chapter 1, we have argued in Chapter 2 to focus on a VLIW
processor rather than a superscalar processor. Both processors utilize multiple parallel execution units to exploit ILP. For a VLIW processor, a compiler
extracts the ILP, where as for a superscalar processor, a run-time hardware
determines the number of operations to be issued in parallel. This makes the
design of a VLIW processor simpler and more power efficient compared to
a superscalar processor at the expense of a complex compiler. We presented
different motivational scenarios why we chose to start with the available ISA
and toolchain. We discussed the VEX ISA based on which we have developed
our adaptable VLIW processor. The VEX toolchain is used for architectural
exploration and code generation. In the end, we surveyed the state-of-the-art
in configurable softcore processors.
In Chapter 3, we presented an open-source design-time customizable softcore
VLIW processor called ρ-VEX. We presented a methodology to implement
and utilize the processor. Applications written in C language can be profiled
and simulated with the VEX toolchain to determine the suitable parameters
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for the processor. The parameters include the processor’s issue-width, the type
and number of different execution units and their latencies, the type and size
of register files and the number of read/write ports, size of instruction and
data memories, type of interrupt and exception systems, selection of default
custom operations, datapath sharing, etc. These parameters are placed in two
configuration files which are input to our synthesizable VHDL code during the
processor implementation. Hence, without knowing the HDLs, the designer
can generate a desired/optimized ρ-VEX processor. The same parameters are
provided to the C compiler to generate the VEX assembly code for the application. This code is passed through a custom assembler to generate binaries
for the application. Instruction and data memories can be initialized from the
binaries. Using this methodology, trade-off between performance, hardware
resource utilization, and power consumption can be made for different applications, and hence, optimized implementations can be generated. The following
has been achieved in relation to the open questions posed in Section 1.3:
• By implementing a VLIW processor in an FPGA, we have combined
programmability with reconfigurability. To this end, we have proposed
a softcore VLIW processor that can be customized in different parameters before implemented in hardware. Applications can be profiled to
determine the suitable processor organization for it, which can then be
implemented in hardware. Hence, the processor can be tuned to match
the particular requirements of each application.
• The synthesizable VHDL design for the VLIW processor has been made
parametrized, and hence, optimized solutions can be generated without
using any C-to-VHDL tools. Applications can be developed in C, while
taking advantages of the reconfigurability provided by an FPGA.
• An optimized instruction encoding scheme has been proposed to increase the available opcode space. A methodology to extend the instruction set of the processor has been presented. Different sub-word custom
operations have been implemented that could be added to the processor
at design-time.
In Chapter 4, we extended the design-time configurable processor presented
in Chapter 3 to make it run-time reconfigurable. The processors have multiple (two for the 2-4-issue processor and four for the 2-4-8-issue processor)
2-issue cores, each of which can run independently. If not in use, each core can
be taken to a lower power mode by gating off its source clock. Multiple 2-issue
cores can be combined at run-time to form larger issue-width VLIW cores and
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a variety of other multi-core configurations. The run-time reconfigurable parameters include the issue-width, the number and type of execution units, and
the register file size. The processors can target a variety of applications having
instruction, data, and task level parallelism. Based on the interrupt system presented in Section 3.3, we developed a run-time task migration scheme for the
2-4-8-issue processor. With this scheme, cores can be utilized more efficiently.
A task running on a core can be migrated to a larger or a smaller issue-width
core for performance improvement or power reduction, respectively. Additionally, we discussed the simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache for the 2-4-8-issue processor to target performance, dynamic
energy consumption, and EDP. The following has been achieved in relation to
the open questions posed in Section 1.3:
• In order to target performance vs. power consumption trade-offs at runtime, dynamically reconfigurable multi-core processors comprising of
multiple 2-issue ρ-VEX cores have been proposed and implemented.
The smaller cores could be utilized independently to exploit DLP/TLP
or could be combined at run-time for making larger issue-width cores
to exploit ILP. The cores could only be combined or split when they are
idle, i.e., not executing any application.
• A mechanism for run-time task migration among different cores of a
multi-core processor has been proposed to improve the performance or
reduce the power consumption of the processor at run-time. With the
task migration scheme, cores could be combined or split even when they
are not idle, and hence, could be utilized more efficiently.
• A system with reconfigurable issue-width and instruction cache has been
proposed in order to analyze the effect of simultaneous reconfiguration
of issue-width and instruction cache on the performance, dynamic energy consumption, and EDP for different applications.
When the datapath of a processor gets larger and complex, the probability of
errors (such as radiation-induced soft errors) also increases. Therefore, it is becomes necessary to employ fault-tolerant techniques in order to guarantee high
reliability and dependability of the safety-critical systems. Run-time detection
plays an important role in dependable systems, where it is needed that the computed data is either correct or an error signal is generated whenever there is a
possible error. In Chapter 5, we presented hardware-based configurable fault
tolerance mechanisms for our configurable processors. Separate techniques
are employed to protect different modules of the processor from single event
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upset errors. Parity checking is utilized to detect errors in the instruction and
data memories and the general register file, while triple modular redundancy
approach is employed for all the synchronous flip-flops. At design-time, a user
can specify to include or exclude the fault tolerance in the processor designs.
Additionally, the user can choose to implement a design in which fault tolerance is always enabled or run-time reconfigurable. In the later case, the fault
tolerance can be enabled and disabled at run-time to optimize power consumption whenever fault tolerance is not needed. These options enable a user to
trade-off between hardware resources, performance, power consumption, and
reliability. The following has been achieved in relation to the open questions
posed in Section 1.3:
• Hardware-based configurable fault tolerance techniques have been proposed and implemented for the ρ-VEX processor to mitigate single event
upset errors. The fault tolerance can be included/excluded in the processor at design-time and/or enabled/disabled at run-time.
In Chapter 6, we evaluated our reconfigurable processor designs presented in
the previous chapters in terms of performance and power/energy consumption.
We utilized the 2-4-issue and 2-4-8-issue processors in different configurations (2-issue, 4-issue, and 8-issue) and used different application benchmark
suites (MiBench, PowerStone, and a custom-made benchmark suite). We evaluated the effectiveness of the run-time task migration among different cores for
the 2-4-8-issue processor. Additionally, we analyzed the effect of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on the performance,
dynamic energy consumption, and EDP for different benchmark applications.
Finally, we evaluated how increasing the number of read/write ports on data
memory/cache affects its capacity and the required hardware resources.

7.2 Main Contributions
In this section, we highlight the main contributions of our research that is described in this dissertation:
• In order to merge programmability with reconfigurability, we proposed a
programmable VLIW processor implemented in a reconfigurable hardware, such as FPGA. The processor can be adapted to the specific requirements (static and dynamic) of different applications.
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• Different optimizations have been presented for the proposed processor.
These include the different type of the multiported register file, different implementation styles for the interrupt system, a datapath sharing
mechanism, the hardware multiplier, etc.
• An optimized instruction encoding scheme has been proposed in order
to increase the available opcode space. A methodology to extend the
instruction set of the processor has been presented. A set of different
sub-word custom operations have been implemented that could be included at design-time.
• Dynamically reconfigurable multi-core processors comprising of multiple smaller cores have been proposed to target performance and power
consumption characteristics at run-time. The processor can be used to
exploit ILP, DLP, and TLP.
• A scheme for run-time task migration among different cores of the
multi-core processor has been proposed for performance improvement
or power reduction at run-time. With this scheme, cores can be combined or split even when they are not idle, and hence, can be utilized
more efficiently.
• Hardware-based configurable fault tolerance techniques have been presented to mitigate SEU errors in the proposed processors. The fault
tolerance in the processor can be included/excluded at design-time.
The included fault tolerance can be made permanently enabled or enabled/disabled at run-time.
• The impact of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on performance, energy consumption, and EDP have been
evaluated. The results showed that instead of reconfiguring either the
issue-width or the instruction cache alone, reconfiguring both together
has more potential to improve the performance, energy consumption,
and/or EDP.

7.3 Future Research Directions
In this dissertation, we have proposed an adaptable processor that can be tuned
to the requirements of different applications both at design-time as well as at
run-time. The proposed approach combines the benefits of programmability
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and reconfigurability. Following are some possible future research directions
in which the introduced approach could progress:
• Currently, the ρ-VEX processor has 5 stages. In order to increase the
clock frequency, the number of processor stages can be increased. For
example, the decode stage can be split into a decode stage and operands
read stage. The execution stages can also be split over multiple stages.
Increasing the number of processor stages complicates the design of
the forwarding network. The situation becomes worse with increasing
the issue-width of the processor. The advantage in our case is that we
can simulate the application with different latencies for the execution
units. Hence, based on the required criteria (performance, hardware
area, power consumption, etc.), we can select to implement a partial
forwarding network in order to balance its complexity and performance
making the design highly customizable.
• The ρ-VEX processor implements the complete VEX instruction set.
Because the instruction set is very rich, implementing all of the defined
operations increases the hardware area as well as power consumption. In
order to generate optimize application-specific processors, the inclusion
of the hardware for the required-only operations can be made designtime selectable. The application can be profiled to determine the used
operations in the program. This information can then be used to select
only the required operations when implementing the processor.
• In FPGAs, the standard clock gating techniques are not efficient and cannot avoid the power consumed in the clock networks which accounts for
a considerable amount of the total consumed power. Partial reconfiguration based structural clock-gating technique [135] can be implemented
for the ρ-VEX processor. The technique is based on the dynamic partial
reconfiguration of the configuration memory frames related to the clock
routing resources in FPGA. A small hardware controller can be implemented to perform the reconfiguration process which can be controlled
by decoding a special instruction on the processor.
• The 2-4-8-issue processor consists of multiple 2-issue cores which can
be used in different configurations. Run-time algorithms can be implemented to schedule different tasks on the processor. The algorithms can
use compile-time and run-time information (such as performance, power
consumption, etc.) to properly configure the available cores depending
upon the tasks in the task queue. Hence, the cores can be efficiently
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utilized and performance and power consumption can be optimized at
run-time. The algorithms can be implemented in a special hardware or
in software executing on a core.
• In this dissertation, we have analyzed the effect of simultaneous reconfiguration of issue-width and instruction cache on the performance, energy consumption, and EDP. A similar analysis can be performed for
the data cache. Both the instruction and data caches can be included
in the analysis to extend the scope. Because increasing the number
of load/store units can increase the performance, therefore, data caches
with multiple read/write ports can be considered in the analysis. Runtime algorithms can be implemented to perform the reconfiguration of
the caches and the issue-width when required depending upon different
parameters gathered at run-time or compile-time.
• In a different project, the AMBA AHB/APB bus protocol has been implemented for the ρ-VEX processor. This setup can be extended to implement a ρ-VEX based complete system-on-chip (SoC). With the bus
implementation, it becomes simple to integrate different peripheral components, such as caches, interrupt system, UARTs, timers, and other I/O
components. Memory management unit (MMU), direct memory access
(DMA) unit, and other advanced components can be implemented in order to run an operating system on the processor. This could lead to the
development of a multi-core based high-performance SoC.
• Support for adding custom operations at run-time by means of partial reconfiguration could be investigated. With partial reconfiguration, hardware resources can be shared among different functionalities/implementations. Hardware accelerators or even large coprocessors can be defined and connected to the processor at run-time
to off-load compute-intensive tasks.
• Hybrid (software and hardware) approaches for fault detection and recovery can be explored. The 2-4-8-issue processor can be configured
to run a code in duplicate (two 4-issue cores) or triplicate (three 2-issue
cores). With a slight modification in the micro-architecture, the results
can be compared for error detection. With the task migration scheme
presented in Section 4.3 and the generic binaries [80], the running code
can be migrated from a faulty core to a non-faulty core.
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